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Abstract
Multiple myeloma is a complex heterogeneous hematological malignancy comprising of rapidly
proliferating genetically diverse clonal plasma cells. Tumor initiation, development, and
progression occur through a series of pre-malignant stages, with sequential acquisition of
genomic aberrations. The developing genomic landscape offers opportunity for
microenvironment, drug treatment, and immune system related selection pressures to introduce
various somatic mutations providing a fitness advantage to cell populations and leading to a
branching evolutionary scheme of clonal evolution. Clonal evolution—a process that mimics
Darwinian evolution—enables coexistence of heterogeneous clonal and sub-clonal populations
providing myeloma cells the ability to acclimatize and grow as the disease progresses. The interclonal heterogeneity is the primary cause for variable responses to drug treatment between
patients and within the same patient at different times. The prevalence of specific sub-clones
over others results in recurring cycles of remission and relapse in patients, eventually leading to
refractory relapse. This therapeutic challenge necessitates the need to study the determinants of
heterogeneous responses in myeloma patients to monitor disease progression, via prognostic
biomarkers, and devise strategies for the implementation of personalized precision medicine. The
purpose of the work presented in this dissertation is to investigate the determinants of
heterogeneity in drug treatment response of molecularly different in vitro myeloma cell lines
representing clonal populations of cells. This research employs a quantitative systems
pharmacology approach to explore the heterogeneous intracellular signaling mechanisms
governing drug action in myeloma cells and to identify common protein biomarkers associated
with differing drug sensitivities as useful tools for translatable patient risk stratification and
response prediction.
v

A genetically diverse panel of four multiple myeloma cell lines (i.e., U266, RPMI8226,
MM.1S, and NCI-H929) were examined for pharmacodynamic differences in response to
treatment with bortezomib, a proteasome inhibitor commonly used for the treatment of multiple
myeloma. Heterogeneity in response was quantitatively established via concentration-effect and
cell proliferation dynamical studies. Of the four cell lines, MM.1S and NCI-H929 were found to
be more sensitive to bortezomib treatment in comparison to U266 and RPMI8226. Traditional
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modeling of literature reported in vivo xenograft data of the
cell lines also confirmed sensitivity differences to bortezomib among the cell lines (Chapter 2).
In order to test the hypothesis that differences in drug-induced downstream intracellular
protein signaling is the basis for response heterogeneity, a comprehensive logic-based Boolean
network model was developed, comprising of 97 nodes and 202 edges, to characterize the
intracellular protein signaling governing cell growth, proliferation, and apoptosis in myeloma
cells. The network was used to simulate protein dynamics under bortezomib perturbation to
examine the mechanisms of bortezomib induced apoptosis in myeloma cells. Interestingly,
simulations identified the activation of both intrinsic and extrinsic pathways of apoptosis in
myeloma cells. Key proteins central to the network and relevant to the pharmacodynamics of the
drug were revealed by topology based centrality measures and a model reduction algorithm
(Chapter 3).
Network-guided time-course dynamics of ten protein biomarkers, namely, pNFκB,
pAKT, pmTOR, Bcl-2, pJNK, pp53, p21, pBAD, Caspase 8, and Caspase 9, were characterized
in untreated-control, 2 nM bortezomib (only RPMI8226 and MM.1S cells), and 20 nM
bortezomib treated U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929 cells using the fluorescence
intensity based MAGPIX® protein assay system. Broadly, a greater control-normalized
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expression of signaling proteins was observed in the more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells
in comparison to U266 and RPMI8226 cells. Also, the onset of activation of these proteins was
faster in the more sensitive cell lines. The lower drug concentration (2 nM) showed a slower
onset and lower magnitude of expression in sensitive MM.1S cells and did not induce a change
in expression of proteins in RPMI8226 cells. Overall, the experimental analysis suggested an
association between intracellular protein signaling dynamics and drug sensitivity (Chapter 4).
The experimental protein dynamics and the integrated protein interaction mechanisms
were utilized to develop four cell line specific pharmacodynamic systems models linking drugexposure to efficacy-response via a mechanistic network of protein biomarker interactions with
simultaneous fitting of protein and cell dynamics (Chapter 5 and 6). Interestingly, similarly
regulated signaling mechanisms were able to describe U266 and RPMI8226 protein and cell
dynamics highlighting the similarities between these two cell lines. Global sensitivity analysis of
the two models also identified similar proteins with significant Sobol sensitivity indices
governing bortezomib efficacy in the cell lines (Chapter 5). The developed model framework
was adopted and extended to incorporate cell line specific mechanisms relevant to MM.1S and
NCI-H929 for their respective systems models. Both MM.1S and NCI-H929 differed from U266
and RPMI8226 cells, primarily with regards to their bortezomib mediated pp53 and p21
regulatory mechanisms. A comparison of the sensitivity analysis of all four systems models
essentially revealed the importance of upstream proteins pJNK, pNFκB, and pAKT under
regulation by bortezomib. A Spearman rank correlation assessment of cell viability with modelfitted individual protein activation area under the curves across the four cell lines at 24 h
facilitated the identification of common proteins—pAKT, pNFκB, caspase 8, Bcl-2, and
pBAD—that are indicative of sensitivity differences (Chapter 6).
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In principle, this research adopts a proof-of-concept unique approach to investigate
heterogeneous pharmacodynamic responses from an in vitro cellular perspective, with different
cell lines embodying clonally diverse cell populations. This work integrates traditional
pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modeling and systems pharmacology derived methodologies
to establish intracellular signaling differences as one of the major sources of heterogeneous
pharmacodynamic efficacy responses. Furthermore, the final cell line specific dynamic systems
models collectively recommend protein biomarkers, which can serve as potential
pharmacodynamic response predictors. Upon adequate translation across a larger panel of cell
lines, in vivo xenograft systems, and patient-derived tumor samples; the approach can enable risk
stratification based on biomarker profiles, aiding the timely distinction of aggressive disease
progression and predicting the trajectory of disease evolution to enable appropriate therapeutic
intervention (i.e., precision medicine).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1

Multiple Myeloma: Overview
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a malignant transformation and cancerous proliferation of plasma
cells, and it represents the second most common hematological malignancy. The disease
accounts for 15–20% of the deaths from blood cancers and 2% of the deaths from all cancers [1].
The lifetime risk of developing MM is 1 in 143 (0.7%) in the United States [2]. MM is a disease
of the elderly. The median age at onset is 66 years and only 2% of patients are younger than 40
years when diagnosed [3-5]. The incidence rates are higher in men than women, and the AfricanAmerican population is more prone to developing the disease as compared to Caucasian
populations [6, 7]. The American Cancer Society estimates the diagnosis of around 30,280 new
cases in 2017, with about 12,590 MM related deaths [2]. Although many novel therapies have
been approved for the treatment of MM, most patients relapse, and the 5-year survival rate is
only 47% [1].
MM initiates in the bone marrow owing to genetic changes that affect the normal
differentiation of B cells into plasma cells. The primary cytogenetic events include the
chromosomal translocations at the immunoglobulin switch region of chromosome 14 with other
partner chromosomes that include chromosomes 4, 11, 16, 20, and others; or hyperdiploidy
presenting frequently as trisomies of numerous odd-numbered chromosomes [8-10]. The
occurrence of these abnormalities establishes MM initiation in cells, and the disease at this stage
is termed monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS). This is an
asymptomatic monoclonal stage, which has a 1% chance of progressing to MM [11-13]. Cells
may start to accumulate secondary genetic and epigenetic abnormalities that include: karyotypic
abnormality in MYC, activation of NRAS, KRAS, mutations in FGFR3 and TP53, modifications
in expression of microRNA, genetic hyper/hypo-methylation, and many others [11, 14, 15]. As
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cells acquire these modifications, the disease gradually progresses to another asymptomatic stage
known as smoldering multiple myeloma (SMM). The continued acquisition of genetic alterations
and interactions with microenvironment cells over time leads to the progression of the disease
from SMM to MM/plasma cell leukemia (PCL) at the rate of 10% per year, and at this stage, the
disease moves gradually into the blood from the bone marrow [16]. The evolution of MM
disease progression is shown in Figure 1. Frequent symptoms include: calcium elevation, renal
impairment, anemia, and bone abnormalities, often abbreviated as ‘CRAB’. Diagnostic criteria
for MM include: blood cell count measurements, serum calcium and creatinine concentration
measurements, serum and urinary monoclonal (M) protein concentrations, and examination of
the bone marrow. Diagnostic tests also include a whole-body computed tomography or plain
radiography to detect bone lesions [17-21]. Upon diagnosis, tumor burden and prognosis of the
disease is determined by either the Durie-Salmon staging system (DSSS) and/or the International
Staging System (ISS). The DSSS is based on four measures that include the concentrations of Mprotein, calcium, and hemoglobin in the blood, along with the number of lytic bone lesions [22].
The ISS is a more recent, cost-effective classification system that consists of measuring beta-2
microglobulin and albumin concentrations in blood [23, 24]. A revised ISS also incorporates the
presence of cytogenetic abnormalities (primarily the deletion of 17p and/or translocations t(4;14)
and/or t(14;16)) and increased lactate dehydrogenase concentrations for staging to improve
clinical care as well as study the impact of these abnormalities [25].
Asymptomatic MM, which includes MGUS and SMM, is often not treated, and the
patients are observed for the development of symptomatic MM. There are several phases of
therapy for active/symptomatic MM such as: initial chemotherapy for targeting the existing
myeloma cells, stem cell transplant (for eligible patients), maintenance therapy to maintain
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response and improve survival, and treatment of relapsed/refractory disease by trying
combination therapy or novel/different chemotherapeutic agents [11]. Initial therapy comprises
of standard immunomodulatory agents (e.g., lenalidomide, and thalidomide) in combination with
steroids (e.g., dexamethasone) with or without a proteasome inhibitor (e.g., bortezomib) [11].
Autologous stem cell transplant is available for patients that meet criteria based on age, response
to initial therapy, and presence of comorbidities [26]. Maintenance therapy could include a
continuation of any of the agents given for initial therapy, which is often considered on a caseby-case basis. Treatment of relapsed disease depends on many factors such as response to earlier
treatment, duration of earlier treatment, aggressiveness of the disease upon relapse, and the time
of relapse (while on treatment or during drug holiday). The approach is to treat with another
molecule in the same class of drugs as before, start therapy on a new chemotherapeutic agent, or
try different simultaneous or sequential combination regimens [11].
There are now several classes of chemotherapeutic agents available for MM treatment,
many of which have been approved very recently. Immunomodulatory agents have been a part of
MM therapy for decades, and they primarily cause cell death by inhibiting the myeloma cells and
their microenvironment (i.e., stromal cells and cells of the immune system). Most agents in this
group are non-targeted compounds, which inhibit intracellular and extracellular growth factors
supporting myeloma cell growth, such as thalidomide, pomalidomide, and lenalidomide [27, 28].
The class of drugs that changed the course of MM treatment is proteasome inhibitors. These
compounds inhibit proteasomes in cells; proteasomes are enzyme complexes that cause
proteolysis of unwanted proteins, and the inhibition of proteasome results in the accumulation of
undesirable proteins in cells causing cells to undergo apoptosis. Members of this class of agents
include bortezomib, carfilzomib, and the recently approved ixazomib, which can be administered
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orally. Marizomib and oprozomib are two promising investigational proteasome inhibitors
currently undergoing clinical trials [1, 29]. Histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACs) are another
class of agents being tested for therapy of MM. HDACs inhibit the transcription of genes by
histone deacetylation and subsequent chromatin condensation. These agents also govern the posttranslational deacetylation of several non-histone proteins such as, signaling proteins,
transcription factors, and chaperones, leading to their degradation via the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway. HDACs also play a role in regulating the aggresome protein degradation pathway,
which complements proteasome-mediated proteolysis [30]. Briefly, inhibition of HDACs leads
to the up-regulation of several intracellular signaling proteins leading to cellular apoptosis.
Orally administered panabinostat is the only approved HDAC inhibitor for MM in combination
with bortezomib and dexamethasone for relapsed/refractory patients [31]. Apart from these
classes of drugs, other chemotherapeutic agents include dexamethasone, prednisone, and
liposomal doxorubicin [1, 32]. In 2016, two monoclonal antibodies, daratumumab and
elotuzumab, were also approved for the treatment of MM in combination with other
chemotherapeutic agents. Daratumumab targets CD38 on myeloma cells leading to antibodydependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC),
whereas elotuzumab binds to the SLAMF7 protein (also called CS1) expressed on myeloma and
natural killer (NK) cells, thus activating the NK cells to destroy the tagged MM cells [33, 34].
The diagnosis and treatment of MM has significantly changed in the last decade with
improvements in the five-year relative survival rates. However, the course of the disease is still
characterized by a continuous cycle of remission and relapse eventually leading to refractory
relapse that is unresponsive to any therapy [35]. The fundamental reason for this pattern of
evolution is the underlying existence of diverse clonal and sub-clonal populations of myeloma
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cells differing in their molecular genetic profile [36, 37]. Clonal heterogeneity and clonal
evolution affects the response to chemotherapeutic agents (and their combinations) with
outgrowth of minor resistant clones resulting in relapse of the disease [38]. Varying clonal
composition at diagnosis, and their evolution under natural progression or treatment, are also a
reason for inter-individual variability in response to therapy among patients. In order to optimize
therapy according to tumor heterogeneity, it is essential to determine the clonal nature of the
disease and the clonal evolution as the disease progresses. It is important to examine the impact
of this heterogeneity on the pharmacodynamic response upon treatment with a chemotherapeutic
agent, by investigating the differences in molecular mechanisms influenced by the therapy in the
different clonal populations. In addition, it is critical to follow the clonal burden, and not just the
tumor burden alone, to recognize resistant clones and plan a suitable regimen early in therapy.
Hence, others and we conjecture that MM therapy should focus on the design of individualized
therapeutic regimens that target all clones simultaneously, while avoiding dominant regrowth of
minor sub-clones. The complex problem of clonal heterogeneity and its clinical influence on
MM therapy is the primary motivation for this dissertation. The goal of this research is to
investigate the heterogeneity in response to bortezomib treatment in genetically diverse in vitro
myeloma cell lines representing different clonal populations.

Inter-clonal Heterogeneity and Clonal Evolution
Several early studies of the clonal nature of MM have been reported. Leibson and colleagues
observed the appearance of sub-clonal populations in murine S107 myeloma cell line maintained
in culture over time [39]. The clonal populations exhibited decreased expression of surface
immunoglobulin in comparison to the parent population, which was attributable to genetic
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inheritance [39]. In another study, a cell line established from a MM patient was analyzed for its
DNA content, that revealed the presence of near-diploid and near-tetraploid karyotypes showing
the existence of two types of cell populations [40]. The clonal evolution of the two populations
was evident via the shared chromosomal aberration background [40].
Techniques such as whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and whole-exome sequencing
(WES) have made it easier to identify specific cancer mutations. Chapman et al. studied the MM
genomes of 38 myeloma patients with diverse cytogenetics and disease stage, using WGS/WES
sequencing techniques to identify acquired somatic mutations and their biological evolution
patterns [36]. Ten genes were identified to have statistically significant protein-coding mutations,
which included: NRAS, KRAS, FAM46C, DIS3, TP53, CCND1, PNRC1, ALOX12B, HLA-A, and
MAGED1. Four of these were shown to be mutated in MM (NRAS, KRAS, TP53, and CCND1),
and there were an increased number of mutations in genes involved in oncogenic mechanisms of
protein translation and response to unfolded proteins. In addition, many genes of the NFκB
pathway and the clinically relevant BRAF kinase mutation were also observed. This analysis
established genotypic heterogeneity observed in MM patients and also highlighted some of the
frequently mutated genes in MM [36].
Keats et al. performed a genomic analysis using array comparative genomic hybridization
and fluorescence in situ hybridization on serial samples of the disease course in 28 patients with
standard-risk and high-risk MM (patients with t(4;14), t(14;16), t(14;20), del(17p)) [38]. All
patients underwent different treatment regimens, and investigators also followed a single t(4;14)
high-risk patient from diagnosis to plasma cell leukemia with 7 serial time-point samples. A total
of 23 copy number abnormalities (CNAs) on an average were identified in each sample, with an
increase in CNAs over time in subsequent samples. Shared CNAs between sequential samples of
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every patient indicated a clonal relationship. In addition, high-risk cytogenetics were associated
with more copy number changes suggesting more genomic instability and increased
heterogeneity. For three patients with a third serial sample, differences in the rate of development
of CNAs varied with stable or evolving genome cycles and the absence of any specific
evolutionary path. Overall, all patients could be segregated into three evolutionary phenotypes:
genetically stable (no detectable CNA changes), linearly evolving (new acquired CNAs), and
clonal mixtures with moving predominant clones (gains and losses in CNA with reappearance of
homozygous deletions). In a patient with the most serial samples, a pattern of alternating
dominance of two major clones was observed over time upon treatment with different
chemotherapeutic agents. The analysis demonstrated the presence of heterogeneous clones in
each patient, different types of clonal evolutionary phenotypes underlining the re-emergence of
minor sub-clones, and that the therapy influenced the survival competition between clones [38].
Bolli et al. analyzed 84 myeloma samples from 67 patients using WES, copy-number
arrays, and cytogenetic analysis [41]. For 15 patients, serial samples after disease progression or
relapse under treatment conditions were available. The patient population was diverse with
different IGH translocations, differences in karyotype, and differences in overexpression of
FGFR3 and cyclin D1, and different copy number alterations. The study confirmed the existence
of clonal evolution, as all tumor cells from one individual shared a set of common single
nucleotide variants representative of a common founder clone or progenitor. In addition, the
study identified patients in whom mutations in the known myeloma driver genes—NRAS, KRAS,
and BRAF—were clonal, and patients in whom the mutations were sub-clonal suggesting that
potential driver mutations can be acquired as the disease progresses. As for clonal evolution in
patients with serial samples, four main patterns were identified: a) no change in clonal
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composition, b) linear with emergence of a new sub-clone, c) differential clonal response with
proportions of clones differing in the serial samples over time due to chemotherapy or selective
advantage (results in one patient were similar to that observed by Keats et al. [38] with
alternating dominance), and d) branching evolution with one or more new clones and reduction
in frequency or disappearance of older clones. Although the data suggested an association
between chemotherapy and evolutionary pattern, the sample size was too low to make
meaningful conclusions. The authors identified similar recurrently mutated genes in MM as
Chapman et al. [36]. In addition, novel gene mutations in MM were identified, including: SP140
(related to mature B cell antigen response), PEG3 (NFκB/TNF associated signaling), and USP29
(p53 stabilization associated enzyme). Overall, the authors established heterogeneity and clonal
evolution in a larger cohort, and identified novel mutations and pathways in MM that could be
investigated for their potential as targets for MM therapy [41].
In a large comprehensive study, Lohr et al. obtained samples from 203 MM patients who
were characterized, and 11 significantly mutated genes were recognized (i.e., NRAS, KRAS,
FAM46C, DIS3, TP53, BRAF, TRAF3, CYLD, RB1, PRDM1, and ACTG1) [42]. Many of these
variants were similar to the ones identified by Chapman et al. and Bolli et al. [36, 41]
reaffirming the mutational landscape of MM identified so far. The study also revealed that MM
tumor samples had at least five sub-clones on an average at diagnosis [42]. All these studies
strongly support the hypothesis of heterogeneity, due to the presence of clonal or sub-clonal
populations of cells, and their clonal evolution in MM.
The clonal heterogeneity and evolutionary process in MM resembles the evolutionary
biology scheme proposed by Charles Darwin on the origin of species [43]. MM clones apply a
similar phenomenon to survive and proliferate, in which the clones compete for space and
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nutrition, eventually leading to progression of the disease and development of resistance to
chemotherapeutic regimens. MM can be envisioned to be originating from a myeloma progenitor
cell (MPC), which is evolutionarily selected to multiply and proliferate [44, 45]. This cell
becomes heterogeneous as it multiplies over time and acquires different genetic mutations and
slowly progresses to MGUS. MGUS cells then undergo a series of transformation processes,
with sequential acquisition of genetic abnormalities, to progress to SMM, followed by MM and
PCL. The transformation process of acquisition of genetic mutations follows a branching model
of progression as proposed by Darwin in the evolution of species [44, 46, 47]. Walker et al.
confirmed this theory by performing WGS and WES analysis on patients in different stages of
the disease including MGUS, high-risk SMM (HR-SMM), MM, and PCL [37]. Results
demonstrated that a similar extent of heterogeneity exists in all four stages of the disease,
including the asymptomatic MGUS stage. However, the median number of non-synonymous
single-nucleotide variants (NS-SNVs) increases as the disease progresses from MGUS (13 NSSNVs) to PCL (59 NS-SNVs), providing evidence consistent with Darwinian evolution. Serial
samples from individuals transitioning from HR-SMM to MM were also analyzed. The transition
was found to be not associated with the outgrowth of one clone, but was due to the outgrowth of
several clones. Up to six clones changing in the transition were detected, but many clones were
below the sensitivity of the sequencing approach [37]. In another study by the same group, the
clonal evolution in high-risk vs. standard-risk MM patients (t(4;14) vs. t(11;14)) were compared
[48]. Although statistically insignificant, the high-risk group exhibited a trend towards more
SNVs. Moreover, only 3% of the overall mutated genes were common between the two groups.
The high-risk group showed enrichment of genes belonging to the microtubulin-actin movement
and cytoskeletal organization, highlighting the role of epigenetic mechanisms. Differences in
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genetic mutations across the two groups could represent a cause for the difference in
aggressiveness of the disease [48]. In summary, it is well established that clonal evolution in
MM follows a branching model of evolution with increasing genetic complexity providing a
survival advantage to cells, very similar to the Darwin’s theory of the evolution of life [43]. The
MM clonal evolutionary scheme is heavily influenced by the natural progression of the disease,
type of chemotherapeutic treatment, duration of treatment, drug holiday between treatments, and
microenvironment associated factors [38, 41, 44, 46-49].

Clinical Implications of Clonal Heterogeneity
Presence of clonal heterogeneity makes MM a collection of comparable diseases, as opposed to a
single disease, with implications for treatment strategies. A ‘one size fits all’ treatment approach
fails for a collection of molecularly different sub-clones, leading to refractory/relapse disease and
the development of resistance. Natural competition among clones for survival of the fittest, along
with the effect of therapy and microenvironment selection of specific clones during the course of
the disease—a phenomenon referred to as ‘clonal tiding’—suggests a role for monitoring
individual patient progression using genome sequencing based techniques [38, 46, 49-51].
Individual course of clonal evolution ultimately may govern the treatment approach. The overall
therapy goal would be to target all clones equally, while ensuring that an aggressive minor nondominant sub-clone does not re-emerge due to the development of resistance.
Several strategies have been proposed to contain clonal heterogeneity-dependent relapse
in MM patients. To date, asymptomatic MM patients are observed but not treated. One important
clinical question is whether early treatment should be considered given the lesser genetic
complexity at that stage of the disease. Mateos et al. published results of a long-term Phase 3
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clinical trial that tested the advantage of treating HR-SMM patients with lenalidomide and
dexamethasone versus watchful observation [52, 53]. Early treatment with lenalidomide and
low-dose dexamethasone combination (nine 28-day cycles), followed by maintenance therapy
with lenalidomide (for two years) supplemented with dexamethasone upon biological
progression during maintenance, showed a significant advantage in both time to progression as
well as sustained prolongation and overall survival, including a reduction in resistant relapses
[52, 53]. Although promising, concerns were raised given that the study began in 2007, a time
when stringent diagnostic criteria for MM were not implemented [54]. There is consensus that
more clinical trials with novel chemotherapeutic agents are needed with monitoring of the timecourse of outcomes of relevant biomarkers and response variables [52, 54].
Another approach that could be promising is the use of sequential treatment strategies
that consist of an induction phase for debulking, consolidation therapy for further elimination of
clonal cells to achieve complete remission, followed by a maintenance treatment to implement
selective pressure to control and prohibit clonal re-emergence, potentially leading to the
extinction of clones and a therapeutic cure [46, 55]. This approach addresses clones of different
behavioral phenotypes, such as the more proliferative and relapse-prone aggressive clones, and
the less proliferative clones [44]. Usually these clones differ in their sensitivity to
chemotherapeutic agents, and thus require treatment plans with a combination of agents differing
in mechanism and staggered administration schedules to apply the right amount of selective
pressure on the overall tumor and avoid clonal recurrence. Initiation treatment usually targets the
more proliferative clones, whereas consolidation and maintenance focus on indolent clones [46].
Apart from combination regimens, sequential treatment approaches, and the timing of
therapy, an alternative methodology proposed by Brioli et al. is to design a targeted treatment
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that directly acts on the founding mutation of the MPC, thereby aiming for the ‘trunk or base’ of
the evolutionary tree/pyramid [46]. A common theme of these approaches is the use of
biomarker-based molecular profiling of individual disease status, thereby enabling genotypic and
phenotypic risk stratification of patients for the suitable design of therapy.

Mathematical Modeling of Clonal Heterogeneity and Evolution in MM
Quantitative mathematical approaches have shown utility in studying the complexity of cancer
and cancer pharmacotherapy [56-61]. Diverse types of mathematical models describing tumor
growth, progression, and heterogeneity have been published and recently reviewed [62].
However, very few quantitative models describing clonal heterogeneity and evolution in MM
have been reported.
Hokanson and colleagues report one of the earliest examples of mathematical modeling
of MM growth and regression with a hint of the clonal nature of MM [63]. Serial changes in
tumor mass of 61 MM patients under treatment with melphalan-prednisone were evaluated, and a
two-cell population mathematical model was proposed to describe tumor kinetics, with the two
populations representing sensitive and resistant clones. The reduced effectiveness of treatment
over time was explained by the increase in resistant cells, and heterogeneity was observed in
response among the patients [63].
Tang et al. identified that bortezomib-based therapy applies selective pressure on the
disease phenotype, establishing inter-individual patient variability in clonal dynamics. They
quantitatively described myeloma cell dynamics (M-protein trajectories) from three clinical trials
(consisting of patients with newly diagnosed MM and relapsed MM) with a hybrid mathematical
model that consisted of compartments describing normal stem cells, sensitive and resistant MM
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progenitor cells, and their respective differentiated cell types that produce M protein (Figure 2).
The compartments representing the differentiation hierarchy of resistant MM cells were required
to consolidate the inter-patient variable response data in relapsed patients, suggesting the
selection of resistant sub-clones due to induction treatment. The final model suggests that Mprotein responses reflect clonal heterogeneity between patients [64]. Although the quantitative
model recapitulated clonal dynamics, the model is relatively empirical in nature and lacks
relevant biological mechanisms that lead to heterogeneous responses in patients, hence limiting
the utility of the model.
Bouchnita et al. present a hybrid discrete-continuous model describing MM progression
and intra-clonal heterogeneity [65]. The discrete nature of the model is at the cellular level, in
which each cell is represented as a sphere that can migrate, interact with the microenvironment
cells, replicate, and undergo apoptosis. The intracellular and extracellular processes governing
these processes are represented as continuous models. The extracellular processes include
interaction with bone marrow stromal cells, which secrete growth factors (SDF-1, IGF-1, and IL6) that diffuse into tumor cells to activate a cascade of intracellular mechanisms leading to
growth (increase in the radius of the sphere) and multiplication. The newly formed daughter cells
can inherit the same genotype as the parent or develop mutations to form aggressive clones. The
clones (up to four) compete over time for available growth factors. The order of production and
virulence of the clones was pre-specified and were related to genetic changes identified in MM,
including: t(11;14) translocation, N-RAS and K-RAS mutation, and IRF4 mutation. The activated
intracellular mechanisms that depend on the presence/absence of growth factors are proliferation,
apoptosis, and migration. The model diagram is shown in Figure 3. The results of the study
indicate that as tumor progresses, aggressive clones dominate the total tumor mass, and these
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clones are able to survive even in the presence of lower concentrations of growth factors. The
model reproduces the experimental results presented by Walker et al. [48] and simulations
indicate that the distance between stromal cells and myeloma cells is important for myeloma cell
survival. This promising multi-scale mathematical model oversimplifies intracellular signaling
mechanisms governing myeloma cell proliferation and apoptosis to include just two pathways
[65].

Dissertation Overview
The research presented in this dissertation utilizes a distinctive approach to investigate
heterogeneity and its implications on bortezomib pharmacodynamic responses in MM. A large
proportion of the clonal heterogeneity stems from the inherent genotypic differences among
clonal populations, but not all genetic abnormalities affect phenotypic expression, just like
mRNA and protein expression do not always correlate [66, 67]. Therefore, it is critical to identify
and pursue elements that relate to phenotypic heterogeneity. Once identified, these elements may
direct research toward relevant targets and approaches to studying the consequence of
heterogeneity.
Phenotypically expressed deregulated biological mechanisms in cells—a consequence of
genetic abnormalities—lead them on a path towards cancer expression. Unlike prior approaches,
our methodology prioritizes the role of biologically relevant intracellular signaling mechanisms
that govern cancer cell dynamics. It is these mechanisms that chemotherapeutic agents are
thought to exploit and cause cancer cell death. The study of complex mechanisms and pathways
in oncology has been enhanced with the advent of qualitative network-based approaches that
provide a whole systems level perspective [68, 69]. We utilize this concept and expand on a
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published Boolean logic-based network of bortezomib drug action (Figure 4) to achieve a more
complete model of cellular mechanisms [70]. We hypothesize that differences in the expression
patterns of some critical signaling proteins might be associated with the inherent heterogeneity
and variability in individual clonal/patient responses upon therapy. Rich experimentally obtained
dynamic profiles of protein biomarkers are integrated into systems models, linking bortezomib
exposure and efficacy, and compared across cell lines to determine system-specific factors
associated with heterogeneity [59]. This dissertation assimilates diverse types of quantitative
modeling approaches (empirical pharmacodynamic modeling, logic-based network modeling,
and protein biomarker-based dynamic systems modeling) to guide a hypothesis driven
investigation of heterogeneity. The research methodology presented in this dissertation
exemplifies the utility of systems pharmacology, which integrates systems biology with
quantitative pharmacology [71].
The overall research approach adopted in this dissertation is depicted in Figure 5. Clonal
heterogeneity is represented via four molecularly different mammalian myeloma cell lines
differing in their genotypic mutational profile: U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929. These
cell lines were purchased from ATCC® and are established cell lines known to be stable over
time. Bortezomib, a targeted proteasome inhibitor, was chosen as the drug-of-interest to
investigate heterogeneity in response to treatment in the four MM cell lines. Pharmacodynamic
differences in in vitro efficacy response to bortezomib treatment among these cell lines were
quantitatively established via empirical modeling of experimental data. Xenograft tumor
dynamics of these cell lines from the literature were also evaluated for heterogeneity (Chapter 2).
Having established a heterogeneous response in vitro and in vivo, the research explores a
network-based approach to understand intracellular signaling mechanisms governing growth,
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proliferation, and apoptosis in MM in order to identify critical proteins mediating heterogeneous
bortezomib pharmacodynamics (Chapter 3). The experimental phenotypic expression of protein
biomarkers over the treatment time-course were then assessed for an association with bortezomib
sensitivity differences across cell lines (Chapter 4). These biomarker dynamics were
subsequently utilized quantitatively to develop continuous cellular pharmacodynamic systems
models for each cell line, which explain mechanistically tangible heterogeneous MM cell
dynamics. Additionally, the models provide a useful framework to highlight pathway
dependencies associated with different responses and recommend biomarkers suggestive of drug
sensitivity (Chapter 5 and 6). Finally, this dissertation is concluded by summarizing the key MM
heterogeneity insights developed in this proof of concept investigation (Chapter 7).
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Figure Legends
Figure 1 A diagram depicting the disease progression of multiple myeloma (MM) from the
asymptomatic monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined significance (MGUS) stage to
symptomatic plasma cell leukemia (PCL). Adapted from Walker et al. [37].

Figure 2 The hybrid mathematical model describing the dynamics of M-protein response. The
model incorporates normal (black), sensitive (blue), and resistant (red) MM cells and their
respective differentiation hierarchy. The semi-circular arrow indicates cell regeneration, the
dashed arrow depicts a mutation event producing the first resistant cell, and the thick solid
arrows indicate production of M-protein. Adapted from Tang et al. [64].

Figure 3 Components of the hybrid discrete-continuous model describing MM progression and
intra-clonal heterogeneity. The schematic represents the intracellular regulation of MM cells
governing disease progression (a) and the parallel evolution of MM clones (b) described by the
model. Adapted from Bouchnita et al. [65].

Figure 4 Schematic of the Boolean network model describing bortezomib drug action in U266
cells. Adapted from Chudasama et al. [70].

Figure 5 A schematic of the overall research methodology adopted in this dissertation to identify
and evaluate the determinants of heterogeneity in (MM). Symbols are defined below.
In vivo Xenograft Dynamics: kg is the exponential first-order tumor growth rate constant, #1 is
the linear tumor growth phase rate constant, #0 is the exponential tumor growth phase rate
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constant, k2 is the linear second-order tumor cell kill rate constant, Rss is the tumor volume at
steady state, and R0 is baseline tumor volume at time 0 h.
Concentration-Effect: IC50 is the concentration of bortezomib that results in 50% inhibition of
cell viability response.
Cell Proliferation Dynamics: kg is the exponential first-order cell growth rate constant, Kmax is the
maximum cell-death rate constant, KC50 is the concentration of bortezomib that results in halfmaximal cell death.
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Abstract
Purpose: To evaluate the heterogeneity in both in vitro and in vivo pharmacodynamic responses
to bortezomib treatment in four genetically diverse mammalian multiple myeloma cell lines.

Methods: The in vitro pharmacodynamic efficacy of bortezomib was evaluated through
concentration-effect and cell proliferation dynamical studies with a panel of four myeloma cell
lines (U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929). Cellular proliferation was modeled to
estimate pharmacodynamic parameters using maximum likelihood in ADAPT. Literature
reported murine xenograft experiments with these cell lines were also modeled to estimate in
vivo tumor growth and death associated parameters.

Results: Model fitted IC50 values revealed MM.1S as the most sensitive cell line to bortezomib.
Cell proliferation dynamics confirmed the classification of cell lines based on bortezomib
sensitivity as more sensitive (MM.1S and NCI-H929) and less sensitive (U266 and RPMI8226).
In contrast, the estimated in vivo tumor cell kill parameter was rank ordered as: U266 > MM.1S
> NCI-H929 > RPMI8226.

Conclusions: Mathematical modeling confirmed significant difference in the in vitro and in vivo
pharmacodynamic responses to bortezomib across cell lines. Poor translation and lack of
correlation between in vitro and in vivo parameters suggests role of extracellular factors
influencing sensitivity to therapy.
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Introduction
Multiple myeloma (MM) is a hematologic malignancy characterized by the presence of clonal
populations of abnormal plasma cells and represents the second most common form of blood
cancer. The lifetime risk of developing MM in the United States is about 1 in 143. The current 5year survival rate for people with the disease is approximately 47% (1, 2). The greater
prevalence of an early stage of the disease, monoclonal gammopathy of undetermined
significance (MGUS), in African Americans is one reason for the increased incidence of the
disease (3, 4). There is also a gender bias with males being more likely to develop the disease
(5).
Symptomatic myeloma manifests as tissue or organ dysfunction, primarily renal
insufficiency, hypercalcemia, bone disease, and anemia. The presence of at least 10% of clonal
bone marrow plasma cells and abnormal monoclonal protein in serum or urine confers diagnosis
(6, 7). The treatment strategy for symptomatic/active disease is based on the age of the patient
and the presence of pre-existing conditions (8). Drug treatment often includes induction
regimens followed by maintenance therapy to combine early tumor reduction with continuous
drug exposure to delay tumor regrowth (9). Chemotherapeutic regimens include proteasome
inhibitors (e.g., bortezomib and carfilzomib), immunomodulators (e.g., lenalidomide and
thalidomide), monoclonal antibodies (e.g., daratumumab), histone deacetylase inhibitors (e.g.,
panabinostat), steroids (e.g., dexamethasone), and alkylating agents (e.g., melphalan). Stem-cell
transplantation is also considered for younger patients without comorbidities (2).
The evolution of MM goes through asymptomatic stages starting from MGUS,
progressing to smouldering myeloma (SM), and finally to symptomatic myeloma. The risk of
progression from MGUS to SM and SM to myeloma is approximately 1% and 10% per year (10,
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11). The development of MM is a complex multistep transformation process involving the
progressive acquisition of genetic abnormalities (12). The primary genetic events include
chromosomal translocations on chromosome 14, specifically at the immunoglobulin switch
region, and hyperdiploidy. Disease progression continues with the occurrence of further
secondary genetic abnormalities (e.g., chromosome deletions/gains), epigenetic events (e.g.,
hypo/hyper-methylation), and acquired mutations (13, 14). This results in the emergence of
several clonal and sub-clonal populations of abnormal plasma cells that differ in their genetic
composition (15). Most myeloma patients have a minimum of 3-4 clones of abnormal plasma
cells at diagnosis, with frequent mutations in the following genes: ACTG1, RB1, CYLD, PRDM1,
TRAF3, BRAF, FAM46C, DIS3, TP53, NRAS, and KRAS (16, 17).
Clonal progression appears to resemble the branching evolution model proposed by
Darwin in describing the ‘origin of species’ (18, 19). The clones/sub-clones exist in equilibrium
and evolve in complexity under the influence of the tumor microenvironment and treatment
regimens. The microenvironment of the bone marrow plays a significant role in MM
pathogenesis, and cells in this space (bone marrow stromal cells, fibroblasts, osteoclasts,
osteoblasts, dendritic cells, and macrophages) interact with the myeloma cells via both surface
contact and release of soluble cytokines (e.g., IL-6, TNF-!, IL-17, and IGF-1) enhancing
myeloma proliferation, migration, and resistance to apoptosis (20). Keats et al. followed the
clonal dynamics in a patient with high risk MM treated by multiple chemotherapeutic agents
using fluorescence in situ hybridization to show the effect of therapy on clonal populations and
their evolution towards forming resistant sub-clones (19).
Clonal heterogeneity makes MM a collection of comparable diseases, as opposed to a
single disease, and is a major source of intra- and inter-patient variability in response to
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chemotherapy. The purpose of this research is to evaluate heterogeneity in pharmacodynamic
responses of four MM cell lines to bortezomib exposure via traditional
pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modeling. Four genetically diverse mammalian
MM cell lines (U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929) were used to evaluate the influence
of cellular heterogeneity on bortezomib efficacy/sensitivity. These cell lines differ in the
mutational status of key genes (e.g., TP53, RAS, RB1, and BRAF) that are frequently mutated in
MM (17, 21). Here we determine differences between cell lines based on typical
pharmacodynamic response parameters such as IC50 (concentration of bortezomib that results in
50% maximal inhibition of cell viability obtained from concentration-effect data) and Kmax and

KC50 (non-linear second-order capacity and sensitivity cytotoxicity terms obtained from temporal
cell proliferation dynamics data modeling). This study also examines differences in the in vivo
tumor growth kinetics of these cell lines when inoculated as subcutaneous xenografts in
immunocompromised mice, and results are compared to in vitro assessments.

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture
The human myeloma cell lines, U266 (TIB–196TM), RPMI8226 (CCL–155TM), MM.1S (CRL–
2974TM), and NCI–H929 (CRL–9068TM) were purchased from ATCC®. Cells were maintained in
culture in RPMI–1640 medium (ATCC® 30–2001TM) supplemented with FBS (ATCC® 30–
2020TM), penicillin–streptomycin (BioWhittaker®; Lonza, Walkersville, MD, USA), and 2mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich®; St. Louis, MO, USA) for NCI-H929 cells. Bortezomib was
purchased from LC laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA) with chemical purities greater than 99%.
Bortezomib was dissolved in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich®; St. Louis, MO, USA) to obtain a 0.1 µM
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stock solution which was stored at -80 ºC. The cell proliferation reagent WST-1 assay kit was
purchased from Roche Diagnostics (Indianapolis, IN, USA).

Concentration-Effect Studies
The initial cell seeding density and the incubation time after the addition of cell proliferation
reagent WST-1 were optimized for each cell line in preliminary experiments based on the
manufacturer’s assay kit protocol instructions. Approximately 10,000 (U266), 2,500
(RPMI8226), 30,000 (MM.1S), and 25,000 (NCI-H929) cells per well (96-well plate) were
incubated with bortezomib at concentrations ranging from 0.01-100 nM after a pre-incubation
period of 24 h for acclimatization of cells to the 96-well plate. The different concentrations were
obtained by diluting the stock solution of bortezomib in DMSO with cell line specific cell culture
medium. At 0, 24, 48, and 72 h post bortezomib exposure cells were incubated with the cell
proliferation reagent WST-1 for 2 hours. At the end of the incubation period, cell viability was
measured at 450 and 690 nm (reference wavelength) with a Microplate spectrophotometer
(Molecular Devices, Sunnydale, CA). Cell viability was normalized to the untreated (control)
cells and reported as a percentage for six replicates.

Cell Proliferation Studies
Approximately 10,000 (U266), 2,500 (RPMI8226), 30,000 (MM.1S), and 25,000 (NCI-H929)
cells per well (96-well plate) were incubated with bortezomib at concentrations 2, 4, 10, and 20
nM after a pre-incubation period of 24 h for acclimatization of cells to the 96-well plate. The
different concentrations were obtained by diluting the stock solution of bortezomib in DMSO
with cell line specific cell culture medium. At 0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 24, 30, 48, 72, and 96 h post
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bortezomib exposure cells were incubated with the cell proliferation reagent WST-1 for 2 hours.
At the end of the incubation period cell viability was measured at 450 and 690 nm with a
Microplate spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices, Sunnydale, CA). Cell viability was
normalized to the untreated (control) cells at 0 h and reported for six replicates.

Murine Tumor Xenograft Data
Tumor growth dynamics following bortezomib administration to mice bearing subcutaneous
U266 (22), RPMI8226 (23), MM.1S (24), and NCI-H929 (25) xenografts were obtained from the
literature. Tumor volumes were measured periodically over the course of treatment in all studies,
and the tumor growth temporal profiles were digitized using GraphClick digitizer software
(http://www.arizona-software.ch/graphclick/). In these studies, bortezomib was administered at a
dose of 0.25 mg/kg IP once weekly for 20 days to 4-week old male athymic nu/nu mice (n=5)
after one week of tumor implantation (U266 xenograft), 1.00 mg/kg IV biweekly for 4 weeks to
6-week old female SCID mice (n=7) after tumor growth reached 100 mm3 (RPMI8226
xenograft), 1.00 mg/kg IV biweekly for 3 weeks to 6-week old female CB-17 SCID mice (n=7)
after tumor growth reached 250-300 mm3 (MM.1S xenograft), and 1.00 mg/kg IV biweekly for 2
weeks to CB-17 SCID mice after tumor growth reached 154-294 mm3 (NCI-H929 xenograft).

Mathematical Modeling
In Vitro Concentration-Effect Model
The concentration-effect curves for the four cell lines at three time points (24, 48, and 72 h) were
modeled individually, and the data were modeled using a standard inhibitory Emax function (26):
- % = -0 ∙ 1 −
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4567 ∙ 8 9
9
48:0 + 8 9

… (1)
with R representing cell viability (response) expressed as percentage from control, R0 is the
baseline response in the absence of bortezomib, Imax is the maximum inhibition of cell viability,

C is the concentration of bortezomib, IC50 is the concentration of bortezomib that results in 50%
maximal inhibition, and = is the Hill coefficient.

Cell Proliferation Model
Cell viability profiles upon treatment with bortezomib (2, 4, 10, and 20 nM) were modeled
simultaneously within each cell line. Briefly, myeloma cells proliferate at an exponential rate
represented by a first-order growth rate constant, kg and bortezomib causes cell death represented
by a non-linear second-order saturable cytotoxicity term comprising of parameters Kmax and

KC50. This term is similar to the Michaelis–Menton type equation where Kmax is the maximum
killing rate constant and KC50 is the Michaelis constant equivalent to the concentration of
bortezomib that results in half-maximal cell death (27):
@D567 ∙ 8 9
= BC ∙ - −
∙ - ; - 0 = -0
9
@A
D8:0 + 8 9
… (2)
Since the data were normalized to untreated (control) cells at 0 h, the first-order growth rate
constants for each cell line were fixed to that estimated from modeling the control data alone.
The model also incorporates a first-order degradation rate constant (kdeg) for bortezomib in the
cell culture medium (28):
@8
= −BHIC ∙ 8 ; 8 0 = 80
@A
… (3)
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with C0 as the concentration of bortezomib at time 0 h.
All model fitting and parameter estimation was performed using the maximum likelihood
estimation algorithm in ADAPT5 (29). The variance model was defined as:
JK-L = MN + MO ∙ P Q, AL

O

… (4)
with M1 and M2 as the variance model parameters, and Y (Q, ti) is the ith predicted value from the
pharmacodynamic model. Model performance was assessed based on goodness-of-fit criteria:
model convergence, precision of parameter estimates, and visual inspection of predicted versus
observed values and residual plots.

Tumor Xenograft PK/PD Model
Pharmacokinetic data for bortezomib in mice were obtained from Zhang et al. (30). Briefly, a
physiologically-based PK model was developed to describe the target-mediated drug disposition
(TMDD) of bortezomib in male BALB/c mice at two dose levels (0.25 mg/kg and 1 mg/kg)
administered as single intravenous bolus doses. Here we applied a two-compartment TMDD
model assuming rapid-binding conditions (31). Model equations and parameter values are listed
in Supplemental Materials. The pharmacokinetics of bortezomib was assumed to not vary across
the different mouse strains (BALB/c vs. immune-compromised mice) or genders. In addition,
bortezomib was administered as an IP injection to U266 xenografts in the original publication,
and it was assumed that differences between IV and IP injections would be negligible for
describing tumor growth inhibition dynamics.
A generalized differential equation for the rate of change of tumor growth dynamics was
defined as:
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@= Y - − BO ∙ 8 A ∙ - ; - 0 = -0
@A
… (5)
with k2 as a second-order cell kill rate constant. The net tumor growth function, Y - , was
allowed to differ among the four cell lines. The growth dynamics for U266 cells was described
by a simple exponential function:
Y - = BC ∙ - Z266
… (6)
with kg as the exponential first-order growth rate constant. For MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells, a
logistic growth function was used to describe xenograft growth (32):
Y - = BC ∙ - 1 −

-\\

]]. 1_ `a@ b84– d929
… (7)

with Rss as the maximum tumor volume at steady state. Lastly, a non-linear tumor growth
function was used to define the growth dynamics for RPMI8226 cells (33):
Y - =

2 ∙ #0 ∙ #N ∙ -g]48226
#N + 2 ∙ #0 ∙ … (8)

with #0 and #1 as the exponential and linear growth phase rate constants.
A sequential modeling approach was adopted to model the xenograft tumor dynamics.
The bortezomib PK data were modeled first, and the PK model and parameter values were fixed
for modeling the xenograft tumor dynamics. The same algorithm, performance criteria, and
variance model (Eq. 4) were used for model fitting and parameter estimation, and different
variance parameters were allowed for bortezomib PK and PD outcomes.
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Results
Concentration-Effect Relationships
The observed and model-fitted (Eq. 1) concentration-effect profiles for four cell lines are shown
in Fig. 1. Bortezomib exhibits concentration- and time-dependent cell kill effects, with
increasing cell death with increasing drug concentrations and longer durations of drug exposure
across all cell lines. The estimated model parameters are listed in Table I. The Imax and = terms
were fixed to 1 and 5 whenever the estimated values were close to 1 (Imax) or greater than 5 (=).
All parameters were estimated with good precision (Table I), and the model described the data
well (Fig. 1). A comparison of the parameters across cell lines showed a consistently lower IC50
value for bortezomib in MM.1S cells at all time points relative to U266, RPMI8226, and NCIH929 cells. The estimated Imax values for all cells were around 1 indicating maximum inhibition
at high bortezomib concentrations. At the 24 h time-point, only MM.1S cells showed an Imax
value of 1.
The differences in bortezomib sensitivity across cell lines were tested statistically using
standard assessments of model predictive performance (34). Briefly, data were co-modeled in
which all cell lines were permitted to share one common IC50 parameter vs. cell line specific
estimates. The mean squared prediction errors and the differences in mean squared prediction
errors were calculated and tested for statistical significance at different ! levels (Table II). The
calculated mean squared prediction errors for the individual models were lower than that of the
co-model with a shared potency, indicating that the individual IC50 values were significantly
different. The difference in mean squared prediction error between the individual and co-model
analysis was significant at an ! level of 0.05 for MM.1S cells at 24 and 72 h, and for NCI-H929
at 24h. This suggests an increase in bortezomib sensitivity for MM.1S cells relative to the other
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three cell lines. Overall, the concentration-effect analysis identified relative bortezomib potency
as MM.1S > NCI-H929 ≥ RPMI8226 > U266 at all the three time points.

Cell Proliferation Studies
The time-course of cell proliferation also exhibited concentration- and time-dependent cell kill
effects with increasing bortezomib concentrations and longer exposures in all four cell lines
(Supplemental Fig. S1). At the lowest bortezomib concentration of (2 nM), no difference in cell
viability across cell lines was observed until 48 h (Supplemental Fig. S1). This difference at later
time points was magnified at 4 nM bortezomib, with separation in curves beginning as early as
24 h. MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells showed consistently greater reduction in viability over time in
comparison to U266 and RPMI8226 cells. At 4 nM, complete cell death was observed only in
MM.1S cells at 72 and 96 h. At higher bortezomib concentrations (10 and 20 nM), a clear
separation was observed with MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells demonstrating near complete cell
death at 12 h post-treatment, whereas U266 and RPMI8266 cells showed complete cell death at
30 h post-treatment. The differences in the time-course of cell proliferation across cell lines were
tested statistically using a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. The effects of cell lines
(U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929), bortezomib concentrations (4, 10, and 20 nM; 2
nM was not included as no separation between the cell lines was observed at this concentration),
and time (0–96 h) were examined on the mean normalized cell viability (dependent variable). A
statistically significant effect of all three variables was observed with p values <0.001. A
pairwise multiple comparison test (Holm-Sidak method) identified a significant difference
between: cell lines U266 vs. RPMI8226/MM.1S/NCI-H929 and RPMI8226 vs. MM.1S/NCIH929, bortezomib concentrations 4 nM vs. 10/20 nM, and between many time points (except
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between few earlier and later time points), confirming differences in sensitivity among the four
cell lines.
Cell proliferation data for each cell line were modeled separately. The model captured the
temporal profiles for all four concentrations (Fig. 2) and model parameters were estimated with
reasonable precision (Table III). A graphical comparison of model parameters across cell lines is
shown in Fig. 3. The exponential in vitro growth rate constants (kg) for all four cell lines were
similar, indicating that the cell lines do not differ in their unperturbed growth kinetics. The
estimated Kmax values for NCI-H929 and MM.1S cells were greater than that for U266 and
RPMI8226 cells. The estimates for KC50 are rank-ordered as: NCI-H929 > MM.1S > U266 >
RPMI8226; similar to that of Kmax values. The ratio of Kmax and KC50 was similar in all four MM
cell lines. Overall, cell proliferation studies suggest increased sensitivity of MM.1S and NCIH929 cells to bortezomib treatment.

Tumor Xenograft Dynamics
A sequential PK/PD analysis was adopted for modeling the murine xenograft dynamics for all
four cell lines. Pharmacokinetic data for bortezomib in mice were obtained from Zhang et al
(30). The pharmacokinetic data were well described, and the model fit and parameter estimates
are shown in Supplemental Fig. S2 and Table SI. A preliminary examination of the unperturbed
tumor growth dynamics suggested different growth models (Eqs. 6–8). The models described the
data well for all four xenografts (Fig. 4), with good precision on all parameter estimates (Table
IV).
A comparison of the model estimated parameters across xenografts are shown as bar
plots in Fig. 5. In contrast to the in vitro proliferation data, differences in tumor growth rate
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constants were identified. The rank order of in vivo growth rate constants is: NCI-H929 >
MM.1S > U266 > RPMI8226. The second-order tumor kill parameter, k2, followed a rank order
of: U266 > MM.1S > NCI-H929 > RPMI8226. The rank-order of this parameter is different from
the in vitro proliferation modeling results (IC50 and KC50), suggesting a lack of concordance
between the in vitro and in vivo modeling efforts.
A secondary parameter, the threshold concentration for tumor eradication (CT) as
proposed by Simeoni et al. was also calculated (35):
8j =

#0
BO
… (9)

A comparison of threshold concentrations for tumor eradication is also shown in Fig. 5, and the
rank order of CT is: NCI-H929 > RPMI8226 > MM.1S > U266. No correlation between CT with
any of the estimated in vitro parameters (IC50 and KC50) was observed confirming poor in vitro to
in vivo translation (analysis not shown).

Discussion
The phenomenon of heterogeneity in cancer is well established, and diverse clonal populations
are observed at inter- and intra-patient levels. The clonal and sub-clonal populations can exhibit
variability in response to drug treatment, and such variability may have implications including
development of resistant clones and disease relapse. Quantitative mathematical models may
provide a framework for interpreting heterogeneity (36, 37), and here we evaluate the
heterogeneous response of bortezomib exposure in a relatively small population of myeloma
cells using conventional PK/PD modeling.
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The standard inhibitory Emax function (Eq. 1) was used as the first approach to investigate
differences in the sensitivity of cell lines towards bortezomib. Three different exposure times
were evaluated over a wide concentration range, and at all time points, MM.1S cells exhibited
the lowest estimated IC50 values (Fig. 1, Table I). At 24 h, U266 and RPMI8226 cells exhibited
overlapping curves with similar IC50 estimation, suggesting a lower sensitivity to bortezomib. At
48 and 72 h, U266 cells remained the least sensitive to bortezomib, whereas RPMI8226 and
NCI-H929 cells showed similar curves and estimated IC50 values (Table I). A similar study by
Shabaneh et al. measured IC50 values of bortezomib at 48 h in seven different myeloma cell
lines, confirming a wide range of IC50 values (1.9-10.2 nM) across myeloma cell lines (38). The
reported IC50 values were lower in MM.1S (2.3 nM) and NCI-H929 (1.9 nM) cells when
compared to RPMI8226 cells (5.9 nM). Co-modeling was used to statistically test differences in
potency (Table II), supporting the conclusion that MM.1S cells appear to represent a more
sensitive cell line as compared to U266, RPMI8226, and NCI-H929 cells.
Concentration-effect studies are commonly used to determine maximal effect and
sensitivity concentrations in vitro; however, this approach does not consider the time-course
dynamics of cellular proliferation. Monitoring the temporal profiles of cell proliferation
identified two groups of cell lines based on sensitivity at higher bortezomib concentrations; more
sensitive (MM.1S and NCI-H929), and less sensitive (U266 and RPMI8226) cell lines
(Supplemental Fig. S1). This difference in bortezomib sensitivity among cell lines was shown to
be statistically significant. Shabaneh et al. also showed increased bortezomib sensitivity of
MM.1S and NCI-H929 cell lines in comparison to RPMI8226 based on measured % apoptotic
cells (38). There are several approaches to modeling the pharmacodynamics of chemotherapeutic
effects (39), with the simplest models including an exponential term for growth and linear
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second-order cytotoxicity terms (40). Whereas exponential growth was confirmed in untreated
cells, a non-linear second-order saturable cytotoxicity function was found to better capture the
data over a simple second-order term (data not shown). The model also included the in vitro
degradation kinetics of bortezomib in media since the duration of the study was up to 96 h (28).
The model fits estimated similar values for the exponential growth rate constant (kg) for the four
cell lines (Fig. 3), in accordance with prior estimates of their doubling times (U266: 55-70 h;
RPMI8226: 60-70 h; MM.1S: 72 h; NCI-H929: 70 h) (41, 42). At high drug concentrations, Kmax
governs cell death, and greater Kmax values were estimated for more sensitive MM.1S and NCIH929 cell lines (Fig. 3). At concentrations lower than the KC50, the Kmax/KC50 ratio governs cell
death, and similar values for the ratio across cell lines suggest little to no difference across the
cell lines at 2 and 4 nM concentrations (Fig. 3).
Bianchi et al. have suggested that the proteasome load/capacity ratio determines
differences in apoptotic sensitivity (43). The rank ordered measured values of proteasome
activity (which reflects proteasome capacity), and proteasomal degradation (which reflects
proteasome load) in four MM cell lines was: U266, RPMI8226, KMS.18, and MM.1S (43).
These data were digitized to calculate proteasome load/capacity values, and a comparison
between load/capacity versus IC50 values at 24, 48, and 72 h is shown in Fig. 6a-c. Although the
data are sparse, this comparison shows that RPMI8226 and U266 cells behave differently from
MM.1S cells in agreement with Bianchi et al. Shabaneh et al. also experimentally derived
proteasome load/capacity through functional assays and obtained a reasonable correlation
coefficient (r2) of 0.74 with 7 MM cell lines (38). After digitizing the proteasome load/capacity
values and comparing with IC50 values (Fig. 6d-f), NCI-H929 and MM.1S cells separate from
RPMI8226 cells, albeit with poor correlation coefficients (Fig. 6). More research is needed to
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determine whether this ratio represents a suitable biomarker of variability in responses to
bortezomib treatment.
Study details of the in vivo xenograft experiments were diverse in terms of differences in
the xenograft mouse models, the dose of bortezomib and the dosing regimen, the initial cell
inoculum, and study duration. Only mean in vivo data were available for modeling, and the
pharmacokinetic data for bortezomib was obtained from healthy male BALB/c mice and
assumed to be invariant for different mouse strains. The modeling of in vivo tumor growth
dynamics required different growth models across cell lines, in contrast to in vitro data, implying
a role for murine physiology and tumor microenvironment in influencing the growth dynamics of
cancer cells (44). Furthermore, there was no association between the in vitro and in vivo model
parameters (IC50 and KC50 with k2 and CT). This may be due to several factors, which influence
pharmacodynamic response in vivo, including: the inherent biological differences among the
mouse models, differences in bortezomib pharmacokinetics in the mouse models, and differences
in the tumor microenvironment (45-47). These factors suggest the need to include extracellular
components, such as the cross talk between cancer cells and cells of the immune system and cells
within the stromal environment (48).

Conclusions
In summary, the current study evaluated the heterogeneity of MM cells in response to
bortezomib using four molecularly different MM cell lines mirroring sub-clonal populations of
myeloma cells. Traditional in vitro and in vivo pharmacodynamic modeling end-points (e.g.,

IC50, KC50, Kmax, and CT) were used to assess variable responses of the cell lines to treatment with
bortezomib. In vitro concentration-effect and time-course cell proliferation dynamical studies
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enabled grouping of the four cell lines into two broad classes based on sensitivity to bortezomib.
MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells were classified as more sensitive, whereas U266 and RPMI8226
cells were relatively less sensitive to bortezomib. The statistical significance of the sensitivity
differences was established by co-modeling and comparisons of model predictive performance as
well as a three-way ANOVA test. In vivo xenograft differences across cell lines did not agree
with in vitro data, suggesting the need for a systems approach that considers the role of
physiology and cancer cell microenvironment interactions in variable responses to
chemotherapy.
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Tables
Table I Estimated Pharmacodynamic Parameters for Bortezomib Concentration-Effect Studies
Time (h) Parameter (unit)

24

48

72

#

U266

Estimate (% CV)
RPMI8226 MM.1S

NCI-H929

IC50 (nM)

4.75 (3.8)

4.71 (3.9)

2.28 (1.6)

3.60 (3.7)

R0 (%)

98.3 (2.8)

107 (3.6)

93.3 (1.5)

106 (3.8)

γ

#

#

Imax

5.00
0.872 (1.6)

4.39 (12)
0.974 (1.4)

5.00
1.00#

4.48 (5.8)
0.985 (0.14)

IC50 (nM)
R0 (%)
γ
Imax

3.69 (2.2)
107 (3.2)
5.00#
0.963 (0.24)

2.99 (1.8)
102 (2.2)
5.00#
1.00#

1.77 (1.3)
96.9 (1.9)
5.00#
1.00#

3.03 (1.4)
102 (1.8)
5.00#
1.00#

IC50 (nM)

3.37 (2.1)

2.58 (2.3)

1.11 (1.4)

2.47 (1.1)

R0 (%)
γ

94.1 (3.6)
5.00#

100 (3.7)
5.00#

116 (3.3)
5.00#

84.1 (1.5)
5.00#

Imax

0.981 (0.13)

1.00#

1.00#

1.00#

Fixed parameter value
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Table II Comparison of Model Performance to Confirm Differences in Bortezomib Potency

Time
(h)

24

48

72

MM Cell
Line
U266
RPMI8226
MM.1S
NCI-H929
U266
RPMI8226
MM.1S
NCI-H929
U266
RPMI8226
MM.1S
NCI-H929

Mean Squared Prediction
Error (mse)
Individual Model

Co-Model

7.36
15.4
13.5
8.91
23.0
23.0
3.06
4.48
12.5
20.2
108
48.9

50.2
105
305
101
201
82.7
273
87.7
264
145
1040
278
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kmse

Confidence Interval of
kmse

-42.8
-89.6
-292
-91.7
-178
-59.7
-270
-83.3
-251
-125
-932
-229

-129 – 43.1
-201 – 21.6
-556 – -27.6
-168 – -15.2
-357 – 0.610
-132 – 12.3
-632 – 91.5
-236 – 69.0
-577 – 74.5
-260 – 10.5
-1712 – -152
-519 – 61.4

Table III Estimated Parameters for Bortezomib Effects on Temporal MM Cell Proliferation
Parameter (unit)
-1

kg (h )
Kmax (h-1)
KC50 (nM)
γ
R0
l2
#

U266
0.0192#

Estimate (% CV)
RPMI8226
MM.1S
0.0169#

NCI-H929

0.0214#

0.0235#

0.0710 (11) 0.0671 (7.3)
3.49 (22)
2.62 (14)
1.32 (23)
1.54 (23)
#
1.00
1.00#

0.170 (30)
5.87 (52)
1.34 (23)
1.00#

0.244 (26)
14.3 (53)
0.966 (14)
1.00#

0.372 (10)

0.0468 (49)

0.367 (11)

0.392 (11)

Fixed parameter value
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Table IV Estimated Parameters for Bortezomib Effects on Xenograft Dynamics
Parameter (unit)

0.00535 (3.9)

—

0.00656 (3.2)

0.00979 (3.5)

-1

—

0.00384 (4.7)

—

—

—

20.38 (26)

—

—

λ0 (h )
λ1 (mm3. h-1)
-1

k2 (h . nM )
Rss (mm3)
R0 (mm3)
l2

NCI-H929

-1

kg (h )

-1

U266

Estimate (% CV)
RPMI8226
MM.1S

0.0000844 (21) 0.0000251 (9.0) 0.000047 (3.0) 0.0000294 (7.5)
—
—
2360 (4.6)
11810 (11)
48.1 (6.5)
10.7 (11)
166 (2.5)
238 (4.0)
0.127 (21)

0.179 (17)
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0.0500 (15)

0.0681 (19)

Figure Legends
Figure 1 Comparison of bortezomib concentration-effect profiles in U266 (a), RPMI8226 (b),
MM.1S (c), and NCI-H929 (d) cells at 24 (red), 48 (blue), and 72 (pink) h. Solid symbols and
solid lines represent experimentally observed values and model-fitted curves.

Figure 2 Observed and model-fitted temporal profiles of cell proliferation in U266 (a),
RPMI8226 (b), MM.1S (c), and NCI-H929 (d) cells. Solid symbols represent experimentally
observed values. Solid lines are model-fitted curves for untreated-control (black), and
bortezomib treated cells at: 2 (red), 4 (blue), 10 (pink), and 20 (dark green) nM.

Figure 3 Comparison of model-estimated parameters for in vitro cell proliferation dynamics
across cell lines. Bar plots are shown for: exponential growth rate constant kg (a), maximum
killing rate constant Kmax (b), concentration of bortezomib resulting in half-maximal cell death

KC50 (c), and the ratio of Kmax over KC50 (d). The colors represent U266 (red), RPMI8226 (blue),
MM.1S (pink), and NCI-H929 (dark green) cells.

Figure 4 Model-fitted profiles of in vivo xenograft tumor dynamics in U266 (a), RPMI8226 (b),
MM.1S (c), and NCI-H929 (d) cells. Solid symbols represent digitized data from original
publications (22-25), and solid lines are model-fitted profiles for untreated-control (black), 0.25
mg/kg IP bortezomib (red), and 1 mg/kg IV bortezomib (blue).

Figure 5 Comparison of model-estimated parameters for in vivo xenograft tumor dynamics
across cell lines. Bar plots are shown for: exponential growth rate constant kg (a), linear second-
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order kill rate constant k2 (b), and threshold concentration for tumor eradication CT (c). The
colors represent U266 (red), RPMI8226 (blue), MM.1S (pink), and NCI-H929 (dark green) cells.

Figure 6 Correlations between proteasome load over capacity with model estimated IC50 values
at 24 (a and d), 48 (b and e), and 72 (c and f) h. Proteasome load/capacity values were digitized
from Bianchi et al. (a, b, and c) (43) and Shabaneh et al. (d, e, and f) (38). Solid circles represent
U266 (red), RPMI8226 (blue), MM.1S (pink), and NCI-H929 (dark green) cells.
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Supplementary Table SI Estimated Pharmacokinetic Model Parameters of Bortezomib in Mice
Parameter (unit)

Definition

Estimate (%CV)

CL (L . h )
V1 (L)
k12 (h-1)
k21 (h-1)
Rtot (nM)

Clearance from the central compartment
Volume of the central compartment
Distribution clearance
Distribution clearance
Target capacity in RBC

0.00433 (20.1)
0.0221 (27.7)
12.2 (18.1)
0.299 (16.9)
551 (33.2)

KD (nM)

Target binding affinity

0.481 (76.0)

-1
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Supplementary Figure Legend
Supplementary Figure S1 Multiple myeloma cell proliferation dynamics in untreated-control
cells (a), and bortezomib treated cells: 2 (b), 4 (c), 10 (d), and 20 (e) nM. Dotted and solid lines
represent untreated-control and bortezomib treatment curves in U266 (red), RPMI8226 (blue),
MM.1S (pink), and NCI-H929 (dark green) cells.

Supplementary Figure S2 Bortezomib pharmacokinetic model fits for 0.25 mg/kg and 1mg/kg
IV bolus doses in mice (30). The two doses were fit simultaneously. Solid symbols represent
experimentally observed values and solid lines are model-fitted profiles.
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Supplementary Figure S1
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Supplementary Figure S2
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Abstract
Purpose: To evaluate the intracellular signaling mechanisms in multiple myeloma from a
systems perspective, and to identify potential biomarkers of bortezomib pharmacodynamics by
utilizing a logic-based network modeling approach.
Methods: A Boolean logic-based network model incorporating intracellular protein signaling
pathways relevant to myeloma cell growth, proliferation, and apoptosis was developed based on
the information available in the literature. Protein dynamics were simulated in Odefy
(MATLAB® compatible toolbox) to various perturbations, and the network was qualified using
experimental data reported in the literature. Key proteins regulating the pharmacodynamic
efficacy of bortezomib were identified by topology based centrality measures and model
reduction.
Results: The final network model consisted of 97 nodes (signaling proteins) and 202 edges
(relationship between nodes) and identified activation of both extrinsic (caspase 8) and intrinsic
(caspase 9) apoptosis pathways as mechanisms of myeloma cell death induced by bortezomib.
Centrality measures and model reduction identified key proteins (e.g., pNFκB, AKT, JNK, p53,
and caspase 8/9) that govern bortezomib pharmacodynamics.
Conclusions: A Boolean logic-based network model describing the signaling pathways in
myeloma cells was successfully developed and qualified. The model enabled identification of
critical biomarkers regulating bortezomib-mediated apoptosis and may prove useful for
exploring heterogeneity across myeloma cell lines and combinatorial drug regimens.
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Introduction
Multiple myeloma is a hematological cancer of rapidly proliferating terminally differentiated
plasma cells originating in the bone marrow. It is the second most common hematologic cancer
accounting for 10–15% of hematological neoplasms. Clinical manifestations of myeloma include
anemia, renal failure, bone disease, and infections (1, 2). Multiple myeloma has been
characterized as a collection of diverse clonal cell populations of genetic diversity with evolving
sub-populations as the disease progresses and reacts to therapy (1). Chromosomal translocations
and mutations result in the deregulation of several intracellular signaling pathways, including:
NFκB, mTOR, cell-cycle proteins, ERK, PI3K/AKT, and MYC (3-6). Cellular signaling in
myeloma cells is additionally influenced by the microenvironment, including bone marrow
stromal cells, cells of the immune system (T cells), endothelial cells, osteoclasts, and osteoblasts,
which regulate paracrine signaling in myeloma cells via cytokines (7). Microenvironment
signaling has also been shown to be deregulated, potentially adding to the heterogeneity in
myeloma disease progression (3).
Bortezomib, a potent inhibitor of the β5-subunit activity of the 26S proteasome, changed
the course of myeloma treatment in 2003 when it was approved for the treatment of
relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma (8). It was later approved for newly diagnosed myeloma
treatment in 2008 (9). The proteasome is responsible for processing and degrading unwanted
ubiquitinated proteins, and bortezomib-induced inhibition causes an accumulation of several
proteins associated with various cellular pathways activating a chain of downstream signaling,
including activation of stress pathway proteins (e.g., JNK) (10), apoptosis pathway proteins (e.g.,
caspases 9 and 3) (11), cell-cycle inhibitory proteins (e.g., p21) (12), and pro-survival pathway
proteins (e.g., NFκB) (13). Although many of these protein modulations are well known, the
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mechanisms of bortezomib effects are still incomplete. In addition, most studies rely on protein
expression data from very few cell lines and at cross-sectional time points, as opposed to
assessing the temporal dynamics of protein expression. More research is needed to evaluate
signal transduction in different myeloma cell lines and murine xenograft experiments.
Systems biology/pharmacology approaches provide platforms for studying the
complexity associated with intracellular signaling and identifying feedback mechanisms,
targetable pathways, redundant pathways, biomarkers, mechanisms of drug action, and possible
combinatorial drug regimens (14-16). Most chemotherapeutic agents work via modulating
intracellular signaling, and developing signal transduction networks is a mechanistic approach to
linking pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamic efficacy of drugs and regimens (17). The
identification of appropriate biomarkers is needed given the heterogeneity and diversity in
responses to current treatment in patients and the desire to individualize pharmacotherapy.
Boolean models describe biochemical species (depicted as nodes) with binary states of 0
(inactive or off) or 1 (active or on), and these models can be utilized to perform in silico
perturbations to study overall network behavior and information flow through multiple integrated
cellular pathways (17, 18). The models also provide a convenient platform to explore the
mechanisms of targeted and combinatorial therapies (19).
A Boolean logic-based signaling network has been developed for U266 myeloma cells
(13). The work highlighted the value of logic-based modeling of intracellular signaling pathways
to inform the development of dynamical models linking drug exposure and efficacy. In this
study, we extend the network using a discrete dynamic modeling approach to explore
intracellular signaling mechanisms in myeloma cells and understand the influence of drug
treatment on these intracellular pathways from a systems perspective. Our network adds
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additional signaling mechanisms and attempts to establish a cell line-unbiased network for
myeloma cell growth and proliferation. The network was qualified with experimental protein
expression measurements for the newly added pathways and maintained consistency with the
qualification criteria of the prior base-model. Network simulations were utilized to explore
bortezomib pharmacodynamics, and centrality measures and a reduction algorithm identified
critical biomarkers to further test the hypothesis that differences in intracellular signaling is
associated with sensitivity differences to bortezomib treatment across cell lines (Chapter 4).

Materials and Methods
Network Model Construction
A Boolean logic-based network model describing intracellular signaling in the U266 myeloma
cell line developed in our laboratory served as the primary base model (13). Upon extensive
literature review, the network was extended with the inclusion of additional signaling pathways
(e.g., mTOR pathway and IGF1/IRS signaling axis) and expansion of existing signaling
pathways (e.g., cell cycle and RAS pathways). The overall process of building/expanding the
network primarily entailed two steps: 1) building an interaction network, and 2) translating the
interactions to obtain a logic-based network by adding Boolean relationships to pathway
regulation (18). The base network was modified to include an additional 24 nodes and several
interactions. Two nodes (i.e., ROS and MnSOD2) were also adopted from a bortezomibvorinostat combination interaction network developed in our laboratory (20). Existing nodes and
their relationships were revised based on the interactions with newly added pathways and
literature reported mRNA/protein expression studies (18, 21). Once the interaction network was
in place, information flow through the interaction network was specified with logic functions
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(also known as transfer functions or logic gates) that define subsequent state space as the
network is updated at discrete time-steps. Logic functions utilize one or more of the Boolean
operators: ‘AND’ and ‘OR’ operators, which define the processing of multiple signals acting on
a single node. The ‘AND’ operator simply reflects that the activation of a particular node
depends on the simultaneous activation of all the nodes regulating it, whereas the ‘OR’ operator
requires activation of only one of the regulating nodes for activation to occur (18). Network
building also required assignment of initial states or initial conditions (0 or 1) for each node of
the network (13). The initial conditions were carefully assigned based on their functional
relevance (inactive or active) in an untreated proliferating myeloma cell. Many of the growth and
proliferative pathway nodes were assigned an initial condition of 1 (active), and nodes pertaining
to cell death/apoptosis were assigned an initial condition of 0 (inactive). Boolean
relationships/rules governing any node are implemented in time steps, such that the state of a
given node at time ‘t+1’ is dependent on the state of all the nodes controlling it at time ‘t’. A
summary of all the nodes, their descriptions, the Boolean logic relationships governing them, and
all initial conditions are listed in Table I.

Network Simulations
The discrete Boolean network was converted into a system of ordinary differential equations in
order to conduct continuous dynamic simulations of the network. Odefy is a MATLAB®compatible toolbox that implements the HillCube technique based on multivariate polynomial
interpolation and Hill kinetics to transform Boolean models into a system of first-order ordinary
differential equations (22, 23). Time takes on arbitrary units as Boolean networks operate in
discretized time scales. Simulations were implemented in MATLAB® as described by Krumsiek
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et al. using the default parameter values available in the ‘HillCubeNorm’ simulation option
(normalizes Hill functions between 0 and 1) (22). Besides, simulations of the network were
performed under untreated (control, bortezomib ‘off’/inactive/0) and drug treatment (bortezomib
‘on’/active/1) conditions via direct inhibition of the proteasome node and stimulation of the RIP
node (13).

Network Qualification: In silico Perturbations
Network qualification of the base model was achieved by comparing model simulations with
experimental measurements of proteins via immunoblotting (13). The model was simulated
under the presence of a dual mTORC inhibitor (acting via inhibiting the mTORC1 and mTORC2
nodes simultaneously) alone and in combination with bortezomib. The simulations were
compared with pAKT measurements and cell viability measurements published in the literature
(24). The model was also qualified with all the specific probes and proteins that were used to
qualify the base model (13).

Network Topology and Centrality Measures
The final network diagram was built in yEd (yWorks, GmbH), which was also used to evaluate
network topology and for performing centrality analysis. Centrality analysis is known to be
useful for identifying key players regulating biological processes (25, 26). The total number of
nodes and edges, degree centrality (based on number of outgoing connected edges), and
betweenness centrality of the network were determined using yEd.

Network Reduction
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To identify critical proteins involved in bortezomib pharmacodynamics, the Boolean network
reduction method proposed by Veliz-Cuba was manually applied to the final network (27). The
method implements three basic reduction steps applied recursively: a) nodes with only one input
and one output are removed to connect the upstream and downstream nodes directly, b)
Algorithm S: removal of non-functional edges, and c) Algorithm R: removal of a non-functional
nodes. The methodology has been applied earlier on the base model (13). Dynamic simulations
of the reduced network under untreated (control) and bortezomib treatment conditions were
performed using Odefy, and simulations of the full and reduced networks were compared to
ensure consistency in the steady-state simulations of the reduced nodes.

Results
Network Development
The final comprehensive Boolean network model incorporating intracellular signaling processes
that regulate multiple myeloma cell survival, growth, and apoptosis is depicted in Fig. 1. The
Boolean relationships for all nodes, their initial states, and the associated literature references are
reported in Table I. Although the base network included several pathways relevant to growth and
survival (e.g., NFκB, JAK/STAT, and PI3K/AKT), new mechanisms relevant to myeloma
signaling dynamics were added. Overall, 24 new nodes were included belonging to the mTOR
pathway (e.g., mTORC1, mTORC2, Rheb, TSC, DEPTOR, and p70S6K) (28, 29), insulin-like
growth factor type 1 (IGF-1) and insulin receptor substrate (IRS) mediated signaling (30-34),
interferon regulatory factor (IRF4) (35, 36), and cell cycle regulation associated nodes (e.g.,
Cdc25A/B, Chk1/2, and CYCB) (37). Some of the nodes already in the base model that required
revision of their logic relationships included, but not limited to: AKT, pNFκB, RAS, pRB, MYC,
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p21, p53, and BAD (31, 35-45). Notably, the pNFκB node in the base model incorporated a
stimulation by a dummy node ‘X’ to account for bortezomib stimulation of pNFκB (contrary to
bortezomib-mediated inhibition of pNFκB reports in the literature) (13, 46). This dummy node
was replaced by a more mechanistic explanation of pNFκB being stimulated under stress
conditions in a cell, which was elaborated in the bortezomib-vorinostat combination interaction
network (an iteration of the base model developed for the specific combination treatment of
myeloma) (20, 47, 48). This mechanism required the adoption of two nodes (ROS and MnSOD2)
into the interaction network.

Network Qualification
The approach used for qualification of the network was the same as that used for the base model.
Briefly, considering that the mTOR pathway, in its entirety, was added to the base network, it
was necessary to qualify the model with probes specific to this pathway. mTOR inhibitors in
combination with other anti-myeloma agents have exhibited efficacy in myeloma. In context
with that Hoang et al. tested a dual mTOR inhibitor, pp242 (inhibits both mTORC1 and
mTORC2) in combination with bortezomib in different multiple myeloma cell lines (24). They
observed that pp242 is synergistic with bortezomib primarily because it inhibits mTORC2
mediated stimulation of AKT. The authors report % apoptosis and immunoblots for
phosphorylated (Ser 473) and total AKT in RPMI8226 and MM.1S cells respectively. Our
network was simulated in the presence of a dual mTOR pathway inhibitory probe and the
simulations for AKT and apoptosis nodes were in concordance with the experimental data
reported. However, the model simulation for apoptosis under combination perturbation
overlapped the profile as that of single agent bortezomib, because dynamic simulations of logic-
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based networks cannot segregate synergism in an observed effect. The model simulations are
shown in Fig. 2. Simulations were performed under the influence of pathway-specific probes
(IKKi and JAKi alone and in combination) to determine the dynamics of downstream nodes:
pIκB!, pNFκB, pStat3, and Bcl-xL, which were then compared with experimental protein
measurements via immunoblotting. Simulations of the final network (Supplemental Fig. S1)
were consistent with the base model under similar conditions.

Bortezomib Pharmacodynamics
The qualified network was utilized to investigate the intracellular signaling mechanisms altered
by bortezomib that eventually trigger myeloma cell death. The effect of bortezomib was applied
on the ‘Proteasome’ and ‘RIP’ nodes with bortezomib directly inhibiting ‘Proteasome’ and
stimulating the ‘RIP’ node (Fig. 1). Thereafter, the model was simulated to observe the effect of
bortezomib on the dynamics of nodes (proteins) relative to the simulations obtained in the
absence of drug treatment (mimics the control/untreated proliferative myeloma cell). Simulations
were in agreement with bortezomib mechanisms of action: stimulation of JNK (stress pathway),
stimulation of p53 and p21 (cell-cycle inhibitors; arrests cell division), stimulation of pNFκB
(pro-survival protein), stimulation of BAD (pro-apoptotic protein), inhibition of Bcl-xL and Bcl2 (anti-apoptotic proteins), and activation of caspase 9 (intrinsic mitochondrial apoptosis
pathway). In addition, several new mechanisms were also highlighted, such as: stimulation of
AKT and mTOR (pro-survival), stimulation of DNAdam and Chk1/Chk2 (DNA damage
response pathway), and activation of caspase 8 (extrinsic apoptosis pathway). These mechanisms
suggest that bortezomib induces cell stress by inhibiting proteolysis causing DNA breaks,
generation of reactive oxygen species, and activation of the extrinsic apoptosis pathway (via
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stimulation of JNK), along with mitochondrial apoptosis, coercing the cells to antagonize the
effect of drug by stimulating their pro-survival pathways. These outcomes were substantiated
with literature evidence (49-53), adding confidence in the network performance and the ability to
use networks to study system dynamics.

Biomarker Identification
Network Topology and Centrality Measures
The final network consists of a total of 97 nodes and 202 edges (Fig. 1). The nodes are colorcoded based on their role played in the cell (e.g., nodes highlighted in green are pro-survival
proteins, while nodes highlighted in orange are pro-apoptotic proteins). The nodes with a yellow
fill color represent the newly added nodes in comparison to the base model. Overall, the nodes of
the model are schematically positioned such that the nodes belonging to each pathway are
grouped together. For example, the upper panel of the figure includes nodes associated with prosurvival pathways (e.g., mTOR, PI3K/AKT, NFκB, JAK/STAT, RAS, IGF1/IRS, and IRF4) in
that order starting from left to right with the growth factors on the top of the figure. The lower
panel of the figure includes: intrinsic/extrinsic apoptosis nodes, DNA damage and stress pathway
nodes, and cell-cycle/proliferation associated nodes, in that order from left to right.
Centrality analysis of the network was performed based on two methods, a) number of
connected edges (measure of how well the nodes interact or are associated/connected with each
other), and b) node betweenness centrality (measure of how often a node lies on the path
between other nodes) (25, 26). The top ten ranking nodes identified from the analysis are
reported in Table II. The nodes are scored relatively with the highest-ranking node having a
score of 1. The two assessments of node centrality revealed overlapping nodes, such as p53,
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AKT, pNFκB, JNK, MYC, and caspase 3, representing proteins from important pro-survival,
pro-apoptotic, and stress related pathways. These results emphasize the significance of some of
these well-known intracellular signaling proteins and pathways, and these nodes may represent
potential biomarkers for bortezomib pharmacodynamics.

Network Reduction
Reduction attempts to identify nodes that are central and critical to the network while preserving
its dynamical properties. The reduced network obtained after applying the reduction algorithms
is shown in Fig. 4. It consists of 19 nodes and 37 edges. Steady-state simulations of the reduced
network agreed with that of the larger final network, and simulations of the reduced network are
shown in Fig. 4. Many of the nodes from the reduced network overlapped with the nodes
identified from the centrality measures, re-emphasizing the importance of critical pro-survival
(AKT, pNFκB, and mTOR), stress-associated (JNK), pro-apoptotic (caspase 9), and cytostatic
(p53, p21) proteins in regulating the pharmacodynamic effects of bortezomib. This provides a
concise list of proteins that might serve as biomarkers of bortezomib effects across myeloma cell
lines to study the heterogeneous drug response.

Discussion
Myeloma heterogeneity at both the cellular- and patient-level has been well established and
manifests in the form of clonal populations often differing in genetic profiles (54-56). The
“central dogma of molecular biology” dictates the translation of genetic diversity at the protein
expression level and the diversity propagates upon treatment of the cancer, resulting in varied
responses to many chemotherapeutic agents that work by altering intracellular signaling. The
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evaluation of heterogeneity in drug responses within complex signaling pathways governing
cancer cell growth is complicated and requires mathematical model-based approaches. The aim
of this work was to evaluate intracellular signaling proteins altered by bortezomib in myeloma
cells in order to identify critical proteins that could be used eventually to assess signaling-based
heterogeneity in molecularly different myeloma cell lines (Chapter 4).
Network-based approaches are increasingly being used in drug discovery and early drug
development for target identification and to integrate multiple intracellular mechanisms of
targeted agents (15, 17). Dynamic simulations of the network model identified several interesting
mechanisms of bortezomib activity that were not noted the base model (13). The most
noteworthy of these was the activation of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway mediated by the
stimulation of caspase 8. This stimulation of the extrinsic pathway is primarily directed by the
stimulation of JNK by bortezomib, which in turn activates caspase 8 via the death receptors (49,
50, 53). Bortezomib-mediated cell death results from both intrinsic (mitochondrial regulation of
apoptosis; biomarker: caspase 9) and extrinsic (death receptor mediated signaling; biomarker
caspase 8) (Fig. 3) pathways of apoptosis (49, 50). The stimulation of the pro-survival AKT
pathway by bortezomib (Fig. 3) is consistent with reports (51, 52). The network was also able to
simulate the previously identified stimulation of pNFκB by bortezomib (13). The
counterintuitive stimulation of pro-survival pathways suggests cancer cells push survival
pathways into overdrive in order to combat stress conditions generated in the cells.
The network and the dynamic simulations obtained from the network come with an
important caveat, namely that time is arbitrary in such simulations and cannot be used to assess
temporal patterns of cellular processes. This makes the case for longitudinal measurements of
cellular processes/proteins along with continuous ordinary differential equation (ODE)–based
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pharmacodynamic models. The purpose of the work presented here was to qualitatively identify
critical proteins mediating bortezomib pharmacodynamics in a network with a more
comprehensive representation of the system as a whole. Subsequent time-course measurements
of key proteins would then make way for mechanistic systems models to evaluate heterogeneity
across myeloma cell lines (Chapters 5 and 6). Important intracellular proteins were identified
using our model and topology based centrality measures (Table II) and a reduction algorithm
(Fig. 4). Many of the proteins highlighted by both methodologies were similar, providing
confidence in the potential use of these proteins as biomarkers of myeloma cellular responses.
Centrality measures are solely based on structural attributes of the network topology or
architecture, whereas model reduction is based on preserving the functional dynamics of the
system components (25-27). The two attributes are certainly co-dependent, but are reflective of
different properties of the network. Another limitation of the network is that it does not include
interactions with the tumor microenvironment and immune system components.
States of certain nodes, and edges between nodes, in such complicated networks could
differ from cell line to cell line given the availability of innumerable molecularly diverse cell
lines. Often finer information (in-depth molecular signature of all genes/proteins) on the
molecular characterization of cell lines is also unavailable. Boolean logic-based networks permit
incorporation of such information. For example, if a mutation in a gene renders loss-of-function
of the gene, the protein associated with the gene in the network could be set to the
‘inactive/off/0’ state. Similarly, overexpression mutations allow proteins in the network to take
the state of ‘active/on/1’(57). Sometimes mutations in different genes belonging to the same
pathway appear in a mutually exclusive manner and may have functionally redundant similar
effects on the overall dynamics of the system (58, 59). The lack of adequate information on the
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mutational status of nodes in the literature was the primary reason for not implementing the
reduction strategy of the full network.

Conclusions
A comprehensive logic-based network that describes the intracellular protein signaling pathways
governing growth, proliferation, and apoptosis in multiple myeloma cells was successfully
developed. The network was adequately qualified by comparing simulated protein dynamics in
cells in the presence of a perturbation with literature reported experiments. The qualified network
was used to explore the intracellular mechanisms of bortezomib pharmacodynamics, and
simulations identified activation of the death receptor mediated extrinsic apoptotic pathway
(caspase 8) and the intrinsic apoptotic pathway (caspase 9) to be the primary mechanisms, in
addition to accumulation of cellular stress. Interestingly, the activation of pro-survival AKT
pathway was unexpected and suggests a counter survival mechanism. The network was also used
to identify key proteins regulating the effect of bortezomib via network reduction and centrality
measures. The identified proteins provide a rational approach for following the longitudinal
expression of the proteins in cell lines in order to evaluate pharmacodynamic heterogeneity in
response to bortezomib treatment. Overall, the network presented in this chapter provides a
framework to 1) identify novel targets and mechanisms, 2) test pharmacodynamics of
bortezomib containing combination regimens, and 3) extend the network by including
microenvironment and immune system components.
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Tables
Table I Nodes and Boolean Relationships of the Final Boolean Network
S.
No.
1
2

Node

Node Description

IL6
gp130

3

TNF!R

4

TNF!

5

RIP

6

NIK

7

JAK1

8

JAK2

Interleukin 6
Glycoprotein 130
Tumor necrosis factor
alpha receptor
Tumor necrosis factor
alpha
Receptor interacting
protein
NFκB-inducing
kinase
Janus associated
kinase 1
Janus associated
kinase 2

9

IKK

10

pIKB

11

pNFκB

12

FLIP

13

Prot

14

XIAP

15

Bcl-xL

16

Bcl-2

17

CYCD

Cyclin D

18

CYCE

Cyclin E

Inhibitor of kappa B
kinase
Phospho-inhibitor of
NFκB
Phospho-nuclear
factor kappa B
FLICE-like inhibitory
protein
Proteasome
X-linked inhibitor of
apoptosis
B-cell linked protein
extra large
B-cell
leukemia/lymphoma 2

Boolean Logic
Relationship
pNFκB
(~Cas3)

Initial
Reference
Value
1
(13)
1
(13)

<>

1

(13)

<>

1

(13)

(TNF! && TNF!R) ||
Bort

1

(13)

~TRAF3

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13, 20)

(IKK)

1

(13)

((pIKB && Prot) || pIKB
|| pSTAT3 || ~GSK3β)

1

(13, 39,
40)

pNFκB

1

(13)

~Bort
(pNFκB || pSTAT3) &&
~(Smac || p53)
(pNFκB || pSTAT3) &&
~(BAX || BAD || p53)
(pNFκB || pSTAT3) &&
~(BAD || p53)
(MYC || AKT || ERK ||
P90RSK || cMAF) &&
~GSK3β
MYC

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13, 6062)

1

(13)

IL6 && gp130 &&
~SHP1
IL6 && gp130 &&
~SHP1
((RIP && NIK) || AKT) ||
(ROS && ATM &&
DNAdam)
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19

MDM

20

MYC

21

STAT3

22

pSTAT3

23

AKT

24

PI3K

25

PIP3

26

pRB

27

CIAP

28

RAS

29

RAF

30

MEK1

31

MEKK

32

MAPK

33

ERK

34

CDK2

Murine double minute (p53 || AKT) && ~(ATM
2
|| ATR)
Myelocytomatosis
(pSTAT3 || ERK ||
viral oncogene
MEKK || IRF4) &&
homolog
~BLIMP1
Signal transducer and
activator of
~Cas3
transcription 3
Phospho- signal
((JAK1 && JAK2 &&
transducer and
STAT3) || (JAK1 &&
activator of
JAK2 && STAT3 &&
transcription 3
~IKK)) && ~JNK
mTORC2 || (PIP3 &&
Protein kinase B
mTORC2)
Phosphoinositide-3(IL6 && gp130) || IRS
kinase
Phosphatidylinositol
PI3K && ~ PTEN
(3,4,5)-triphosphate
(CDK4 && CDK6) ||
(CDK4 && CDK2 &&
Retinoblastoma 1
CDK6) || (CDK4 &&
CDK2 && CDK6 &&
CYCB)
Inhibitor of apoptosis
TNF!R
protein
(IL6 && gp130) || SHP1
Small G-protein
|| IRS
Proto-oncogene cRAS
RAF
Mitogen-activated
protein kinase kinase
RAF
1
MEK kinase
MEK1
Mitogen-activated
MEK1
protein kinase
Extracellular
MAPK
regulated MAP kinase
Cyclin dependent
(CYCE && Cdc25A)
kinase 2
&& ~(p21 || p27)
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1

(13, 63)

1

(13, 35,
36)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13, 38)

1

(13, 64)

1

(13)

1

(13, 41)

1

(13)

1

(13, 31)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(13)

1

(37)

Cyclin dependent
kinase 4
Cyclin dependent
kinase 6
DEP domain
containing mTORinteracting protein

(CYCD && Cdc25A)
&& ~(p21 || p27)

1

(37)

CYCD

1

(13)

pRB
(cMAF || (cMAF &&
~(mTORC1 ||
mTORC2)))
((~DEPTOR && PI3K) ||
PI3K)

1

(13)

1

(28, 65)

1

(28)

SGK1

Serum and
glucocorticoidregulated kinase 1

mTORC2

1

(28)

41

mTORC1

mTOR complex 1

((Rheb) || ((Rheb) &&
~(DEPTOR || PRAS40)))

1

(28, 29)

42

P70S6K

Ribosomal protein S6
kinase beta-1

mTORC1

1

(28)

Insulin receptor
substrate 1

((IGF1R && IGF1) ||
(IGF1R && (IL6 &&
gp130))) || ~(P70S6K ||
JNK)

1

(30-34)

~TSC

1

(28, 29)

ERK

1

(66)

~(Chk1 || Chk2)

1

(37)

~(Chk2 || Chk2)

1

(37)

1

(37)

1

(37)

~ GSK3β

1

(62)

<>

1

(32)

<>

1

(32)

IRF4 || MYC || pNFκB

1

(35, 36)

35

CDK4

36

CDK6

37

Proliferation

38

DEPTOR

39

mTORC2

mTOR complex 2

40

43

IRS

44

Rheb

45

P90RSK

46

Cdc25B/C

47

Cdc25A

48

CDK1

49

CYCB

50

cMAF

51

IGF1

52

IGF1R

53

IRF4

RAS homolog
enriched in brain
MAPK-activated
protein kinase-1
M-phase inducer
phosphatase 2/3
M-phase inducer
phosphatase 1
Cyclin-dependent
kinase 1
Cyclin B
Proto-oncogene cMaf
Insulin-like growth
factor 1
Insulin-like growth
factor 1 receptor
Interferon regulatory
factor 4

~(p21 || p27) &&
Cdc25B/C
CDK1
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54

Bcl-6

55

Viacel

56

PRAS40

57

TSC

58

GSK3β

59

ATR

60
61

Chk1
Chk2

62

ROS

63

MnSOD2

64

BLIMP1

65

FasL

66

FasR

67

BAD

68

TRAF3

69

PTEN

70

SHP1

B-cell lymphoma 6
protein
Viable cells
Proline-rich AKT1
substrate 1
Tuberous sclerosis
complex
Glycogen synthase
kinase 3 beta
Ataxia telangiectasia
and Rad3-related
protein
Checkpoint kinase 1
Checkpoint kinase 2
Reactive oxygen
species
Superoxide dismutase
2, mitochondrial
PR domain zinc
finger protein 1
Fas ligand
TNF receptor
superfamily member
6
Bcl-2-associated
agonist of cell death
TNF receptorassociated factor 3
Phosphate and tensin
homolog
Protein kinase
phosphatase

71

p27

Cyclin-dependent
kinase inhibitor 1B

72

p21

Cyclin-dependent
kinase inhibitor 1A

73

RAC

Ras related protein

pSTAT3 || (pSTAT3 &&
~BLIMP1)
Proliferation && ~Apo

1

(67)

1

(13)

0

(28, 29)

0

(28, 29)

0

(39, 68)

DNAdam

0

(37)

ATR
ATM
(~MnSOD2 && (MITO
|| STRESS))

0
0

(37)
(37)

0

(20)

pNFκB && ROS

0

(20)

IRF4 && ~Bcl-6

0

(35, 36)

FasR || cJun

0

(13)

FasL || p53

0

(13)

JNK || ~(AKT || P90RSK
|| P70S6K)

0

(13, 4245)

~CIAP

0

(13)

p53

0

(13)

<>

0

(13)

0

(13, 36)

0

(13, 36)

0

(13)

~AKT
~(AKT || ERK ||
P90RSK) && (GSK3β ||
STRESS)
~(P70S6K || AKT ||
P90RSK)

p53 && (~MYC ||
~CDK4 || ~AKT || ~Bcl6)
p53 && (~MYC ||
~MDM || ~AKT ||
~CDK4 || ~Bcl-6)
STRESS
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74
75

MEKK2
MKK4

76

JNK

77

DNAdam

78

ATM

79

DNAPK

MEK kinase 2
MAP kinase kinase 4
c-Jun N-terminal
kinase
DNA damage
Ataxia telangiectasia
mutated
DNA-dependent
protein kinase
catalytic subunit

80

p53

p53 tumor suppressor

81

cJun

82

BAX

83

BID

84

Cas8

Caspase 8

85

MITO

86

Smac

87
88

Cytc
Cas9

Mitochondria
Second mitochondriaderived activator of
caspases
Cytochrome c
Caspase 9

89

Cas3

Caspase 3

90

CL_PARP

Cleaved poly (ADPribose) polymerase

91

STRESS

-

92
93

Apo
Bort

Apoptosis
Bortezomib

c-Jun transcription
factor
Bcl2-associated X
protein
BH3 interacting
domain

RAC
MEKK2

0
0

(13)
(13)

MKK4 && ~(Prot)

0

(13)

Cas3 || STRESS || ROS

0

(13, 20)

DNAdam || Cas3

0

(13)

ATM || ATR

0

(13, 69)

(DNAPK || JNK || Chk1 ||
Chk2) && ((~(MDM
&& Prot && Bcl-6)) ||
~(MDM && Prot))

0

(13, 36,
37)

JNK

0

(13)

0

(13)

0

(13)

0

(13)

0

(13, 20)

MITO

0

(13)

MITO
Cytc && ~XIAP
(Cas8 || Cas9) && ~
XIAP

0
0

(13)
(13)

0

(13)

Cas3

0

(13)

0

(13, 20)

0
1

(13)
-

(p53 || BID) && ~(BclxL || Bcl-2)
(Cas8 || STRESS || Fas)
&& ~(Bcl-2 || Bcl-xL)
(FasL && FasR) || ~
FLIP
BAX || ROS

(DNAdam || ~Prot ||
ROS)
Cl_PARP
<>

‘<>’: no regulation; ‘~’: inhibition; ‘||’: OR gate; ‘&&’: AND gate
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Table II Top Ten Nodes obtained from the Network Topology Based Centrality Measures

S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Network Topology based Centrality
Measures
Degree Centrality
Node
(No. of outgoing
Betweenness
connected edges)
Centrality
p53
p53
AKT
IKK
pNFκB
AKT
pSTAT3
pSTAT3
JNK
JNK
ROS
IRS
STRESS
pNFκB
MYC
MYC
Caspase 3
Caspase 3
GSK3β
RAS
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Figure Legends
Figure 1 Illustration of the final Boolean logic-based network model representing intracellular
signaling in multiple myeloma cells. Nodes highlighted in yellow are the new nodes incorporated
to the base-model representing intracellular signaling in U266 myeloma cells (13). The color and
outline of the nodes represent the functional role of the protein as depicted in the legend.
Stimulatory and inhibitory connections between nodes are represented by ‘→’ and ‘⟞’. The
node ‘bortezomib’ and its effect is represented in pink. The figure does not represent the ‘AND’
or ‘OR’ relationships between edges (see Table I).

Figure 2 Comparison of network simulations and literature based experimental data. Simulations
of the node AKT (a) and apoptosis (b) in the presence of no treatment-control (red), bortezomib
(dotted blue), dual mTOR inhibitor (dotted light green), and combination of bortezomib and a
dual mTOR inhibitor (dotted black). Immunoblotting data showing the decreased
phosphorylation of AKT in the presence of dual mTOR inhibitor pp242 in MM.1S cells (c).
Percent apoptosis (flow cytometric measurement of activated caspase 3) data in RPMI8226 cells
incubated with increasing concentrations (nM) of bortezomib and dual mTOR inhibitor pp242
for 48 h (d). Adapted from Hoang et al. (24).

Figure 3 Network simulations identifying unique mechanisms of bortezomib
pharmacodynamics, including the activation of nodes AKT (a), Caspase 8 (b), and apoptosis (c)
in untreated-control (red) and bortezomib exposure (dotted blue) performed using Odefy
(MATLAB® compatible toolbox). Panel (d) represents experimental measurements of cell
viability in the four U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929 myeloma cells treated with
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continuous exposure of bortezomib (20 nM) at 48 h (blue) as compared with untreated growing
control cells (red) (Chapter 2).

Figure 4 Illustration of the reduced Boolean network model (a) with model simulations (b) for
the reduced network in untreated-control cells and with bortezomib exposure. The reduced
model (a) is drawn to the same figure legend as that of the final full network in Fig. 1. The color
key for heatmap of simulations (b) is represented as: ‘inactive/off/0’ (blue) and ‘active/on/1’
(red).
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Supplementary Figure Legend
Supplementary Figure S1 Comparison of network simulations and literature based
experimental data. Simulations of the node pIκB! (a), pNFκB (b), Bcl-xL (c), and pStat3 (d) in
the presence of no treatment-control (red), IKK inhibitor (dotted black), JAK inhibitor (dotted
light green), and combination of IKK and JAK inhibitors (dotted blue). The simulations were in
agreement with the experimental protein expressions reported by Chudasama et al. (13).
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Abstract
The objective of this study is to examine the heterogeneity in bortezomib-induced temporal
dynamics of intracellular signaling proteins in four molecularly different multiple myeloma cell
lines (U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929) that exhibit differences in sensitivity towards
bortezomib. The treatment arms included untreated (control) cells, 2 nM bortezomib (RPMI8226
and MM.1S), and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929) over
72 h. The expression time-course of ten key proteins (pNFκB, pAKT, pmTOR, Bcl-2, pJNK,
pp53, p21, pBAD, Caspase 8, and Caspase 9) were measured using the MAGPIX® protein assay
system. The relative expression (normalized to 0 h untreated-control cells) of proteins
demonstrated a greater magnitude and earlier onset of stimulation/inhibition in cells more
sensitive (MM.1S and NCI-H929) to bortezomib induced cell death at 20 nM, relative to the less
sensitive cells (U266 and RPMI8226). The lower concentration of bortezomib (2 nM) resulted in
no change in expression from control in less sensitive RPMI8226 cells and only moderate
stimulation/inhibition of proteins in more sensitive MM.1S cells. The rank correlation signatures
between cell viability–protein expression and protein–protein expressions were also similar
among the more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. Intracellular signaling heterogeneity
represents a possible source of pharmacodynamic heterogeneity, and the key proteins may be
potential biomarkers to evaluate bortezomib responses.
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Introduction
Multiple myeloma (MM), a hematological cancer of the B cell lineage is distinguished by the
presence of proliferating plasma cells. MM originates in the bone marrow, where a post-germinal
center B cell undergoes the primary genetic event of translocations in the heavy chain
immunoglobulin (Ig) gene (IgH) and/or hyperdiploidy initiating myeloma. Cells continue to
acquire secondary genetic mutations that lead to the progression of MM into the peripheral blood
(Corre et al., 2015; Morgan et al., 2012; Rajkumar and Kumar, 2016). The cancer is diagnosed
on the basis of monoclonal plasma cell levels in the bone marrow and monoclonal M protein
concentrations in urine and serum. The hallmark impairments of the disease include calcium
elevation (C), renal insufficiency (R), anemia (A), and bone abnormalities (B), often abbreviated
as CRAB (Rajkumar and Kumar, 2016; Shank et al., 2015). The American Cancer Society
estimates about 30,280 newly diagnosed cases and 12,590 deaths of MM in 2017 (ACS, 2017).
Induction therapy for patients with active MM includes single agent or combination regimens of
corticosteroids, cytotoxic agents, immunomodulatory agents, and proteasome inhibitors. Two
monoclonal antibodies, daratumumab and elotuzumab have also been approved for
refractory/relapsed myeloma treatment (Rajkumar and Kumar, 2016; Shank et al., 2015).
The intra-clonal nature of multiple myeloma is well established. The presence of IgH
translocations (primary oncogenic event) can be found in fundamentally most myeloma plasma
cells (Bergsagel and Kuehl, 2001; Fonseca et al., 2003). This is in contrast with the different
secondary events of myeloma oncogenesis observed in sub-clones (Corre et al., 2015). The
profiling of clonal dynamics in small sub-sets of patients using high-throughput sequencing
techniques revealed the existence of molecularly different clones at diagnosis, during treatment,
and relapse (Egan et al., 2012; Keats et al., 2012; Magrangeas et al., 2013). The composition of
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the clonal populations was also found to change under therapeutic treatment, microenvironment
influence, and the natural progression of the disease (Egan et al., 2012; Fuhler et al., 2011;
Magrangeas et al., 2013). Overall, the clonal evolution of myeloma is the basis for its
heterogeneous nature.
The heterogeneity in MM is evident at the intrinsic genetic level, and it also propagates to
the epigenetic, phenotypic, and proteomic characteristics of the clones. Epigenetic mechanisms
include the effects of microRNAs, DNA methylation, and histone modifications, which result in
further diversification across clones via dissimilar genetic mutations in histone proteins and
epigenetic modifier enzymes (Burrell and Swanton, 2014; Issa et al., 2017). Phenotypic diversity
of clones is a result of the extrinsic microenvironment influence by way of paracrine modulation
of cellular signaling, tumor vasculature, and tumor-immune cell interactions (Burrell and
Swanton, 2014; Junttila and de Sauvage, 2013). The proteomic heterogeneity not only comes
from the underlying genetics but also from the inherent stochasticity of the biochemical
enzymatic reactions that control protein activation/deactivation. Other mechanisms include
attenuation of signals via negative-feedback loops, limited functional capacity of proteins due to
sub-cellular localization patterns, and differences in protein phosphorylation and degradation
(Singh et al., 2010; Sun and Yu, 2015). These diverse mechanisms closely influence intra-clonal
differences in intracellular signal transduction pathways, which could subsequently lead to
different treatment responses with high intra- and inter-individual variability.
The objective of this research is to explore intracellular signaling heterogeneity in four
molecularly diverse MM cell lines (U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929). These wellestablished cell lines offer diversity of mutations in the genes known to be frequently mutated in
MM (e.g., TP53, RAS, RB1, and BRAF). In addition, these cell lines are stable over time (Bianchi
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and Munshi, 2015; Brioli et al., 2014; Lohr et al., 2014). The differences in sensitivity of these
cell lines to treatment with bortezomib has already been established by IC50 based inhibitory and
time-course cell-kill studies (Chapter 2), and we hypothesize that sensitivity differences are
associated with differences in the expression patterns of intracellular signaling proteins. Here we
measure the time-course dynamics of key mechanistic intracellular proteins that mediate
bortezomib pharmacodynamics that were identified through a network-based approach (Chapter
3). Protein signatures associated with bortezomib treatment were compared across cell lines via a
correlation analysis. A positive association between drug-induced relative expression of protein
stimulation/inhibition and drug sensitivity was established. This research supports the
mechanistic basis of drug-efficacy assessment and the need for the inclusion of biomarker
measurements to tailor individual pharmacotherapy.

Materials and Methods
Cell Lines and Reagents
The human myeloma cell lines, U266 (TIB–196TM), RPMI8226 (CCL–155TM), MM.1S (CRL–
2974TM), and NCI–H929 (CRL–9068TM) were purchased from ATCC® (Manassas, VA, USA).
Cells were maintained in culture in RPMI–1640 medium (ATCC® 30–2001TM) supplemented
with FBS (ATCC® 30–2020TM), penicillin-streptomycin (BioWhittaker®; Lonza, Walkersville,
MD, USA), and 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich®, St. Louis, MO, USA) for NCI-H929 cells.
Bortezomib was purchased from LC laboratories (Woburn, MA, USA) with chemical purity
greater than 99%. Bortezomib was dissolved in DMSO (Sigma-Aldrich®, St. Louis, MO, USA)
to obtain a 0.1 µM stock solution which was stored at -80 ºC. The cell proliferation reagent,
WST-1 assay kit, was purchased from Roche Diagnostics (Indianapolis, IN, USA). Cellular
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protein isolation reagents included RIPA buffer (10X) (Cell Signaling Technology®, Danvers,
MA, USA) supplemented with HALT™ protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail (100X)
(Thermo Scientific™, Rockford, IL, USA) and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) (Thermo
Scientific™, Rockford, IL, USA). Total protein concentrations were measured using the DC™
protein assay (BIO-RAD, Hercules, California). Reagents for protein biomarker analysis using
the MAGPIX® system included magnetic bead microspheres, detection antibody, streptavidinphycoerythrin, assay buffer, and amplification buffer all purchased from EMD Millipore
Corporation (Saint Charles, MO, USA).

Cell Proliferation Assay
Approximately 10,000 (U266), 2,500 (RPMI8226), 30,000 (MM.1S), and 25,000 (NCI-H929)
cells per well (96-well plate) were incubated with 20 nM bortezomib after a pre-incubation
period of 24 h for acclimatization of cells in a 96-well plate. The concentration was obtained by
diluting the stock solution of bortezomib in DMSO with cell line specific cell culture medium.
At 0, 2, 12, 24, 48, and 72 h post bortezomib exposure, cells were incubated with the cell
proliferation reagent WST-1 for 2 hours. At the end of the incubation period, cell viability was
measured at 450 and 690 nm with a microplate spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices,
Sunnyvale, CA). Cell viability was normalized to the untreated (control) cells at 0 h and reported
for six replicates.

Experimental Design
All four myeloma cell lines (U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929) in respective culture
media were incubated in several 10 cm2 culture dishes at a density of 5 × 106 cells/10 mL of the
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culture media. The experimental design included three treatment groups: vehicle control (culture
media), 2 nM bortezomib (only RPMI8226 and MM.1S), and 20 nM bortezomib concentrations
(all cell lines). Proteins were measured at 0, 2, 6, 12, 24, 32, 48, and 72 h after bortezomib
exposure. At each time-point, cells in culture media were collected, temporarily stored on ice (to
stop cellular reactions), and centrifuged to remove media and isolate them. Cells were then lysed
at 4 ºC in RIPA buffer supplemented with HALT™ protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail
(100X) and phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) for 30 min. After lysis, the samples were
centrifuged at 11000 rpm for 20 min at 4 ºC, and the supernatant was stored at −80 ºC until
further analysis. Total protein concentrations in each sample were analyzed with the DC™
protein assay (BIO-RAD, Hercules, California) similar to the Lowry assay (Lowry et al., 1951).
The entire experimental design was repeated three times in total for replicates.

MAGPIX® System-based Protein Assay
Principle
The MAGPIX® protein assay is based on the Luminex xMAP® Technology (Luminex®
Corporation), which is a magnetic bead-based assay platform. Multiple fluorescent dye-based
proprietary color-coded microspheres (magnetic beads) coated with specific capture antibodies
are used to capture several target proteins in a test sample. Upon capturing the target protein, a
biotinylated detection antibody is introduced, followed by incubation with streptavidinphycoerythrin conjugate (reporter molecule). An LED-based analysis system measures the
fluorescence intensity of the reporter to quantify proteins. The magnetic bead-based system
enables multiple protein assay measurements from the same sample.
Proteins
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The four myeloma cell lines treated with bortezomib were analyzed for the longitudinal
expression of the following proteins: phosphorylated NFκB (pNFκB), total NFκB,
phosphorylated AKT (pAKT), total AKT, phosphorylated mTOR (pmTOR), total mTOR, Bcl-2,
phosphorylated JNK (pJNK), total JNK, phosphorylated p53 (pp53), total p53, p21,
phosphorylated BAD (pBAD), caspase 8, and caspase 9. These proteins were chosen based on
the key proteins identified using the Boolean network model from Chapter 3 and include proteins
governing cell survival, proliferation, and apoptosis in myeloma cells. Proteins were purchased
as both a premixed panel (human early apoptosis magnetic bead 7-plex kit containing pAKT,
Bcl-2, pJNK, pp53, pBAD, caspase 8, and caspase 9) and individual assays, which were mixed
as per manufacturer’s instructions after considering compatibility with the magnetic bead
detection regions and assay buffer. The phosphorylated and total proteins were measured
separately (different 96-well plates) since the analytes share the same magnetic bead regions and
cannot be mixed.
Assay Procedure
The assay procedure was performed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. A total protein
concentration of 20 og was used for analyzing intracellular proteins in cell lysates. Briefly, cell
lysates were first diluted with the assay buffer (1:1) to achieve a final total protein concentration
of 20 og. The diluted cell lysates (in 96-well plate) were then incubated overnight (16–20 h) with
magnetic beads in a shaker at 4 ºC in dark. The samples were later washed twice with assay
buffer before incubation with the detection antibody for 1 h with shaking in the dark at room
temperature. Thereafter, the detection antibody was removed followed by addition of
streptavidin-phycoerythrin and incubation for 15 min at room temperature (with shaking under
dark conditions). Amplification buffer was then added to the wells (without removing
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streptavidin-phycoerythrin) with another 15 min incubation at room temperature (with shaking
under dark conditions). After incubation, streptavidin-phycoerythrin and amplification buffer
were removed, and the beads were re-suspended in assay buffer prior to being read on the
MAGPIX® instrument. Three replicates were analyzed for all samples. Manufacturer provided
positive and negative control cell lysates were also analyzed along with experimental samples in
addition to the assay buffer control (blank).
Data Analysis
The reported median fluorescence intensity values were used for data analysis. The averaged
median fluorescence intensity value of the assay buffer control (blank) in duplicate for each
protein was subtracted from the median fluorescence intensity of the samples. The data were
normalized by the housekeeping protein (GAPDH). All the data were also normalized to the
protein expression in the 0 h untreated-control cells to obtain the relative protein expression in
bortezomib treated cells. In addition, the phosphorylated proteins were normalized by their total
protein equivalents.

Statistical Analysis
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient matrix signatures were calculated between cell viability
values under bortezomib treatment and relative protein expressions for all the four cell lines in
SigmaPlot® (version 12.0). Hierarchical clustering of the correlation matrix was also performed
with the default Euclidean distance as the similarity measure in MATLAB® (R2016b). The
correlation matrices and the clustered dendrogram of the correlation matrix for each cell line
were plotted in MATLAB® (R2016b).
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Results
Protein Dynamics
The overall intracellular signaling protein dynamics across the four myeloma cell lines is
represented as a heatmap in Fig. 1, which provides a snapshot of all ten proteins in untreated
(control) and bortezomib treated cells. The data represent log-transformed values of the mean
relative expression obtained from three separate replicate experiments. The four columns
represent the individual myeloma cell lines: MM.1S, RPMI8226, U266, and NCI-H929. The
three row panels on the Y-axis are relative expression (from 0 h untreated-control) in untreated
(control), bortezomib 2 nM, and bortezomib 20 nM treatments. The X-axis denotes time in
hours. Given the logarithmic transformation of the data normalized to the 0 h untreated-control
in each cell line, the time-course data for the untreated (control) arm varies around a mean value
of zero (indicated as green). Any stimulation/increase in expression is represented as red, while
inhibition/decrease in expression is denoted as blue as specified in the key.
The log relative expression of proteins in the untreated (control) arm of all cell lines is
around zero, with some minor variability in few proteins. This variability is insignificant
considering these are replicate experiments relative to treatment arms. The 2 nM bortezomib
treatment did not result in any stimulation or inhibition of protein expression in RPMI8226 cells.
However, stimulation and inhibition of proteins was observed in MM.1S cells; especially p21
and Caspase 8 stimulation at later time points (32–72 h). Pro-survival proteins, such as pNFκB
and pAKT, exhibit an initial delay, followed by minor stimulation toward later time points.
pJNK exhibits a gradual activation throughout the duration of treatment. pmTOR, Bcl-2, and
pp53 remain unchanged, whereas pBAD follows the untreated-control curve up to 32 h, followed
by minor inhibition at 48 and 72 h. Caspase 9 shows stimulation that dampens after 24 h. The
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line plots of the time-course of relative expression of proteins upon administration of 2 nM
bortezomib in MM.1S and RPMI8226 cells are shown in Supplementary Figs. S1 and S2. All
four cell lines exhibit substantial stimulation or inhibition in protein profiles at the higher
bortezomib concentration (20 nM). MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells exhibit relatively stronger and
earlier onset of activation/inhibition of proteins in comparison to U266 and RPMI8226 cells.

Protein Biomarker Dynamics (20 nM Bortezomib)
pNFκB
The temporal dynamics of the pro-survival protein pNFκB relative expression across cell lines is
depicted in Fig. 2. An initial delay (12 h for U266 and RPMI8226; 6 h for MM.1S and NCIH929) in stimulation of the protein is observed in all the four cell lines. MM.1S and U266 cells
show a gradual rise over time, whereas NCI-H929 and RPMI8226 cells display maximal
activation at 24 h and between 24–48 h, followed by dampening of the signal at 72 h. MM.1S
cells exhibit a 150-fold stimulation in relative expression from control, which was much greater
than the other cell lines (20-fold in NCI-H929, 40-fold in U266, and about 2-fold in RPMI8226).

pAKT
AKT is a serine/threonine-specific protein kinase that plays a major role in cell growth and
survival. A stimulation of pAKT is observed in all four myeloma cell lines after an initial delay
of 2–6 h in activation. U266 and RPMI8226 cells displayed a slower rate of stimulation in
contrast to the other two cell lines. The overall peak fold-change in expression was similar across
cell lines and ranged from 8–15. The trend followed attainment of a peak activation followed by
a sustained signal with minor diminishment (Supplementary Fig. S3).
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pmTOR
The dynamics of another proliferative pathway associated protein, pmTOR is shown in
Supplementary Fig. S4. The overall trend indicated delayed stimulation of the protein under
bortezomib treatment in U266 and MM.1S cells. No change from control was observed in
RPMI8226 and NCI-H929 cells. All profiles were also associated with very high variability
among replicates making it difficult to assess the magnitude of activation.

Bcl-2
Bcl-2 is an anti-apoptotic protein belonging to the Bcl-2 family of apoptosis regulating proteins.
Bortezomib treatment induces a suppression of Bcl-2 in all four myeloma cell lines as expected.
The suppression was very gradual in U266 and RPMI8226 cells compared to a faster rate of
inhibition in MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. Unlike U266 and RPMI8226, a near complete
inhibition was observed by 12 h in MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. U266 and RPMI8226 cells
showed only 50% inhibition even until 72 h (Fig. 3).

pJNK
c-Jun N-terminal kinases or JNK belong to the mitogen-activated protein kinase family. These
proteins are activated under stress stimuli. Bortezomib is known to induce the expression of
pJNK as confirmed in the four cell lines of this study (Supplementary Fig. S5). The induction
was associated with a slight delay (2–6 h) in all cell lines; maximum fold-change in induction
was observed for U266 cells (close to 30–40-fold), and the other three cell lines exhibited an
induction ranging from 6–10-fold. Peak activation was observed near 24–48 h in U266 and
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RPMI8226 cells, whereas MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells achieved peak activation at 6 h after
bortezomib treatment. U266 cells showed sustained induction after the peak signal throughout
the time-course, whereas the rest of the cells displayed dampening of signal after the peak.

pp53
The dynamics of p53 in the four myeloma cell lines are shown in Fig. 4. U266 and RPMI8226
cells presented a clear 3–4-fold stimulation of the protein, with sustained stimulation in
RPMI8226 cells and reduced stimulation at later time points in U266 cells. No change in protein
expression was observed for MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells throughout the time-course.

p21
p21 is a cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor that inhibits CDK1 and 2. The major role of p21 is
arresting or inhibiting cell cycle progression. The tumor suppressor p53 activates and tightly
regulates the expression of p21. The profiles for p21 relative expression in the four cell lines
suggested stimulation, but profiles were associated with very high standard deviation and
variability. The overall directionality was towards activation, with a clear stimulation in U266
cells peaking at 12 h, followed by loss of the protein at later time points. The peak fold-change in
relative expression was 6-fold. The other cell lines presented unclear profiles with an indication
of activation. A clear stimulation of p21 was observed in MM.1S cells at the lower concentration
bortezomib (2 nM) treatment. The p21 relative expression in the four cell lines are plotted in
Supplementary Fig. S6.

pBAD
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BAD or Bcl-2 associated death promoter protein is a pro-apoptotic protein of the Bcl-2 family.
Apoptosis induction in cells is associated with a stimulation of BAD mediated by
dephosphorylation of pBAD. BAD and pBAD are in equilibrium, and cellular apoptosis is
related with an activation of BAD and therefore an inhibition of pBAD. pBAD (Ser112) was
measured and hence an inhibition is observed in all four cell lines upon bortezomib treatment.
The inhibitory curves are very similar to that of Bcl-2, with gradual inhibition in U266 and
RPMI8226 cells. The rate of inhibition is much faster in MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. The onset
of activation of inhibition is also earlier in these cells as against U266 and RPMI8226 cells
(Supplementary Fig. S7).

Caspase 8
Caspase 8 is a marker for activation of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway. Bortezomib has been
associated with the stimulation of caspase 8 via pJNK (Chapter 3) (Mitsiades et al., 2002; Qin et
al., 2005). This stimulation was confirmed via the protein dynamics in all four myeloma cell
lines (Fig. 5). A strong stimulation of caspase 8 was observed, especially in MM.1S cells, with a
peak stimulation of 150-fold at 12 h, followed by a reduction and stabilization at 50-fold
expression. A similar profile was observed in NCI-H929 cells with peak stimulation (20–25fold) at 12 h and stabilization at 5-fold at later time points. The magnitude of peak stimulation at
12 h was much lower in case of U266 (8–10-fold) and RPMI8226 (2–2.5-fold) cells. No change
in expression from control was noted at later points in U266 and RPMI8226 cells.

Caspase 9
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Caspase 9 is a marker for activation of the mitochondrial intrinsic apoptotic pathway. All four
cell lines exhibit activation of caspase 9 as expected based on the mechanism of action of
bortezomib. Similar to caspase 8, the expression of caspase 9 activation was higher in MM.1S
and NCI-H929 cells relative to U266 and RPMI8226 cells. MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells
exhibited a similar magnitude of relative expression (about 10–15-fold from untreated, control
cells). The stimulation peaked at 6 h, and the relative expression was lost post 12–24 h. The foldchange peak activation was close to 8–10-fold in U266 cells (at 12 h) and 2–3-fold in RPMI8226
cells (at 6–12 h). The change in relative expression from untreated (control) cells was lost in
these cells lines after 24 h (Supplementary Fig. S8).

Correlation Between Cell Viability and Protein Expression
Spearman’s rank correlation was performed to test the relationship between cell viability under
treatment with different protein expression signatures. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
were calculated between temporal values of experimental cell viability and relative protein
expression for each cell line individually (Fig. 6). An inverse correlation was observed between
cell viability under treatment and pNFκB, pAKT, pJNK, and caspase 8 in all four cell lines. This
was expected since treatment induced reduction in cell viability results from the activation of
pJNK (stress) and caspase 8. The reduced viability might also activate survival mechanisms in
cells to combat cell death and attempt cell growth in the presence of a chemotherapeutic agent by
way of activation of survival pathways (e.g., pNFκB and pAKT). A positive correlation was
found between cell viability and Bcl-2 and pBAD across cell lines as anticipated since cell death
is associated with inhibition of these proteins. The overall correlation matrix signature
(correlation between cell viability–protein expression and protein–protein expressions) was
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similar across cell lines. Visual inspection suggests that the matrix was very similar for MM.1S
and NCI-H929 cells, suggesting similarities in protein activation upon bortezomib treatment. The
matrix signatures were not as comparable between U266 and RPMI8226 cells, especially
because of differences in the strength of correlations and not the directionality per se. Finer
hierarchical clustering analysis of the four correlation matrices to detect similarities in the
tendency of the proteins to group together based on the Euclidean distance measure was also
tested (Supplementary Fig. S9). Overall, fewer clustering similarities were noted between cell
lines. Broadly, proteins clustered as upstream (pNFκB, pAKT, pJNK, pmTOR, and pp53) and
downstream (pBAD, Bcl-2, p21, and caspase 9) proteins, with the exception of caspase 8 in all
cell lines.

Discussion
Cellular heterogeneity is a complex yet common phenomenon in cancer that spans multiple
levels including: genetic, epigenetic, and phenotypic features of cellular organization. The
diverse molecular characteristics of these populations of cells have functional consequences,
such as differences in cell growth, differences in sensitivity to chemotherapeutic treatments, and
development of resistant isoforms. Multiple myeloma is a hematological cancer known to
present inter- and intra-clonal heterogeneity among cancer cells leading to inter- and intraindividual diversity in response to treatment regimens (Bolli et al., 2014; Keats et al., 2012). Our
long-term objective is to explore the potential sources for established differences in sensitivity to
bortezomib treatment across four myeloma cell lines (Chapter 2). We hypothesize that
heterogeneity in intracellular signaling protein dynamics is associated with differences in
bortezomib sensitivity. The temporal dynamics of key intracellular signaling proteins in
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myeloma cells (with differing bortezomib sensitivity) were measured using the high throughput
magnetic bead based MAGPIX® protein assay.
The overall snapshot of protein dynamics shows that cell lines MM.1S and NCI-H929
exhibit a greater magnitude of stimulation/inhibition of proteins as compared with U266 and
RPMI8226 cells (Fig. 1). This observation was consistent at the 2 nM treatment with MM.1S
cells exhibiting stimulation/inhibition of proteins, whereas no change was observed in
RPMI8226 cells. MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells also showed an earlier onset of activation of the
key proteins. Interestingly, MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells were shown to exhibit a greater
sensitivity towards bortezomib relative to U266 and RPMI8226 cells (Chapter 2). Essentially,
greater sensitivity to bortezomib treatment appears to be associated with earlier onset of
activation and a greater magnitude of changes in protein expression.
The magnitude of stimulation of the pro-survival protein pNFκB (Fig. 2) was greater
(150-fold) in the more sensitive MM.1S cells as compared to all the other cell lines. Between
NCI-H929 and U266 cells, the less sensitive U266 cells showed greater activation, although both
cell lines displayed a considerably greater stimulation from control when compared against
RPMI8226 cells. In the case of pAKT and pmTOR (Supplementary Figs. S3 and S4)—also cell
proliferation associated proteins—little difference could be discerned in the protein profiles
making corresponding association with drug sensitivity difficult. Interestingly, a similar
observation was made for pJNK (Supplementary Fig. S5), a protein that is activated under
stressful stimuli in cells. U266 cells showed the maximum fold-change in induction, whereas all
the other cell lines displayed similar magnitudes of activation.
Although the association between sensitivity and pro-survival protein dynamics was
unclear, sensitivity to bortezomib appeared to be better associated with apoptosis related
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proteins. Both Bcl-2 and pBAD (Fig. 3 and Supplementary Fig. S7) are anti-apoptotic proteins
belonging to the Bcl-2 family. A faster rate and stronger (near complete inhibition) suppression
of these proteins was evident in the more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells, whereas U266
and RPMI8226 cells presented a slower rate with only 50% inhibition. Similar dynamics were
reflected in the protein expression profiles of the extrinsic and intrinsic apoptosis pathway
related caspases: caspases 8 and caspase 9 (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Fig. S8). MM.1S cells
displayed greater stimulation (150-fold) of caspase 8 (similar to pNFκB), NCI-H929 cells
exhibited moderate stimulation (20–25-fold); both of which were greater than in U266 and
RPMI8226 cells. Caspase 9 demonstrated similar trends with MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells
showing a greater magnitude of activation compared to the less sensitive U266 and RPMI8226
cells. The gradual loss of signal for caspases 8 and 9 in all cell lines over time could depend on
the stability of these proteins after apoptosis is triggered in cells and the stability of cells in
increasingly acidic media containing dead cells (MacKenzie and Clark, 2012; Stennicke and
Salvesen, 1997).
Heterogeneity in the temporal dynamics of pp53 (tumor-suppressor) was observed across
all cell lines (Fig. 4). No change in the expression of pp53 was observed in the more sensitive
cell lines MM.1S and NCI-H929, whereas stimulation was observed in U266 and RPMI8826
cells. The less sensitive U266 and RPMI8226 cells contain mutated (mut) TP53, as compared to
the wild-type (WT) TP53 form in the more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells (Pichiorri et
al., 2010). The possible reasons for this observation could be: a) the presence of MDM2
associated inhibition of p53 expression (Bi and Chng, 2014; Pichiorri et al., 2010; Teoh et al.,
2014), and/or b) the regulation of p53 by microRNA, miR-25 and miR-30d (Kumar et al., 2011).
The dynamics of p21 (Supplementary Fig. S6), a cell-cycle inhibitor, were unclear and were not
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amenable to identifying differences between cell lines. The lack of clarity in the dynamics could
be due to the short half-life of p21 (minutes–a few hours) in cancer cells (Gareau et al., 2011;
Scoumanne et al., 2011).
There are similarities between more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells and the less
sensitive U266 and RPMI8226 cells. Statistical correlation analysis also revealed the similarities
between the two groups of cells (more sensitive/less sensitive) in terms of temporal protein–
protein associations along with cell viability–protein expression correlation similarities (Fig. 6).
This research suggests an association between sensitivity differences with intracellular signaling
protein dynamics triggered upon bortezomib exposure to cells. However, there are some
limitations to the current study. The number of cell lines tested in this study is relatively small
for establishing correlations between sensitivity and protein biomarker dynamics. Some of the
protein profiles are associated with considerable variability among replicates, clouding the
certainty in terms of magnitude and directionality of protein stimulation, especially p21
dynamics. A panel of more cell lines and replicates would add to this work to better assess
apparent associations. Nevertheless, this proof-of-concept study points to an important aspect of
monitoring heterogeneity in pharmacodynamic responses in addition to identifying critical
protein biomarkers with the potential to track therapeutic responses.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1 Time-course of intracellular signaling protein expressions. The data represent log
relative expressions of pNFκB, pAKT, pmTOR, Bcl-2, pJNK, pp53, p21, pBAD, Caspase 8, and
Caspase 9 from 0 h untreated (control) cells in U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCI-H929 cells.
The treatment arms included: A) untreated (control) cells, B) 2 nM bortezomib treatment, and C)
20 nM bortezomib treatment. Data points are the mean of three replicate experimental
measurements. Phosphorylated proteins are normalized by their total protein measurements.
Protein stimulations are denoted as positive change (red) from zero, whereas inhibitions are
represented as negative change (blue) from zero.

Figure 2 The time-course dynamics of pNFκB expression in 20 nM bortezomib treated cells
(color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue), C) MM.1S
(pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the expression in 0
h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The pNFκB expression is normalized by the total
NFκB expression measured separately. The shaded region highlights protein expression observed
after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all the cell lines.

Figure 3 The time-course dynamics of Bcl-2 expression in 20 nM bortezomib treated cells
(color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue), C) MM.1S
(pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the expression in 0
h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The shaded region highlights protein expression
observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all the cell
lines.
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Figure 4 The time-course dynamics of pp53 expression in 20 nM bortezomib treated cells
(color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue), C) MM.1S
(pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the expression in 0
h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The pp53 expression is normalized by the total p53
expression measured separately. The shaded region highlights protein expression observed after
24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all the cell lines.

Figure 5 The time-course dynamics of caspase 8 expression in 20 nM bortezomib treated cells
(color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue), C) MM.1S
(pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the expression in 0
h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The shaded region highlights protein expression
observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all the cell
lines.

Figure 6 Spearman rank correlation matrix between cell viability under 20 nM bortezomib
treatment and relative protein expressions in A) U266, B) RPMI8226, C) MM.1S, and D) NCIH929 cells. Positive correlations are depicted in green and inverse correlations are shown in red.
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Supplementary Figure Legends
Supplementary Figure S1 The time-course dynamics of A) pNFκB, B) pAKT, C) pmTOR, D)
Bcl-2, E) pJNK, F) pp53, G) p21, H) pBAD, I) Caspase 8, and J) Caspase 9 expression in 20 nM
bortezomib treated cells (pink) from untreated (control) cells (black) in MM.1S cells. All data
points are normalized to the expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The
phosphorylated protein expression is normalized by the total protein expression measured
separately.

Supplementary Figure S2 The time-course dynamics of A) pNFκB, B) pAKT, C) pmTOR, D)
Bcl-2, E) pJNK, F) pp53, G) p21, H) pBAD, I) Caspase 8, and J) Caspase 9 expression in 20 nM
bortezomib treated cells (blue) from untreated (control) cells (black) in RPMI8226 cells. All data
points are normalized to the expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The
phosphorylated protein expression is normalized by the total protein expression measured
separately.

Supplementary Figure S3 The time-course dynamics of pAKT expression in 20 nM bortezomib
treated cells (color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue),
C) MM.1S (pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The pAKT expression is normalized by
the total AKT expression measured separately. The shaded region highlights protein expression
observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all the cell
lines.
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Supplementary Figure S4 The time-course dynamics of pmTOR expression in 20 nM
bortezomib treated cells (color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B)
RPMI8226 (blue), C) MM.1S (pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are
normalized to the expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The pmTOR
expression is normalized by the total mTOR expression measured separately. The shaded region
highlights protein expression observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is
observed in vitro in all the cell lines.

Supplementary Figure S5 The time-course dynamics of pJNK expression in 20 nM bortezomib
treated cells (color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue),
C) MM.1S (pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The pJNK expression is normalized by
the total JNK expression measured separately. The shaded region highlights protein expression
observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all the cell
lines.

Supplementary Figure S6 The time-course dynamics of p21 expression in 20 nM bortezomib
treated cells (color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue),
C) MM.1S (pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The shaded region highlights protein
expression observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all
the cell lines.
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Supplementary Figure S7 The time-course dynamics of pBAD expression in 20 nM bortezomib
treated cells (color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B) RPMI8226 (blue),
C) MM.1S (pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are normalized to the
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The shaded region highlights protein
expression observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is observed in vitro in all
the cell lines.

Supplementary Figure S8 The time-course dynamics of caspase 9 expression in 20 nM
bortezomib treated cells (color) from untreated (control) cells (black) in A) U266 (red), B)
RPMI8226 (blue), C) MM.1S (pink), and D) NCI-H929 (dark green) cells. All data points are
normalized to the expression in 0 h untreated-control cells of each cell line. The shaded region
highlights protein expression observed after 24 h—the time by which complete cell death is
observed in vitro in all the cell lines.

Supplementary Figure S9 Hierarchical clustering analysis of the Spearman rank correlation
matrix between cell viability under 20 nM bortezomib treatment and relative proteins
expressions in A) U266, B) RPMI8226, C) MM.1S, and D) NCI-H929 cells. Positive
correlations are depicted in red and inverse correlations are shown in blue.
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Abstract
Multiple myeloma is a blood cancer of terminally differentiated plasma cells and appears to be
polyclonal in nature at diagnosis. The clonal phenotype is one of the primary reasons for
myeloma relapse and resistance to therapy. Bortezomib is the frontline chemotherapeutic agent
that acts via proteasome inhibition in cells resulting in cellular apoptosis. In this study, a
pharmacodynamic systems approach was used to link in vitro bortezomib exposure and myeloma
cell death. Unlike empirical functions, the exposure-response was integrated through a network
of protein biomarker dynamics activated by bortezomib in U266 and RPMI8226 myeloma cells.
Biomarker dynamics included critical proteins governing the mechanism of action of bortezomib
(pNFκB, pAKT, pmTOR, Bcl-2, pJNK, pp53, p21, pBAD, caspase 8, and caspase 9). The
quantitative ordinary differential equation based models defined turnover of proteins with
drug/protein(s) modulating synthesis or degradation rate constants under treatment conditions.
The U266 and RPMI8226 cellular models successfully characterized the protein and myeloma
cell dynamics simultaneously upon 20 nM bortezomib treatment. Interestingly, similarly
regulated signaling dynamics were able to explain cellular sensitivity to bortezomib in both cell
lines. The models highlight the power of biomarker-based exposure-response models and how
they can be adopted to explore efficacy in other myeloma cell lines. The models can also be
extended to explore new targets, combination efficacy, in vivo translation, and drug resistance/
toxicity mechanisms.
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Introduction
Multiple myeloma is a hematological malignancy caused by the abnormal proliferation of
malignant plasma cells. It accounts for 2% of all cancer related deaths and about 20% of blood
borne cancer deaths. The 5-year survival rate is 47% with a median age of 66 years at diagnosis
[1,2]. The most common symptoms include anemia, hypercalcemia, bone pain, kidney failure,
and fatigue [3]. The disease originates in the bone marrow due to two possible primary genetic
events: IgH translocations between chromosome 14 and partner chromosomes or trisomies of
several odd numbered chromosomes termed as hyperdiploidy [4]. Myeloma evolves by acquiring
diverse secondary mutations and developing into a heterogeneous disease with formation of
multiple clonal populations differing in genetic make-up and disease virulence. As the disease
progresses through the differing stages of increasing heterogeneity, it also moves into the
peripheral blood [1,4]. Depending on the microenvironment (bone marrow milieu or blood), the
evolving clones interact with diverse resident cells such as, bone marrow stem cells, osteoblasts,
osteoclasts, fibroblasts, monocytes, T cells, and natural killer cells. The microenvironment cells
interact with the myeloma clones via paracrine cytokines (IGF-1, IL-6, PDGFR, VEGF, TNF-!)
to influence diverse signaling pathways differently in different clones, promoting variable
malignant transformation leading to cellular proliferation [1,5]. This variability in clones may
represent a primary reason for differences in response to chemotherapeutic drug treatment.
The research in Chapter 4 identified differences in the extent of activation of signaling
pathways by bortezomib in molecularly different multiple myeloma cell lines, essentially
highlighting the clonal manifestation of the disease. In addition, two of the myeloma cell lines,
U266 and RPMI8226, presented similar concentration-effect responses and cell-kill dynamics
upon treatment with bortezomib (Chapter 2). Several characteristic features could account for
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similarities between the behavior of the two cell lines upon drug treatment. The common source
of the two cell lines is peripheral blood, and they are EBV-negative plasma cell-like cell lines on
the basis of the expression of syndecan-1 (CD138). The cell lines also express other plasma cell
antigens such as: PCA-1, CD38, and CD44, although CD56 is expressed on RPMI8226 and not
U266 cells. The two cell lines express IL-6 and IL-6R mRNA transcripts and are known to be
IL-6 dependent cell lines [6-8]. Duperray et al. have shown that the U266 cell line represents a
phenotype similar to pre-plasma cells, with a lack of expression of a majority of B-cell antigens
(except CD20 and HLA-class II antigens), whereas RPMI8226 cells relate to a mature phenotype
with no B-cell antigens or HLA-class II antigens. Both cell lines also express the natural killer
(NK) marker and antigens, which are unrelated to the B-cell lineage [9]. From a proteomic
perspective, Fernando et al. reported that U266 cells exhibit up-regulation of some adhesion
proteins, especially CD28, ITGB1 (an integrin), and ICAM1 (a surface glycoprotein), in
comparison to RPMI8226 cells. These proteins are known to be important for various cellular
processes including cell survival (CD28), drug resistance (CD28), and microenvironment
interactions with bone marrow stromal cells (ITGB1 and ICAM1). No significant enrichment
differences were identified between the two cell lines in terms of Gene Ontology (GO)biological process terms suggesting similarities between the two cell lines [10].
Bortezomib, the first proteasome inhibitor in its class, reversibly inhibits the 26S
proteasome and initiates programmed cell death in cells after inducing severe endoplasmic
reticulum associated stress via accumulation of unwanted proteins in cells. The drug triggers
several intracellular signaling pathways, including proliferative NFκB and PI3/AKT pathways,
stress associated JNK and p53 pathways, cell cycle inhibitory p21 and p27 pathways, and
extrinsic (caspase 8) and intrinsic (caspase 9) apoptotic pathways [11] (Chapters 3 and 4).
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Although the mechanisms of bortezomib efficacy have been reasonably elucidated, there are
very few quantitative model-based approaches that integrate the mechanisms to explain
exposure-response [12]. Conventionally, pharmacological effects are modeled using directeffect, biophase-based, indirect response, and transit compartment-based models [13].
Pharmacological time delays in chemotherapy have been characterized using semi-mechanistic
models such as signal distribution or time-dependent transduction models [14,15]. However,
these approaches can be limited by their scope given a lack of mechanisms of drug action,
regardless of the quality of fit. Models that incorporate the pharmacological mechanisms are
increasingly being adopted as they provide a platform for a priori predictions about efficacy,
resistance mechanisms, combination regimens, and new target(s) identification [16-18]. These
models can also be extended to understand toxicity and microenvironment associated
interactions since they are founded on a systems-level understanding of disease. The goal of this
study is to develop a systems model that describes the pharmacological effects of bortezomib in
multiple myeloma cells by incorporating the signaling cascades manipulated by the drug. A
cellular signaling model was developed that quantitatively characterized both protein and
myeloma cell dynamics simultaneously in U266 cells. Based on the similarities in bortezomib
efficacy between U266 and RPMI8226 cells, the systems model was then successfully tested for
applicability to describe RPMI8226 protein and cell dynamics. The models establish a systemsunderstanding of protein regulation initiated by bortezomib and offer a platform that could be
extended to study efficacy/resistance/toxicity mechanisms in in vivo mouse models or humans
being treated with bortezomib alone or in combination.

Materials and Methods
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Pharmacodynamic Systems Model Development
The intracellular signaling protein dynamics initiated by bortezomib served as the foundation for
the development of mechanistic systems models describing the pharmacodynamics of
bortezomib in myeloma cells. Bortezomib exposure (20 nM concentration) was linked to
myeloma cell death using the protein biomarker dynamics inter-connected via signaling
mechanisms (Chapters 3 and 4). The models essentially comprised of multiple indirect-response
turnover models describing relative protein expressions with drug/protein(s) modulating
synthesis or degradation rate constants under treatment conditions [19]. Time-dependent
transduction models were also used for temporal delays in network interactions as required [14].
The temporal dynamics of proteins only until 24 h were included in model development since
cells exhibit complete cell death by that time. Any stimulation/inhibition of proteins after this
time comes with uncertainty of its origin because of unaccountable factors such as intrinsic
protein stability in acidic milieu of dead cells in the media. The degradation kinetics of
bortezomib in media was described as mono-exponential decay with a half-life of 144 h [12].
U266 and RPMI8226 cells were identified as similarly less sensitive cell lines to bortezomib
treatment (Chapter 2) and hence were intended to be portrayed by similar structural systems
models. In case of RPMI8226 cells, the protein dynamic data for lower bortezomib exposure (2
nM) was not included in model development due to a lack of expression in protein signaling at
such low concentrations in these less sensitive cells.

U266 Systems Model
The final model for U266 cells is shown in Fig. 1. Bortezomib directly acts on the stimulation of
three upstream proteins: pJNK [20,21], pNFκB [12], and pAKT [22,23]. The profiles suggested a
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delay in the stimulation of these proteins, which was incorporated in the model by using
respective transit compartments (one for pJNK and pAKT and two for pNFκB). Essentially,
bortezomib stimulates the synthesis rate constants of first transit compartments by way of
respective linear stimulatory coefficients as shown in the following equations:
@ pqbDN
= B\rstu ∙ 1 + _5rstu ∙ 8v − Bwrstu ∙ pqbDN ; pqbDN 0 = 1
@A
… (1)
@ pqbDO
= Bwrstu ∙ pqbDN − pqbDO ; pqbDO 0 = 1
@A
… (2)
@ pbxyzN
= B\rt{|} ∙ 1 + _5rt{|} ∙ 8v − Bwrt{|} ∙ pbxyzN ; pbxyzN 0 = 1
@A
… (3)
@ pbxyzO
= Bwrt{|} ∙ pbxyzN − pbxyzO ; pbxyzO 0 = 1
@A
… (4)
@ pbxyz~
= Bwrt{|} ∙ pbxyzO − pbxyz~ ; pbxyz~ 0 = 1
@A
… (5)
@ pKDN
= B\rÄuj ∙ 1 + _5rÄuj ∙ 8v − BwrÄuj ∙ pKDN ; pKDN 0 = 1
@A
… (6)
@ pKDO
= BwrÄuj ∙ pKDN − pKDO ; pKDO 0 = 1
@A
… (7)
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with ksprotein as the zero-order synthesis rate constant of the first transit compartment, Smprotein is
the linear stimulation coefficient, ktprotein is the mean first-order transit rate constant, and Cb is
the concentration of bortezomib. All protein equations are described using the same notations.
Along with the AKT pathway, cell proliferation is also supported by the mTOR pathway,
which is regulated by the AKT pathway [24,25]. The dynamics of pmTOR protein were thus
described as:
@ páà= B\r5jâä ∙ pKDO − BHr5jâä ∙ páà- ; páà- 0 = 1
@A
… (8)
with kdprotein as the degradation rate constant of the protein.
The synthesis dynamics of caspase 8 (kscas8), regulator of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway,
was governed by pJNK stimulation [20,26] and inhibition by pNFκB [27,28]:
@ 8`å8
B\ç6\é
=
∙ pqbDO − BHç6\é ∙ 8`å8 ; 8`å8 0 = 1
@A
pbxyz~
… (9)
The synthesis of tumor suppressor protein pp53 was also stimulated by pJNK and the synthesis
of the cell cycle regulatory protein p21 was in turn regulated by pp53 [20,29-31]. Also, presence
of pAKT inhibits both pp53 and p21 expression. The greater fold-change in expression of p21
required a power coefficient, enhancing the effect of pp53 stimulation on p21 synthesis. The
equations governing the expression of the two proteins were thus represented as:
B\rr:~
@ pp53
=
∙ pqbDO − BHrr:~ ∙ pp53 ; pp53 0 = 1
@A
pKDO
… (10)
B\rON
@ p21
=
∙ pp539êëí − BHrON ∙ p21 ; p21 0 = 1
@A
pKDO
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… (11)
The remaining three proteins: pBAD, Bcl-2, and caspase 9 are primarily involved in the
regulation of the intrinsic mitochondrial apoptosis pathway. Bcl-2 and pBAD inhibit the release
of cytochrome c from the mitochondria, which leads to the activation of caspase 9, followed by
the activation of downstream caspase 3, ultimately causing apoptosis or cell death. pBAD was
regulated by pJNK with a delay observed in its inhibition; Bcl-2 was regulated by pBAD
(primarily), pp53 (via PUMA, p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis), and pNFκB (direct
transcription of Bcl-2 family of proteins), whereas caspase 9 was regulated by Bcl-2, caspase 8
(via BID, BH3 interacting-domain death agonist), and pNFκB (via XIAP, X-linked inhibitor of
apoptosis protein) [32-37]:
@ pzKìN
= B\r}Äî − Bwr}Äî ∙ pqbDO ∙ pzKìN ; pzKìN 0 = 1
@A
… (12)
@ pzKìO
= Bwr}Äî ∙ pzKìN − pzKìO ; pzKìO 0 = 1
@A
… (13)
@ pzKì~
= Bwr}Äî ∙ pzKìO − pzKì~ ; pzKì~ 0 = 1
@A
… (14)
@ zïñ2
B\}óòO
9
=
∙ pzKì~ ôöõë ∙ pbxyz~ − BH}óòO ∙ zïñ2 ; zïñ2 0 = 1
@A
pp53
… (15)
@ 8`å9
B\ç6\ú
=
∙ 8`å89ùûü† − BHç6\ú ∙ 8`å9 ; 8`å9 0 = 1
@A
zïñ2 ∙ pbxyz~
… (16)
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The mechanistically connected proteins were finally integrated to the pharmacodynamic
end-point of myeloma cell growth and bortezomib induced cell death:
BC
@ Z266
=
∙ pKDO ∙ páà- ∙ Z266 − BH ∙ 8`å8 ∙ 8`å9 ∙ Z266 ; Z266 0 = 1
@A
p21
… (17)
The cell growth and death were described by a first-order growth rate constant (kg) constant and
first-order natural cell death rate constant (kd). Cell growth was governed by proliferation
pathway proteins pAKT and pmTOR. p21, a cell cycle inhibitory protein, inhibits cell growth,
whereas caspases stimulate cell death.
The data for relative protein expression was 0 h untreated-control normalized data with
an initial condition of 1, hence the rate constant for synthesis and degradation of each individual
protein was equivalent based on the following dependency:
B\r°¢wIL£ = BHr°¢wLI£ ∙ g§•A¶ßa (0)
… (18)
A sequential modeling approach was adopted wherein one protein was modeled at a time,
followed by cumulative addition until all of the protein dynamics were fitted with simultaneous
estimation of all parameters. The myeloma cell dynamics until 30 h were then included in the
model, and all parameters (associated with protein and myeloma cell dynamics) were estimated
simultaneously. In order to capture the sustained cell death observed until 96 h in the model (to
avoid model predicted regrowth) after complete cell death observed between 24–30 h (due to the
experimental artifact of lack of cells to regrow and the sustained presence of bortezomib due to
minimal media degradation), the parameters associated with myeloma cell dynamics were reestimated by fixing protein dynamic parameters to the above mentioned run, while fixing the
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expression of pAKT, pmTOR, p21, caspase 8, and caspase 9 to values estimated at 24 h for
fitting myeloma cell dynamics beyond 24h (between 24–96 h).

RPMI8226 Systems Model
Given the similarity in the sensitivity of U266 and RPMI8226 cells to bortezomib treatment
(Chapter 2), we attempted to maintain similarity in the systems model structure between the two
cell lines in terms of protein-protein interaction mechanisms. Essentially, differences only in the
number of transit compartments for pJNK (no transit compartment), pNFκB (one transit
compartment), and pBAD (three transit compartments) were needed as suggested by the data and
model-fitting criteria. In addition, appropriate power coefficients in the ODEs for caspase 8 (on
the inhibition by pNFκB), pp53 (on the stimulation by pJNK), pBAD (on the inhibition by
pJNK), and caspase 9 (on the stimulation by caspase 8) were needed, as compared to U266 cells
that required power coefficients in case of Bcl-2 (on the stimulation by pBAD), caspase 9 (on the
stimulation by caspase 8), and p21 (on the stimulation by pp53) proteins. The final systems
model structure describing the pharmacodynamics of bortezomib in RPMI8226 cells is depicted
in Fig. 2. A similar sequential modeling approach was adopted for RPMI8226 cells with the
addition of one protein at a time, while estimating all parameters simultaneously. Lastly, the
effect of pAKT, pmTOR, p21, caspase 8, and caspase 9 were included similarly in the myeloma
cell dynamics. In case of RPMI8226 cells, the model was able to estimate all protein and
myeloma cell dynamics parameters simultaneously with adequate model fitting of the sustained
inhibition until 96 h without the need for fixing protein expression values.

Data Analysis
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Naïve pooled data analysis was used for model fitting, and parameter estimation was achieved
using the maximum likelihood estimation algorithm in ADAPT5 [38]. The variance model was
defined as:
JK-L = MN + MO ∙ P Q, AL

O

… (19)
with M1 and M2 as the variance parameters, and Y (Q, ti) is the ith predicted value from the
pharmacodynamic model. Different variance parameters were used for protein dynamics and
myeloma cell growth and death kinetics. The final model was selected based on goodness-of-fit
criteria, which included: model convergence, parameter estimation, and visual inspection of
predicted versus observed values and residual plots.

Global Sensitivity Analysis
Global Sobol sensitivity analysis was performed on the two systems models for U266 and
RPMI8226. The analysis was implemented in the Sensitivity Analysis Library in Python
(SALib), which is an open source library written in Python [39-42]. SALib was used to
determine the sensitivity of the area under the effect curve (AUEC) of bortezomib induced cell
death in 24 h to changes in the individual protein turnover rate constant parameters, keeping all
the other model parameters (stimulatory coefficients and power coefficients) fixed to their
estimated values. The AUEC was calculated as the difference between the area under the cell
proliferation and cell death curves, since bortezomib causes both inhibition of the growth of
viable myeloma cells as well as cellular death via apoptosis. The rate constants were varied in
the range of 2-fold change for RPMI8226 and ± 20% for U266 from their estimated values
depending on the accuracy in estimation of the Sobol indices for computationally feasible
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number of simulations [43]. Samples of parameter sets were generated by the Saltelli sampling
method that generates N × (2D + 2) samples, in which a value of 10,000 was used for N and D as
the number of parameters being varied. Model output was simulated for all the generated
parameter sets, and the large number of parameter sets ensured that adequate confidence
intervals were obtained for the parameters with significant Sobol index values (above 0.05) [44].
The total-, first-, and second-order indices along with their 95% confidence interval values were
computed with SALib.

Results
U266 Pharmacodynamic Systems Model
The final mechanism-based systems model integrates drug exposure kinetics in media, druginduced protein dynamics, and drug-induced myeloma cell death. The model utilized the timecourse dynamics of ten intracellular signaling proteins identified to be critical to bortezomib
mechanisms of action and their interactions as a link to connect drug-exposure to myeloma cell
death (Fig. 1). The mechanistic model was able to describe the quantitative protein dynamics and
cell proliferation data simultaneously. The experimentally observed data and model fitted
profiles are shown in Fig. 3 (line plots depicting the model fits of the proteins are provided in
Supplementary Fig. S1). The model was able to successfully characterize the dynamics of the
system reasonably well. The model parameters are listed in Table I, and all system parameters
were estimated with good precision, except the degradation rate constant for p21 (kdp21).
The model included mono-exponential decay kinetics of bortezomib to account for its
degradation associated loss in cell culture media [12]. Bortezomib-mediated proteasome
inhibition is known to cause an accumulation of unwanted ubiquitinated proteins, inducing
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severe stress in cells and leading to the activation of the upstream protein pJNK [20,21]. It also
causes an activation of pNFκB via the stimulation of upstream RIP [12], while also stimulating
pAKT directly via unknown mechanisms [22,23]. Hence, the model included direct stimulation
of the three proteins by bortezomib, characterized by linear stimulatory coefficients (SmpJNK =
2.757 nM-1, SmpNFκB = 3.984 nM-1, SmpAKT = 0.5079 nM-1) (Eqs. 1–7). The low value of the
stimulatory coefficient for pAKT suggests that stimulation of the AKT pathway is not a
predominant bortezomib effect. Transit compartments (one compartment for pJNK and pAKT
and two compartments for pNFκB) adequately described the delay in the stimulation of the
proteins. A minor stimulation of the mTOR pathway was observed and was characterized by
stimulation via the direct upstream regulator, pAKT [24,25].
JNK is a major regulator of another important protein, the tumor suppressor p53. pJNK
stimulates the synthesis of pp53, which in turn stimulates the synthesis of the cell cycle inhibitor
p21. Both pp53 and p21 are primarily activated under stress/DNA damage conditions in order to
halt cellular proliferation. Proliferative pathways (pAKT) therefore also play a role in the
inhibition of these proteins. Such mechanisms were incorporated in the model to govern the
regulation of pp53 and p21 [20,29-31,45,46]. The up-regulation of pp53 was adequately
described by the model, and the up-regulation of p21 was also reasonably characterized, except
no expression of p21 was observed at 24 h. The possible reasons for this observation could be the
short activation half-life of p21 (minutes-a few hours) and stability in acidic media comprising of
dead cells at 24 h [47,48]. The model was unable to capture the absence of p21 since myeloma
cell death equation is governed by the presence of p21 and caspases, which need to be
active/present for maintaining continued cell death observed in in vitro experiments, which
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allows complete cell death to be achieved and sustained due to lack of new cells available to regrow. This was also the reason for poor estimation of the p21 turnover parameter, kdp21.
Caspase 8, the primary marker for the extrinsic apoptosis pathway is activated by stress
induced up-regulation of pJNK and inhibited by c-FLIP (cellular FLICE inhibitory protein), an
apoptosis regulatory protein stimulated by pNFκB [20,26-28]. The profiles suggested a similar
time to activation as pJNK. Hence, the synthesis of caspase 8 was driven by pJNK and pNFκB,
which described the experimental data well. The intrinsic mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis
activation is another major pathway activated by bortezomib in myeloma cells. The pathway
involves the Bcl-2 family of proteins and a few caspases, specifically caspase 9. Bcl-2 is an antiapoptotic protein that resides on the mitochondrial membrane and inhibits release of cytochrome
c, an activator of caspase 9 in the cytosol. BAD is a pro-apoptotic protein present in the cytosol,
which upon Ser128 phosphorylation by JNK, translocates to the mitochondria to form a proapoptotic complex with Bcl-xL (another anti-apoptotic protein similar in function to Bcl-2)
leading to the release of cytochrome c and activation of apoptosis [33]. In the current work,
Ser112 phosphorylated BAD was measured, which is an inactive form of BAD that remains
sequestered by the 14-3-3 family of proteins. JNK is also known to phosphorylate 14-3-3≠
releasing the sequestered Ser112 BAD to promote apoptosis [33,34]. Hence, pJNK was
positioned to stimulate the degradation of Ser112 BAD, in line with the observation of its
inhibition. The delay in its inhibition was accounted for by incorporating two transit
compartments. Bcl-2 dynamics were primarily governed by pBAD (BAD being the direct
regulator), pNFκB (direct transcription), and pp53 (via PUMA) and characterized well by the
model [32,35-37]. Finally, the marker for intrinsic apoptosis caspase 9 was regulated by Bcl-2
(inhibiting activation of caspase 9), caspase 8, and pNFκB (via XIAP) in the model. Caspase 8
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cleaves cytosolic BID whose fragment tBID translocates to the mitochondria and oligomerizes
with BAX (Bcl-2-associated X protein) or BAK (Bcl-2 homologous antagonist/killer), causing
release of cytochrome c from mitochondria and subsequent activation of caspase 9 [32]. The
dynamics of caspase 9 were also adequately captured by the model.
The final response of myeloma cell proliferation dynamics in untreated-control and
bortezomib treated cells was described well by the mechanistic network of proteins modeled to
relay bortezomib efficacy signals and achieving cell death. The cell growth and death rate
constants were estimated with good precision, along with the parameters associated with protein
turnover. Only two power coefficients, =Bcl2 and =p21, were fixed in the model.

RPMI8226 Pharmacodynamic Systems Model
Bortezomib-mediated protein stimulation/inhibition in RPMI8226 cells was very similar to that
in U266 cells. This along with the comparable sensitivity to bortezomib, in terms of cell
proliferation dynamics (Chapter 2), suggested equivalent mechanistic interactions among
proteins. RPMI8226 cell and protein dynamics upon bortezomib treatment were described by the
model (Fig. 2). The model shared the protein connections as that of the U266 model, with
differences only in the protein transit compartments and power coefficient parameterization as
described in the methods section. The model successfully described the dynamics of the system
simultaneously with precise estimation of all parameters. The model fits with observed data are
shown in Fig. 4 (line plots depicting the model fits of the proteins are provided in Supplementary
Fig. S2) and parameter estimates are listed in Table 2.
Briefly, the relative stimulation of bortezomib direct targets (pJNK and pNFκB) was
lower in these cells, reflecting in the low values of the linear stimulatory coefficients (SmpJNK =
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0.2965 nM-1 and SmpNFκB = 0.0405 nM-1). Proteins including pAKT, pmTOR, pp53, p21, Bcl-2,
and pBAD were similarly stimulated or inhibited in RPMI8226 and U266 cells. The model
described the dynamic profiles of all these proteins adequately. Unlike U266 cells, there was a
relatively milder fold-change in expression of caspase 8 and 9 (2-fold). Similar to p21 in U266
cells, the model was unable to characterize the loss of caspase 9 at 24 h (due to short half-life of
active caspases [49,50]) since continued presence of caspase 9 was essential to sustain in vitro
cell death until 96 h and prevent the prediction of re-growth at later time points. The model
effectively characterized the response, RPMI8226 cell viability, in untreated-control and
bortezomib treated cells with good precision on growth and death rate constant parameters.

Global Sensitivity Analysis
The results of the sensitivity analysis for the two models are reported as bar graphs depicting the
total- and first-order sensitivity indices in Figs. 5 and 6. The proteins are ordered on the basis of
decreasing total-order sensitivity indices. For the U266 systems model, because of the
uncertainty in the estimation of the p21 turnover rate, the sensitivity analysis was performed on
turnover parameters of the rest of the 9 proteins, with the turnover rate of p21 fixed to its
estimated value. Interestingly, both cell lines have turnover rate constants of pJNK, pNFκB, and
pAKT as the most significant parameters governing cell death. In addition, the rank-order of the
first five proteins were also similar in the two cell lines. The total-order sensitivity indices are
essentially the sum of first-order, second-order, and further interaction orders of sensitivity
indices [44]. For the U266 model, the total-order and first-order sensitivity index values were
very close suggesting absence of protein-protein interactions regulating the output. However, for
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RPMI8226 model, the values differed indicating a significant pJNK and pAKT second-order
interaction term; although the confidence on this interaction index was poor (46%).

Discussion
Proteasome inhibitors have transformed the therapy of multiple myeloma [51]. Bortezomib is the
first-in-class proteasome inhibitor that was approved for treatment of myeloma in 2003 [52].
Many studies have reported its efficacy as a single agent or in combination with other agents in
the treatment of newly-diagnosed or relapsed/refractory myeloma [53-56]. Extensive
investigation of its mechanisms of action, mechanisms of resistance development upon
treatment, potential agents that can be combined with it for improved efficacy, and heterogeneity
in response to its treatment are still being examined and present unanswered questions. The final
model(s) contribute to model-based evaluation of bortezomib initiated intracellular mechanisms
in myeloma cell lines. Quantitative mechanistic modeling using the temporal profiles of protein
biomarkers altered by bortezomib successfully explains the observed efficacy in two myeloma
cell lines. The systems modeling approach provides insights into the inter-connected network of
signal transduction mechanisms that are initiated in myeloma cells with bortezomib exposure.
This model addresses the question of whether similar sensitivities in different myeloma cells to
bortezomib treatment can be explained by similar regulation of intracellular signaling
mechanisms. Attributing an association between sensitivity and protein dynamics can help
identify critical biomarkers to monitor drug response.
Traditionally, tumor growth models use empirical terms, such that rates of cell
growth/proliferation and death are direct functions of drug treatment/exposure [13]. In reality,
drugs act by altering cellular proteins and pathways that eventually leads to cell death. Some
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examples of a systems modeling approach, include: the role played by PI3K/AKT and
MAPK/ERK survival, growth, and proliferation pathways and their crosstalk in controlling cell
proliferation and death in ERBB2-amplified breast cancer cells [17], and the measurement of
biomarkers pSTAT5 and pRb to describe the efficacy of three FLT3 (Fms-like tyrosine kinase 3)
and or CDK4/6 (cyclin D dependent kinases) inhibitors in subcutaneous and orthotopic AML
(acute myeloid leukemia) xenograft mouse models [57]. The final bortezomib models were
constructed using a more intensive time-series biomarker measurements of ten critical signaling
proteins to explain myeloma cell growth and death under bortezomib exposure. The interconnections of the signal transduction through the systems network of proteins was guided by the
literature reported mechanisms and the logic-based Boolean network model developed in
Chapter 3. Initially, temporal dynamics of proteins until 72 h were included in model
development. The observed data showed no expression of proteins p21, caspase 8, and caspase 9
at later time points (48–72 h) along with sustained cell death observed until 96 h in the treatment
group. Because cell growth inhibition and cell death were governed by p21 and caspases 8 and 9
in the model, this led to misspecifications in model fits for p21, caspase 8, and caspase 9
(sustained activation of these proteins at later time points was noted) or the prediction of regrowth at later time points. Complete in vitro cell death in both U266 and RPMI8226 cells was
observed by 24–30 h, and the observation of sustained cell death until 96 h was actually just an
artifact of the experimental system since these studies permit evaluation of a limited number of
cells, and unlike in vivo, these are not dynamic systems to have viable cells permitting re-growth
of tumor. Viable intracellular protein signaling only happens until all the cells are dead (24–30 h)
and any protein signaling observed at later time points has uncertainty associated with its origin.
Factors such as inherent stability of proteins in acidic media containing dead cells and activation
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half-lives of proteins play a role. Hence, protein signaling dynamics data were truncated at 24 h
and only data until 24 h were used in the model. This change allowed better characterization of
protein profiles. The overall rich temporal dynamics (data until 24 h) also informed the inclusion
of a myriad of mechanisms pertaining to growth, stress, cytostasis, and apoptosis (intrinsic and
extrinsic) pathways. In turn, the inclusion of mechanisms enabled confidence in the estimation of
parameters simultaneously and the lack of need for fixing parameters associated with specific
pathways. The model provides a detailed mechanistic framework and highlights critical
biomarkers that determine bortezomib-mediated drug response.
Our work has previously established a similarity in sensitivity to bortezomib treatment in
U266 and RPMI8226 cells (Chapter 2), with overlapping onset of activation/inhibition of
signaling proteins (Chapter 4). Another objective was to evaluate if similar signaling
mechanisms could explain the cell death, even when the relative expression levels of protein
stimulations differed between the two cell lines for a few proteins (pJNK, caspase 8, and caspase
9). As proposed, the U266 model structure was indeed able to characterize the RPMI8226
protein dynamics and myeloma cell death profiles simultaneously with good precision on
parameter estimation. This established that the model accounted for sufficient biomarkers and
signaling mechanisms to be applicable to explain bortezomib response in the two myeloma cell
lines. It also affirms that largely protein signaling mechanisms are conserved in similarly
sensitive cells. In addition, sensitivity analysis of individual protein turnover parameters to
bortezomib efficacy from the models suggested dependence on similar proteins in the two cell
lines (Figs. 5 and 6). Largely, our approach presents an opportunity to use protein biomarker
dynamics as a translational tool to model responses in in vivo systems and predict outcomes a
priori.
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Overall, this study underlines the strength of biomarker based exposure-response models
to understand the system and drug effect. However, there are some limitations in the current
study. The models for U266 and RPMI8226 cells were developed based on a single bortezomib
dose of 20 nM. The model assumed linear stimulation of proteins by bortezomib and other
proteins. A range of doses were not used for model development due to unavailability of protein
dynamics at other doses in U266 cells. Protein dynamics data for RPMI8226 cells at 2 nM
bortezomib dose presented an absence of protein expression from control (Chapter 4). The
probable reason for this observation is that the dose was too low to elicit any significant cell
death (as shown in Chapter 2). In addition, whereas the same inter-connections of signal
transduction were able to explain bortezomib response in U266 and RPMI8226 cells, the models
differed in the number of transit compartments for pJNK, pNFκB, and pBAD which could be
implicative of unknown and dissimilar upstream processes in the two cell lines. These
unaccounted unknown processes could affect responses at the in vivo translational stage or in the
presence of combination therapy assessment using the model, and may affect the generalizability
of the model across cell lines with similar pharmacodynamic response. Although valid, these
limitations do not undermine the power of biomarker-based modeling approaches and their
utility in understanding drug efficacy along with the fundamental biology of the system.

Conclusions
In summary, mechanism-based pharmacodynamic systems models describing bortezomib
stimulated signaling events and cell death in two myeloma cell lines, U266 and RPMI8226, were
successfully developed. Each model simultaneously characterized the drug-induced in vitro
protein biomarker dynamics of critical proteins belonging to the proliferation (pAKT, pmTOR,
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and pNFκB), stress (pJNK and pp53), cell cycle inhibitory (p21), intrinsic apoptosis (pBAD,
Bcl-2, and caspase 9), and extrinsic apoptosis (caspase 8) pathways along with myeloma cell
proliferation dynamics. The signaling cascade mechanisms were successfully shared among the
two cell line models, corroborating the similarities between the two cell lines towards
bortezomib sensitivity. The models aid in understanding the underlying pharmacology of
bortezomib effects quantitatively, while also offering an opportunity to extend the models for
translational use and deciphering toxicity/resistance mechanisms. In addition, the models provide
a mechanistic framework to evaluate bortezomib-based combination regimens for myeloma.
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Tables
Table 1 Parameter Estimates for the U266 Systems Model

*

Parameter

Unit

Description

Value (% CV)

ktpNFκB

h-1

pNFκB transit rate constant

0.03528 (3.17)

SmpNFκB

nM-1

pNFκB stimulatory coefficient

3.984 (7.28)

ktpAKT

h-1

pAKT transit rate constant

0.08517 (1.54)

SmpAKT

nM-1

pAKT stimulatory coefficient

0.5079 (0.989)

kdpmTOR

h-1

pmTOR degradation rate constant

0.01434 (3.16)

kdBcl-2

h-1

Bcl-2 degradation rate constant

0.01094 (6.19)

=Bcl-2

–

Bcl-2 power coefficient

5.000*

ktpJNK

h-1

pJNK transit rate constant

0.07654 (0.127)

SmpJNK

nM-1

pJNK stimulatory coefficient

2.757 (0.256)

kdpp53

h-1

pp53 degradation rate constant

0.3222 (9.70)

kdp21

h-1

p21 degradation rate constant

4.709 (289)

=p21

–

p21 power coefficient

2.500*

ktpBAD

h-1

pBAD transit rate constant

0.08116 (2.99)

kdCas8

h-1

Caspase 8 degradation rate constant

0.3287 (3.17)

kdCas9

h-1

Caspase 9 degradation rate constant

0.9148 (11.0)

=Cas9

–

Caspase 9 power coefficient

1.278 (0.689)

kg

h-1

Myeloma cell growth rate constant

0.01882 (0.0856)

kd

h-1

Myeloma death rate constant

0.003776 (3.19)

M2Protein

–

Error coefficient for proteins

0.4724 (0.00210)

M2MMcell

–

Error coefficient for myeloma cell

0.3645 (0.155)

Fixed parameter value
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Table 2 Parameter Estimates for the RPMI8226 Systems Model

*

Parameter

Unit

Description

Value (% CV)

ktpNFκB

h-1

pNFκB transit rate constant

0.07685 (10.9)

pNFκB stimulatory coefficient

0.04046 (13.3)

-1

SmpNFκB

nM

ktpAKT

h-1

pAKT transit rate constant

0.04528 (0.311)

SmpAKT

nM-1

pAKT stimulatory coefficient

1.011 (0.064)

kdpmTOR

h-1

pmTOR degradation rate constant

0.0007853 (0.676)

kdBcl-2

h-1

Bcl-2 degradation rate constant

0.008890 (10.9)

kdpJNK

h

-1

pJNK degradation rate constant

0.07269 (2.70)

SmpJNK

nM-1

pJNK stimulatory coefficient

0.2965 (0.602)

kdpp53

h-1

pp53 degradation rate constant

0.04395 (3.14)

=pp53

–

pp53 power coefficient

1.746 (0.348)

kdp21

h-1

p21 degradation rate constant

0.01834 (0.911)

=p21

–

p21 power coefficient

5.000*

ktpBAD

h-1

pBAD transit rate constant

0.2257 (72.6)

=pBAD

–

pBAD power coefficient

0.3705 (2.41)

kdCas8

h-1

Caspase 8 degradation rate constant

0.1656 (34.8)

=Cas8

–

Caspase 8 power coefficient

5.640 (16.2)

kdCas9

h-1

Caspase 9 degradation rate constant

0.008027 (9.52)

=Cas9

–

Caspase 9 power coefficient

5.000*

kg

h-1

Myeloma cell growth rate constant

0.01680 (0.116)

kd

h-1

Myeloma death rate constant

0.05166 (11.0)

M2Protein

–

Error coefficient for proteins

0.4324 (0.042)

M2MMcell

–

Error coefficient for myeloma cell

0.4118 (0.187)

Fixed parameter value
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1 The final pharmacodynamic systems model for U266 cells. The model integrates
bortezomib mediated intracellular protein dynamics to link bortezomib exposure with efficacy.
Nodes highlighted in green represent the pro-survival pathway proteins and nodes highlighted in
red represent the pro-death pathway proteins. Nodes represented by a dotted outline are the
transit compartments. Stimulatory and inhibitory connections between nodes are represented by
‘→’ and ‘⟞’ respectively.

Fig. 2 The final pharmacodynamic systems model for RPMI8226 cells. Nodes highlighted in
green represent the pro-survival pathway proteins and nodes highlighted in red represent the prodeath pathway proteins. Nodes represented by a dotted outline are the transit compartments.
Stimulatory and inhibitory connections between nodes are represented by ‘→’ and ‘⟞’
respectively.

Fig. 3 Model-fitted time-course of (a) protein dynamics and (b) cell proliferation dynamics in
U266 cells. (a) The left panel depicts the experimentally observed data and the right panel
represents model fits. Log relative expression of the ten proteins are on the Y-axis and time is on
the X-axis. ‘Dark red’ color denotes maximum activation and ‘dark blue’ color denotes
maximum inhibition. (b) Solid symbols represent experimentally observed values for untreatedcontrol (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines are model-fitted curves for
untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).
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Fig. 4 Model-fitted time-course of (a) protein dynamics and (b) cell proliferation dynamics in
RPMI8226 cells. (a) The left panel depicts the experimentally observed data and the right panel
represents model fits. Log relative expression of the ten proteins are on the Y-axis and time is on
the X-axis. ‘Dark red’ color denotes maximum activation and ‘dark blue’ color denotes
maximum inhibition. (b) Solid symbols represent experimentally observed values for untreatedcontrol (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines are model-fitted curves for
untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).

Fig. 5 Sobol sensitivity indices of the protein turnover parameters for U266 cells. Total-order
(dark blue bar) and first-order (light blue bar) sensitivity indices are shown. The model is more
sensitive to perturbations in parameters with greater sensitivity indices.

Fig. 6 Sobol sensitivity indices of the protein turnover parameters for RPMI8226 cells. Totalorder (dark blue bar) and first-order (light blue bar) sensitivity indices are shown. The model is
more sensitive to perturbations in parameters with greater sensitivity indices.
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Supplementary Figure Legends
Supplementary Fig. S1 Model-fitted profiles of the time-course dynamics of (a) pNFκB, (b)
pAKT, (c) pmTOR, (d) Bcl-2, (e) pJNK, (f) pp53, (g) p21, (h) pBAD, (i) caspase 8, and (j)
caspase 9 in U266 cells. Solid circles represent experimentally observed values for untreatedcontrol (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines are model-fitted curves for
untreated-control (black), and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).

Supplementary Fig. S2 Model-fitted profiles of the time-course dynamics of (a) pNFκB, (b)
pAKT, (c) pmTOR, (d) Bcl-2, (e) pJNK, (f) pp53, (g) p21, (h) pBAD, (i) caspase 8, and (j)
caspase 9 in RPMI8226 cells. Solid circles represent experimentally observed values for
untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines are model-fitted
curves for untreated-control (black), and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).
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Abstract
Multiple myeloma, the second most common hematologic cancer, is characterized by the
presence of several clonal and sub-clonal populations of cells contributing towards heterogeneity
in disease expression among patients and within the same patient at different phases of disease
progression. Heterogeneity in sensitivity to bortezomib treatment in four human multiple
myeloma cell lines (Chapter 2) was found to be associated with heterogeneity in expression of
intracellular signaling proteins stimulated/inhibited by bortezomib (Chapter 4). In this study, a
previously developed systems model describing cell dynamics in lesser sensitive cells (U266 and
RPMI8226, Chapter 5) was extended to successfully describe protein and cell dynamics in the
more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells by incorporating cell line specific mechanisms. The
four systems models were then used to identify differences in pathway dynamics across cell lines
via protein biomarker turnover parameters estimated using the models and global sensitivity
analyses of the final models. In addition, statistical correlation analysis between drug sensitivity
and model-fitted protein activation (cumulative area under the curves) enabled identification of
shared biomarkers associated with sensitivity differences among the cell lines. The two analyses
identified similar important proteins such as pNFκB, pAKT, and Cas 8. The overall analysis
represents a useful approach toward examining pharmacodynamic heterogeneity in multiple
myeloma cells and potentially other cancer types.
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Introduction
Multiple myeloma is a hematological cancer characterized by substantial heterogeneity in its
evolution and progression [1-3]. The changing genetic progression of the disease, similar to
branching Darwinian evolution, introduces heterogeneity via development of clonal populations
of cells with differing clonogenic potential and sensitivities to therapy. This results in patients
exhibiting different responses to the same treatment regimen, including differences in responses
within a patient undergoing multiple cycles of treatments [4,5]. The constantly changing
composition of the disease makes multiple myeloma an incurable malignancy with repeating
cycles of remission and relapse in patients with an overall five-year survival rate of just 47% [6].
The complex dynamics of the disease poses a significant challenge to treatment and requires
continual assessment of the clonal composition to develop appropriate treatment strategies [7,1].
The discovery of intra-clonal heterogeneity in multiple myeloma has been a relatively
recent development with the advent of high-throughput genome sequencing techniques, such as
whole exome sequencing (WES), whole genome sequencing (WGS), and fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH). These techniques helped establish the presence of populations of
genetically diverse cancer cells and forms the basis for their evolutionarily branching progression
and multiplication [2,4,5,8,9]. However, the clinical implications of tumor heterogeneity are just
being realized, with a need for approaches to translate heterogeneity in a manner that enables
proper risk assessment and recommendation of safe and effective treatment plans. Integration of
disease-related and drug-related (i.e., mechanism-based) biomarkers in clinical trials is one such
approach with considerable potential. Achieving this goal requires the identification of specific
sets of markers that have a phenotypic influence on cellular modalities that can be targeted by
therapeutic agents, appropriate regimens, and/or combination therapies.
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The objective of this study is a hypothesis-driven aim to investigate the role of
phenotypic expression of intracellular signaling pathway proteins in molecularly different in
vitro myeloma cell lines that differ in their pharmacodynamic responses to drug exposure.
Bortezomib is a targeted proteasome inhibitor that represented a major breakthrough in the
therapy of multiple myeloma, and this drug was chosen owing to its influence on many
intracellular signaling proteins regulating proliferative, cellular stress, and apoptosis pathways in
myeloma cells [10]. Here we examined the association between pharmacodynamic differences
and signaling heterogeneity via systems mathematical modeling of exposure-response
relationships, with signaling proteins serving as biomarkers/linkers of drug action and antiproliferative effects. A cellular signaling based systems model developed for bortezomib effects
in cells with lesser sensitivity to the drug was tailored with cell line specific signaling
mechanisms to describe bortezomib pharmacodynamics in the more sensitive MM.1S and NCIH929 cells. The four systems models then served as drug specific, individual cell-type models
that facilitated the identification of common biomarkers using a comparative statistical
correlation analysis. Global sensitivity analyses of the models also enabled a comparison of
proteins/pathways governing responses in each cell line. This study highlights the advantages of
network-driven (Chapter 3) mechanism-based models to determine systems properties that are
not possible with empirical compartmental models [11,12].

Materials and Methods
Pharmacodynamic Systems Model Development
Mechanistic systems models describing bortezomib pharmacodynamics in more sensitive
MM.1S and NCI-H929 myeloma cells were developed on the framework of the intracellular
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signaling protein dynamics activated by bortezomib. A similar modeling strategy as described in
Chapter 5 was adopted. Briefly, the 20 nM bortezomib exposure was linked to the myeloma cell
proliferation using the protein biomarker dynamics measured in Chapter 4 with signaling
mechanisms defining the inter-connections among proteins. The models included multiple
indirect-response turnover models describing relative protein expressions, with drug/protein(s)
modulating synthesis or degradation rate constants under treatment conditions and timedependent transduction models [13,11]. Similar to U266 and RPMI8226 cells, the temporal
dynamics of proteins up to 24 h only were included in the model, and the degradation kinetics of
bortezomib in media was included, described as a mono-exponential decay with a half-life of
144 h [14]. The structure described in Chapter 5 was adopted with specific changes to several
protein connections based on the observed expression patterns and the intracellular mechanisms
identified in the literature specific to MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. Additionally, in case of
MM.1S cells, the protein profiles following a lower bortezomib concentration (2 nM) were not
included in model development in order to have an equivalent model comparison across all cell
lines.

MM.1S Systems Model
The final model for the MM.1S cell line is illustrated in Fig. 1. Bortezomib (20 nM treatment)
directly acts on the stimulation of four upstream proteins: pJNK [15,16], pNFκB [14], pAKT
[17,18], and p21 [19,20]. The profiles suggested a delay in the stimulation of three of these
proteins, which was incorporated in the model by using transit compartments (two for pJNK and
pNFκB, and one for pAKT). Essentially, bortezomib stimulates the synthesis rate constants of
the first transit compartments of the proteins:
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@ pqbDN
= B\rstu ∙ 1 + _5rstu ∙ 8v − Bwrstu ∙ pqbDN ; pqbDN 0 = 1
@A
… (1)
@ pqbDO
= Bwrstu ∙ pqbDN − pqbDO ; pqbDO 0 = 1
@A
… (2)
@ pqbD~
= Bwrstu ∙ pqbDO − pqbD~ ; pqbD~ 0 = 1
@A
… (3)
@ pbxyzN
= B\rt{|} ∙ 1 + _5rt{|} ∙ 8v − Bwrt{|} ∙ pbxyzN ; pbxyzN 0 = 1
@A
… (4)
@ pbxyzO
= Bwrt{|} ∙ pbxyzN − pbxyzO ; pbxyzO 0 = 1
@A
… (5)
@ pbxyz~
= Bwrt{|} ∙ pbxyzO − pbxyz~ ; pbxyz~ 0 = 1
@A
… (6)
@ pKDN
= B\rÄuj ∙ 1 + _5rÄuj ∙ 8v − BwrÄuj ∙ pKDN ; pKDN 0 = 1
@A
… (7)
@ pKDO
= BwrÄuj ∙ pKDN − pKDO ; pKDO 0 = 1
@A
… (8)
@ p21
9
= B\rON ∙ 1 + _5rON ∙ 8v êëí − BHrON ∙ p21 ; p21 0 = 1
@A
… (9)
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with ksprotein as the synthesis rate constant of the first transit compartment of a specific protein,

Smprotein is the linear stimulation coefficient, ktprotein is the mean transit rate constant, kdprotein is
the first-order degradation rate constant of the protein, = is a power coefficient, and Cb is the
concentration of bortezomib.
Similar to the model for U266 and RPMI8226 cells (Chapter 5), cell proliferation was
governed in part by the mTOR pathway, which is regulated by the AKT pathway [21,22]. The
dynamics of pmTOR protein were thus described as:
@ páà= B\r5jâä ∙ pKDO − BHr5jâä ∙ páà- ; páà- 0 = 1
@A
… (10)
The synthesis dynamics of caspase 8 (kscas8), regulator of the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, was
governed by stimulation via pJNK [16,10] and inhibition by pNFκB [23,24]:
@ 8`å8
B\ç6\é
9
=
∙ pqbD~ ùûüØ − BHç6\é ∙ 8`å8 ; 8`å8 0 = 1
@A
pbxyz~
… (11)
No change in the expression of the tumor suppressor protein pp53 was observed, hence it was
not included in the model.
The remaining three proteins: pBAD, Bcl-2, and caspase 9 are primarily involved in the
regulation of the intrinsic mitochondrial apoptosis pathway. Bcl-2 and pBAD inhibit the release
of cytochrome c from the mitochondria, which leads to the activation of caspase 9 followed by
the activation of downstream caspase 3, ultimately resulting in apoptosis or cell death [25].
pBAD was regulated by pJNK [26,27], Bcl-2 was regulated by pBAD alone, and caspase 9 was
regulated by Bcl-2, caspase 8 (via BID, BH3 interacting-domain death agonist), and pNFκB (via
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XIAP, X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein) [25]. The ODEs for the three proteins were
defined as:
@ pzKì
= B\r}Äî − BHr}Äî ∙ pqbD~ ∙ pzKì ; pzKì 0 = 1
@A
… (12)
@ zïñ2
= B\}óòO ∙ pzKì9ôöõë − BH}óòO ∙ zïñ2 ; zïñ2 0 = 1
@A
… (13)
@ 8`å9
B\ç6\ú
=
∙ 8`å8 − BHç6\ú ∙ 8`å9 ; 8`å9 0 = 1
@A
zïñ2 ∙ pbxyz~
… (14)
The mechanistically connected proteins were finally integrated into the
pharmacodynamic outcome of myeloma cell growth and bortezomib-induced cell death. The cell
growth and death were described by a first-order growth rate constant (kg) and first-order natural
cell death rate constant (kd). Cell growth is governed by proliferation pathway proteins pAKT
and pmTOR; p21, a cell cycle inhibitory protein, inhibits cell growth; and caspases stimulate cell
death:
BC
@ ]]. 1_
=
∙ pKDO ∙ páà- ∙ ]]. 1_ − BH ∙ 8`å8 ∙ 8`å9 ∙ ]]. 1_ ; ]]. 1_ 0 = 1
@A
p21
… (15)
Relative protein expression was normalized to the 0 h untreated-control with an initial
condition of 1, hence the rate constant for synthesis and degradation of each individual protein
was equivalent based on the following dependency:
B\r°¢wIL£ = BHr°¢wLI£ ∙ g§•A¶ßa (0)
… (16)
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A sequential modeling approach was adopted wherein one protein was modeled at a time,
followed by cumulative addition until all of the protein dynamics were fitted with simultaneous
estimation of all parameters. The myeloma cell dynamics were then included in the model and all
parameters (associated with protein and myeloma cell dynamics) were estimated simultaneously.
In order to capture the sustained cell death observed until 96 h in the model (to avoid model
predicted regrowth), protein expression values after 24 h were fixed to the values attained at 24 h
after complete cell death (due to the experimental artifact of a lack of cells regrown and the
sustained presence of bortezomib).

NCI-H929 Systems Model
Given the similarity in the sensitivity of MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells to bortezomib treatment
(Chapter 2), we attempted to maintain similarity in the systems model structure between the two
cell lines in terms of protein-protein interactions and mechanisms. The two cell lines differed in
the number of transit compartments for pJNK (no transit compartment) and pBAD (one transit
compartment) as suggested by the data, and the need of appropriate power coefficients in the
ODEs for caspase 8 (on the stimulation by pJNK), pBAD (on the inhibition by pJNK), and Bcl-2
(on the stimulation by pBAD), as compared with MM.1S cells that required power coefficients
for Bcl-2 (on the stimulation by pBAD), caspase 8 (on the stimulation by pJNK), and p21 (on the
stimulation by bortezomib). In addition, two protein interactions present in the model for U266
and RPMI8226, but removed for the MM.1S model, were retained in the model for NCI-H929,
namely: the inhibition by pAKT on p21, and the stimulation of Bcl-2 by pNFκB. The final
systems model structure describing the pharmacodynamics of bortezomib in these cells is
depicted in Fig. 2. A similar sequential modeling approach was adopted for NCI-H929 cells with
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the addition of one protein at a time, while estimating all parameters simultaneously. Lastly, the
effect of pAKT, pmTOR, p21, caspase 8, and caspase 9 were included similarly in the myeloma
cell dynamics. In case of NCI-H929 cells, the model was able to estimate all protein and
myeloma cell dynamics parameters simultaneously, with adequate model fitting of the sustained
inhibition until 96 h, without the need for fixing protein expression values after 24 h.

Data Analysis
Naïve pooled data analysis was used for model fitting and parameter estimation with the
maximum likelihood estimation algorithm in ADAPT5 [28]. The variance model was defined as:
JK-L = MN + MO ∙ P Q, AL

O

… (17)
with M1 and M2 as the variance parameters, and Y (Q, ti) is the ith predicted value from the
pharmacodynamic model. Different variance parameters were used for protein dynamics and
myeloma cell growth and death kinetics. The final model was selected based on goodness-of-fit
criteria, which included: model convergence, parameter estimation, and visual inspection of
predicted versus observed values and residual plots.

Global Sensitivity Analysis
Global Sobol sensitivity analysis on the two systems models for MM.1S and NCI-H929 was
applied similar to U266 and RPMI8226 models (Chapter 5). The analysis was implemented in
Sensitivity Analysis Library in Python (SALib), an open source library written in Python [2932]. The output measure for sensitivity was the area under the effect curve (AUEC) of
bortezomib induced cell death in 24 h. The individual protein turnover rate constant parameters
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were varied, keeping all other model parameters (stimulatory coefficients and power
coefficients) fixed to their estimated values. The rate constants were varied over the range of 2fold change [33]. Samples of parameter sets were generated by the Saltelli sampling method that
generates N × (2D + 2) samples, where a value of 10,000 was used for N and D representing the
number of parameters being varied. Model output was simulated for all generated parameter sets;
the large number of parameter sets ensured that adequate confidence intervals were obtained for
the parameters with significant Sobol index values (above 0.05) [34]. The total-, first-, and
second-order indices along with their 95% confidence interval values were computed with
SALib.

Statistical Analysis
A Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was calculated between cell viability values under
bortezomib treatment at 24 h and the calculated cumulative relative protein expression area
under the effect curve until 24 h of the model-fitted profiles (calculated using Phoenix 64®) for
all the proteins in SigmaPlot® (version 12.0).

Results
The mechanistic systems models developed for U266 and RPMI8226 cells (Chapter 5) served as
the base model for MM.1S and NCI-H929 cell model development. One of the key differences
between more sensitive (MM.1S and NCI-H929) and less sensitive (U266 and RPMI8226)
myeloma cells (Chapter 2) in their protein dynamics was the absence in the activation of pp53
upon bortezomib treatment from untreated-control (Chapter 4). This required removal of the
pp53 compartment from the models for MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. However, the model then
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required inclusion of the pp53 independent stimulation of p21. Evidence suggests a direct
activation of p21 by bortezomib via regulation of microRNA-29b and HDAC in myeloma cells
[19,20]. Hence, a direct stimulation of p21 by bortezomib was included in the models for MM.1S
and NCI-H929 cells with respective linear stimulatory coefficients. In addition, given the very
high relative expression change in a few proteins in MM.1S cells (e.g., pNFκB), two proteinprotein interactions had to be removed to reconcile the model fits with the data: a) pNFκB
mediated stimulation of Bcl-2, and b) pAKT mediated inhibition of p21. The absence of these
two interactions may not affect the response outcome, considering they are not the primary
pathways regulating the affected proteins and their effects.

MM.1S Pharmacodynamic Systems Model
The final systems model assimilates drug degradation kinetics in media, protein dynamics, and
myeloma cell dynamics in one model. It employed the time-course dynamics of nine intracellular
signaling proteins identified to be critical for bortezomib mechanisms of action and their
interactions as a bridge to connect drug exposure-response in myeloma cells (Fig. 1). The model
described the quantitative profiles of protein expression and myeloma cell proliferation
simultaneously. A comparison of the experimentally observed data and model fitted profiles are
shown in Fig. 3 (line plots depicting the model fits of the proteins are provided in Supplementary
Fig. S1). All system parameters associated with the protein and myeloma cell dynamics were
estimated with good precision (Table 1).
The model included stimulation of pJNK [15,16], pNFκB [14], pAKT [17,18], and p21
[19,20] directly by bortezomib, with respective linear stimulatory coefficients estimated with
high confidence (SmpJNK = 0.3985 nM-1, SmpNFκB = 5.054 nM-1, SmpAKT = 0.5823 nM-1, and Smp21 =
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0.0994 nM-1). A low value for the stimulatory coefficient for p21 suggests a relatively milder
stimulation of the protein by bortezomib. The minor stimulation of p21 was adequately
characterized, although no expression of the protein was observed after 6 h. This could be due to
the previously proposed short half-life and stability issues with the protein (Chapter 5) [35,36].
Delay in stimulation of pJNK, pNFκB, and pAKT required the incorporation of transit
compartments (two each for pJNK and pNFκB, and one for pAKT). The mild stimulation of
pmTOR mediated by pAKT was characterized well, similar to the less sensitive U266 and
RPMI8226 cells [22,10].
Bortezomib is known to induce apoptosis in myeloma cells via both the intrinsic and
extrinsic apoptosis pathways. Interestingly, MM.1S cells exhibited a high magnitude of
stimulation (close to 150-fold) of caspase 8 relative expression, and the model was able to
describe the profile well via regulation by pJNK and pNFκB [16,10,23,24]. The proteins
associated with the intrinsic apoptotic pathway: pBAD, Bcl-2, and caspase 9, were also
characterized well by the model; especially the earlier onset and steeper inhibition of pBAD and
Bcl-2 in comparison to the less sensitive U266 and RPMI8226 cells. An approximately 10–20fold stimulation in expression of caspase 9 at 6 h was also adequately described by the model.
However, the model was unable to characterize the observed absence of caspase 9 at later time
points, which could be due to the short half-life of active caspases [37,38]. The model described
a continued presence of caspase 9 (and p21) at later time points since the myeloma cell death
dynamics were regulated by the caspases and p21, which need to be present for continued cell
death until 96 h (observed in vitro due to lack of new cells for regrowth) (Chapter 5). The strong
stimulation of caspase 8 (extrinsic apoptosis marker) in comparison to caspase 9 (intrinsic
apoptosis marker) suggests that bortezomib relies more on the extrinsic apoptotic pathway
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activation in this cell line. Finally, the myeloma cell growth and cell death dynamics under
treatment were described well by the systems network of proteins transferring bortezomibmediated apoptosis activating signal. The parameters associated with the cell dynamics were
estimated well (Table 1).

NCI-H929 Pharmacodynamic Systems Model
The time-course of protein expression dynamics between MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells were very
similar in onset and extent of stimulation/inhibition, with the exception of a few proteins (e.g.,
caspase 8 and pNFκB), which exhibited significantly greater stimulation in MM.1S cells. The
cell lines were also similar in their cell proliferation dynamics, suggesting a role of similar
signaling interactions regulating drug response. The experimentally observed data and model
fitted profiles are shown in Fig. 4 (line plots depicting the model fits of the proteins are provided
in Supplementary Fig. S2). The model satisfactorily described the temporal profiles of relative
protein expression along with myeloma cell proliferation kinetics simultaneously with adequate
estimation of all parameters (Table 2).
Bortezomib stimulation of three direct targets (i.e., pJNK, pNFκB, and pAKT) in NCIH929 cells was quantitatively similar to that of MM.1S cells, as observed by the estimated values
of the linear stimulatory coefficients (SmpJNK = 0.2635 nM-1, SmpNFκB = 3.81 nM-1, and SmpAKT =
0.4531 nM-1). The coefficient for the stimulation of p21 was much greater (Smp21 = 3.63 nM-1) in
NCI-H929 cells as reflected in the greater relative expression of p21 in this cell line at 6 h (albeit
the trend in p21 expression over time was unclear overall, possibly due to stability issues).
Proteins including pJNK, pAKT, pNFκB (except for one replicate at 24 h), pmTOR, Bcl-2, and
pBAD were similarly stimulated or inhibited in MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. The model
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described the dynamics of all these proteins satisfactorily. Distinct from MM.1S cells, NCI-H929
cells presented a lower extent of stimulation of caspase 8 and 9. The model underestimated the
profile of caspase 9 considerably, probably due to lack of more time intensive data around the 6
h time-point when the stimulation is evident, but unsupported at other nearby time points.
Analogous to MM.1S cells, the model for NCI-H929 cells also fitted a sustained presence of
caspase 9 and p21 at later time points. Lastly, the model characterized the myeloma cell growth
and death response reasonably with precise estimation of parameters (Table 2).

Global Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity analysis results of the two systems models are represented in Figs. 5 and 6
showing the total- and first-order sensitivity indices. The proteins are represented in decreasing
order of their total-order sensitivity indices. For the MM.1S model, turnover rate constants of
pJNK, pNFκB, and pAKT were found to be parameters with significant total-order Sobol
sensitivity indices. Sensitivity analysis of the NCI-H929 model identified pNFκB and pJNK
turnover rate constant parameters with significant total-order sensitivity index. Although only the
first few parameters have significant Sobol sensitivity indices in both models, the rank-order of
all parameters differed between the two cell line models. Additionally, for the NCI-H929 model,
the total- and first-order index values were very close, except for one significant second-order
interaction between pJNK and pNFκB (SI = 0.0834, 31% confidence). Similarly, for the MM.1S
model, the values differed indicating a significant pJNK and pNFκB second-order interaction
term, although the confidence on this interaction index was poor (31% confidence). Another
second-order interaction that came close to significance was between pAKT and pNFκB (SI =
0.0457).
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Correlation between Drug Sensitivity and Biomarker Activation
To test the association between protein biomarker dynamics and drug sensitivity, Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients were calculated between the model fitted area under the activation
curve until 24 h of the ten selected proteins and cell viability under bortezomib treatment at 24 h
across all four myeloma cell lines. The correlation coefficients are shown in a bar plot illustrated
in Fig. 7. Inversely correlated protein activation would mean that the protein associates with
decreasing cell viability and enhancing cell death when compared across cell lines. A strong
inverse correlation of cell viability was observed with proteins pAKT, pNFκB, and caspase 8.
Caspase 9, Bcl-2, pBAD, and pmTOR exhibited moderately inverse correlation with cell
viability, and pJNK, pp53, and p21 showed positive correlation with viability. The correlations,
although not statistically significant due to a small sample size of four myeloma cell lines,
provided a proof-of-concept model-based approach to identification of potential protein
biomarkers.

Discussion
Myeloma cell dynamics were previously described using systems models consisting of similar
mechanistic protein signaling network activation upon bortezomib exposure in U266 and
RPMI8226 cells, cell lines with lesser sensitivity toward the drug (Chapter 5). This study applied
a similar modeling strategy to explain different myeloma cell dynamics in the more sensitive
MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. The research objective included quantitative integration of
molecular pathways that may associate with heterogeneous responses, with the intention of
identifying key biomarkers that associate with drug sensitivity differences across molecularly
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different myeloma cell lines. This model-based examination allowed for the identification of
potential common biomarkers to assist with monitoring heterogeneous pharmacodynamic
responses to bortezomib.
The expression (or lack thereof) of pp53 was a noteworthy distinction from the less
sensitive U266 and RPMI8226 cells, as the more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells showed
no change (stimulation or inhibition) in its expression relative to untreated-control cells. MM.1S
and NCI-H929 cells contain the wild-type (WT) TP53 gene, in contrast to the mutated (mut)
TP53 isoform in U266 and RPMI8226 cells [39,40]. Exposure to increasing concentrations of
nutlin (inhibitor of the MDM2-p53 interaction) in myeloma cells expressing WT-TP53 (MM.1S
and NCI-H929) caused an induction in the expression of p53, which was not observed in
myeloma cells expressing mut-TP53 (U266 and RPMI8226 cells) [41,40]. In addition, MM.1S
and NCI-H929 cells have also been shown to overexpress MDM2 mRNA [39]. These
observations suggest an MDM2-associated inhibition of p53 expression in MM.1S and NCIH929 cells [39-42]. Another mechanism for the lack of expression of p53 in these cells could be
the microRNA (miR-25 and miR-30d) based inhibition of p53 expression. NCI-H929 cells
exposed to an anti-miR-25 and anti-miR-30d displayed increased expression of p53 [43]. These
mechanisms explain the absence of pp53 stimulation in the more sensitive MM.1S and NCIH929 cells. Thus, the node for pp53 and its associated interactions were removed from the
systems models in these cell lines.
The dynamics of p21 (the downstream effector of p53) was unclear in both MM.1S and
NCI-H929 cells. The cell lines presented an increase in expression at 6 h, albeit with large
variability, followed by no expression at later time points, possibly due to the stability concerns
and short half-life of the protein [35,36]. The increased expression of p21 was evident in MM.1S
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cell lines treated with 2 nM bortezomib (Chapter 4), which strongly suggested an activation of
p21 in these cells following bortezomib exposure. Accordingly, the observed p53 independent
stimulation of p21 was specified in the model as direct stimulation from bortezomib. This
mechanism is supported by a bortezomib-mediated increase in expression of miR-29b, which
downregulates HDAC and ultimately up-regulates p21 [19,20].
The specific modifications for the more sensitive cell lines (i.e., pp53 and p21 proteins)
adequately characterized the myeloma cell dynamics in MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. The
difference in the systems models for MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells were specific to only minor
secondary protein interactions, and the overall model structures were similar. Collectively, the
four models established that bortezomib mechanisms are fundamentally preserved from a
systems perspective and are amenable to incorporation of functional differences due to the
heterogeneity in signaling protein expression.
Global sensitivity analysis of the two systems models (Figs. 5 and 6) identified similar
proteins as significant: pJNK and pNFκB; whereas the rank order of sensitivity also highlighted
differences, unlike the sensitivity analysis results for U266 and RPMI8226 cells. The analysis
suggested similar significant second-order interactions between the two cell lines. A comparison
across all cell lines essentially highlighted the importance of upstream proteins (pJNK, pNFκB,
and pAKT), which are directly regulated by bortezomib. This observation emphasizes the role of
signal relay from upstream to downstream proteins eventually resulting in cellular apoptosis. The
relay process introduces several opportunities for the presentation of signaling heterogeneity.
One of the possible reasons for observing the same proteins as sensitive across models could be
the nature of the data. Relative expression profiles from untreated-controls were modeled instead
of absolute quantities of proteins, and relative expressions do not render estimation of real
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protein synthesis and degradation rate constants [44]. Absolute quantities of intracellular
signaling proteins are difficult to measure due to their low abundance and challenges to isolate
these proteins.
A Spearman rank correlation between model-fitted protein activation AUCs and drug
sensitivity across all cell lines (Fig. 7) identified common proteins that are associated with
differences in bortezomib sensitivity. Some of the well-correlated proteins include: pAKT,
pNFκB, caspase 8, Bcl-2, and pBAD. An increase in the expression of pAKT and pNFκB upon
drug treatment is probably due to inherent cellular mechanisms that enhance pro-survival
pathways (Chapter 4). Decreasing cell viability is also a result of increasing expression of
caspase 8 and increasing inhibition of Bcl-2 and pBAD. In addition, similar proteins (pAKT and
pNFκB) were observed by both statistical correlations and sensitivity analyses. The proteins
identified by these approaches could serve as potential biomarkers, and their expression may be
predictive of responses and provide an opportunity for directing therapy towards achieving a
desired outcome.
The four systems models were developed for 20 nM bortezomib treatment. In case of
RPMI8226 and MM.1S cells, protein dynamics were also measured at the lower 2 nM
bortezomib exposure (Chapter 4). At this low concentration, RPMI8226 and MM.1S cells
exhibited 20 and 40% reduction in cell viability after 96 h of drug exposure, with little to no
reduction in cell viability until 30 h of bortezomib exposure (Chapter 2). The protein dynamics
showed no change from control for all proteins in RPMI8226 cells; however, a few proteins in
MM.1S cells exhibited gradual stimulation over a period of 96 h (pNFκB, pAKT, pJNK, p21,
caspase 8, and caspase 9). Other proteins remained unchanged until 96 h of treatment (pmTOR,
pp53, pBAD, and Bcl-2). In addition, very few proteins showed a change in expression at 24 h.
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Essentially, the protein dynamics showed a shift to the right, with delay in stimulation/inhibition
owing to the slower action of drug at the lower concentration. The model developed for 20 nM
treatment included protein dynamics only until 24 h, as cells showed complete cell death within
12–24 h. Given the much slower stimulation at low drug concentration, with the majority of the
stimulation occurring between 24–96 h, the systems model developed for higher bortezomib
exposure was unable to simulate the protein and cell dynamics at the lower concentration,
indicating the need for inclusion of other dose levels in model development to account for nonlinearity and delay in protein expression. The primary objective of the current research was to
evaluate heterogeneity across all cell lines, and since protein dynamics at lower bortezomib
concentration was unavailable for all cell lines, the MM.1S systems model was developed
without including the 2 nM bortezomib exposure-response data. Overall, the four systems
models, although limited to the 20 nM bortezomib exposure, are mechanistically descriptive and
provide a framework that enables comparison across cell lines. In addition, the models can be
extended to other myeloma cell lines, testing drugs in combination with bortezomib, and include
a range of doses for improving the translational potential of this research.

Conclusions
In summary, systems models incorporating intracellular protein signaling pharmacodynamics to
describe myeloma cell proliferation under bortezomib exposure were developed for more
sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells. The models incorporated cell line specific mechanisms
regulating proteins, such as p21. Altogether, the four systems models developed for four
different myeloma cell lines enabled identification of common protein biomarkers that are
associated with drug sensitivity. The models also established a signaling network that may be
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amenable to extension for further studying bortezomib pharmacodynamics in other myeloma cell
lines, at different bortezomib dose levels, and for establishing in vitro to in vivo translational
systems.
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Tables
Table 1 Parameter Estimates for the MM.1S Systems Model

*

Parameter

Unit

Description

Value (% CV)

ktpNFκB

h-1

pNFκB transit rate constant

0.09507 (0.154)

SmpNFκB

nM-1

pNFκB stimulatory coefficient

5.054 (0.236)

ktpAKT

h-1

pAKT transit rate constant

0.1503 (1.32)

pAKT stimulatory coefficient

0.5823 (0.498)

-1

SmpAKT

nM

kdpmTOR

h-1

pmTOR degradation rate constant

0.01159 (0.561)

kdBcl-2

h-1

Bcl-2 degradation rate constant

0.09135 (0.104)

=Bcl-2

–

Bcl-2 power coefficient

5.000*

ktpJNK

h-1

pJNK transit rate constant

0.5659 (0.161)

SmpJNK

nM-1

pJNK stimulatory coefficient

0.3985 (0.0272)

-1

kdp21

h

p21 degradation rate constant

0.1072 (2.16)

Smp21

nM-1

p21 stimulatory coefficient

0.09941 (0.412)

=p21

–

p21 power coefficient

1.200*

kdpBAD

h-1

pBAD degradation rate constant

0.02842 (0.741)

kdCas8

h-1

Caspase 8 degradation rate constant

0.4254 (0.676)

=Cas8

–

Caspase 8 power coefficient

3.228 (0.0345)

kdCas9

h-1

Caspase 9 degradation rate constant

0.1439 (0.319)

kg

h-1

Myeloma cell growth rate constant

0.01901 (0.0395)

kd

h-1

Myeloma death rate constant

0.0003691 (2.95)

M2Protein

–

Error coefficient for proteins

0.6237 (0.0162)

M2MMcell

–

Error coefficient for myeloma cell

0.8254 (0.0721)

Fixed parameter value
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Table 2 Parameter Estimates for the NCI-H929 Systems Model
Parameter

Unit

Description

Value (% CV)

ktpNFκB

h-1

pNFκB transit rate constant

0.1123 (0.000363)

SmpNFκB

nM-1

pNFκB stimulatory coefficient

3.808 (0.00102)

ktpAKT

h-1

pAKT transit rate constant

0.1633 (0.275)

pAKT stimulatory coefficient

0.4531 (0.0167)

-1

SmpAKT

nM

kdpmTOR

h-1

pmTOR degradation rate constant

0.005520 (0.0543)

kdBcl-2

h-1

Bcl-2 degradation rate constant

0.1105 (0.0888)

=Bcl-2

–

Bcl-2 power coefficient

6.167 (0.0200)

ktpJNK

h-1

pJNK transit rate constant

0.1394 (0.0268)

pJNK stimulatory coefficient

0.2635 (0.0216)

-1

SmpJNK

nM

kdp21

h-1

p21 degradation rate constant

0.07804 (0.274)

Smp21

nM-1

p21 stimulatory coefficient

3.627 (0.00830)

kdpBAD

h-1

pBAD transit rate constant

0.3298 (0.829)

=pBAD

–

pBAD power coefficient

1.103 (0.0217)

-1

kdCas8

h

Caspase 8 degradation rate constant

0.2219 (0.0710)

=Cas8

–

Caspase 8 power coefficient

3.163 (0.0116)

kdCas9

h-1

Caspase 9 degradation rate constant

1.544 (5.89)

kg

h-1

Myeloma cell growth rate constant

0.02278 (0.000380)

kd

h-1

Myeloma death rate constant

0.004006 (19.2)

M2Protein

–

Error coefficient for proteins

0.7509 (0.000995)

M2MMcell

–

Error coefficient for myeloma cell

0.2987 (0.000831)
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1 The final pharmacodynamic systems model for MM.1S cells. The model integrates
bortezomib-mediated intracellular protein dynamics to link bortezomib exposure with cell
proliferation. Nodes highlighted in green represent the pro-survival pathway proteins, and nodes
highlighted in red represent proteins associated with pro-death pathways. Nodes represented by a
dotted outline are transit compartments. Stimulatory and inhibitory connections between nodes
are represented by ‘→’ and ‘⟞’.

Fig. 2 The final pharmacodynamic systems model for NCI-H929 cells. Nodes highlighted in
green represent the pro-survival pathway proteins, and nodes highlighted in red represent the
pro-death pathway proteins. Nodes represented by a dotted outline are transit compartments.
Stimulatory and inhibitory connections between nodes are represented by ‘→’ and ‘⟞’.

Fig. 3 Comparison of observed and model-fitted time-course of (a) protein expression and (b)
cell proliferation dynamics in MM.1S cells. (a) The left panel depicts the experimentally
observed data, and the right panel represents model fits. Log relative expression of the ten
proteins are on the Y-axis, and time is on the X-axis. ‘Dark red’ color denotes maximum
activation, and ‘dark blue’ color denotes maximum inhibition. (b) Solid symbols represent
experimentally observed values for untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment
(blue). Solid lines are model-fitted curves for untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib
treatment (blue).
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Fig. 4 Comparison of observed and model-fitted time-course of (a) protein expression and (b)
cell proliferation dynamics in NCI-H929 cells. (a) The left panel depicts the experimentally
observed data, and the right panel shows model fits. Log relative expression of the ten proteins
are on the Y-axis, and time is on the X-axis. ‘Dark red’ color denotes maximum activation, and
‘dark blue’ color denotes maximum inhibition. (b) Solid symbols represent experimentally
observed values for untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines
are model-fitted curves for untreated-control (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).

Fig. 5 Sobol sensitivity indices of the protein turnover parameters for MM.1S cells. Total-order
(dark blue bar) and first-order (light blue bar) sensitivity indices are shown. The model is more
sensitive to perturbations in parameters with greater sensitivity indices.

Fig. 6 Sobol sensitivity indices of the protein turnover parameters for NCI-H929 cells. Totalorder (dark blue bar) and first-order (light blue bar) sensitivity indices are shown. The model is
more sensitive to perturbations in parameters with greater sensitivity indices.

Fig. 7 Spearman rank correlation coefficients between cell viability under bortezomib treatment
at 24 h and the model-fitted protein activation area under the curve until 24 h across the four
myeloma cell lines. A negative correlation is shown in ‘red’ color, and a positive correlation is
shown in ‘blue’ color. Correlation coefficient for pp53 was calculated using only the U266 and
RPMI8226 data.
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Supplementary Figure Legends
Supplementary Fig. S1 Model-fitted profiles of the time-course dynamics of (a) pNFκB, (b)
pAKT, (c) pmTOR, (d) Bcl-2, (e) pJNK, (f) p21, (g) pBAD, (h) caspase 8, and (i) caspase 9 in
MM.1S cells. Solid circles represent experimentally observed values for untreated-control
(black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines are model-fitted curves for untreatedcontrol (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).

Supplementary Fig. S2 Model-fitted profiles of the time-course dynamics of (a) pNFκB, (b)
pAKT, (c) pmTOR, (d) Bcl-2, (e) pJNK, (f) p21, (g) pBAD, (h) caspase 8, and (i) caspase 9 in
NCI-H929 cells. Solid circles represent experimentally observed values for untreated-control
(black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue). Solid lines are model-fitted curves for untreatedcontrol (black) and 20 nM bortezomib treatment (blue).
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
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Cellular heterogeneity in multiple myeloma is a consequence of a progressive multistep
transformation process involving sequential acquisition of genetic hits, epigenetic processes, and
chromosomal copy number changes, and such heterogeneity is now a well-formed concept that
presents challenges in the current treatment paradigm [1-5]. The continuously changing and
evolving natural course of the disease develops several genetically diversified clonal and subclonal populations of cells due to the non-linear branching progression pattern, first identified
and proposed by Charles Darwin in the ‘Origin of Species’ [6-8]. As the disease progresses, a
complex ecosystem of clonal cells manifests and competes for survival and existence, strongly
influenced by their inherent virulence, microenvironment, and intervening therapy. Therapeutic
pressure alters intracellular pathways differently in different clones, affecting their
pharmacodynamic response to treatment with overgrowth of a minor dormant clone causing
continued disease progression; a phenomenon referred to as ‘clonal tiding’ [6, 9, 10]. The
commonly observed recurrent cycles of relapse and remission in myeloma patients is a
consequence of intra-clonal heterogeneity. This constantly advancing heterogeneous
pathophysiology of the disease is also one of the primary reasons for the eventual development
of resistance to therapy and treatment failure in patients [11-14].
Adequate monitoring/serial sampling of the sub-clonal architecture of tumor(s) within
and between patients via next generation sequencing techniques is required [3, 9, 15]. This
would achieve a cataloging of the genetic processes that may contribute to tumor heterogeneity,
based on their sequence of acquisition and/or the stage of the disease with which specific genetic
abnormalities associate. In addition to tracking genetic events, it is essential to understand the
phenotypic impact of such genetic alterations, considering not all genetic mutations necessarily
result in a phenotypic expression of heterogeneity. Phenotypic differences leading to variable
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responses among patients can be traced via the discovery and development of relevant
biomarkers. Biomarkers are biological features/characteristics that are readily measurable and
are indicative of the disease status (disease-related biomarkers) and therapeutic response to
treatment (drug-related biomarkers) [16]. Upon implementation in clinical trials, biomarkers
have the potential to direct trials in a manner that helps risk stratification of patients and
classification of aggressive indolent forms of disease. Furthermore, biomarkers can also predict
sensitivity/resistance towards therapy and assist correlation with outcomes [16-18]. Essentially,
inter- and intra-patient heterogeneity is guiding the treatment paradigm towards personalized
therapy.
The motivation for this dissertation comes from the current need to address the problem
of heterogeneity in multiple myeloma. The research employed a unique one-of-a-kind approach
to investigate heterogeneity by using four mammalian in vitro myeloma cell lines with
molecularly diverse genetic backgrounds, to mimic the different clones that contribute towards
intra-clonal heterogeneity. Distinctive systems pharmacology-based mathematical modeling
methodology assisted the detection of likely biomarkers of bortezomib pharmacodynamics,
followed by ODE-based systems modeling to identify potential biomarkers associated with
differing therapeutic responses across the cell lines.
The initial investigation involved the choice of human cell lines that adequately represent
clonal heterogeneity. These selected cell lines, namely: U266, RPMI8226, MM.1S, and NCIH929 cells, are well established and were used to test the heterogeneity in bortezomib treatment
responses in this small proof-of-concept research investigation. Primary pharmacodynamic endpoints for examining the proliferative response to bortezomib treatment included, in vitro
concentration-effect and cell proliferation dynamical studies and literature reported in vivo
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xenograft dynamics (Chapter 2). The data from these studies were modeled with empirical
functions to estimate parameters such as IC50, Kmax, KC50, kg, and k2, enabling a quantitative
comparison across cell lines. Statistical analysis was also used to confirm variable responses to
similar treatment across cell lines. In vitro experiments confirmed the greater sensitivity of
MM.1S cell lines towards bortezomib treatment among the four cell lines. At higher
concentrations of bortezomib (10 and 20 nM), MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells exhibited complete
cell death between 12–24 h, exhibiting greater sensitivity towards bortezomib, whereas U266
and RPMI8226 cells showed delayed cell death (between 24–48 h) showing relatively reduced
sensitivity to the chemotherapeutic agent, broadly classifying cell lines into ‘more sensitive’ and
‘less sensitive’ categories. An expected disconnect between in vitro and in vivo drug sensitivities
was observed. In essence, the work corroborated the existence of heterogeneous responses to
similar drug exposure in different cell types of the same disease, but with unclear translational
potential.
The differences in cellular proliferation led to the generation of the hypothesis that
differences in the bortezomib-mediated time-course dynamics of intracellular signaling proteins
are associated with heterogeneity in treatment outcomes. In order to determine the critical
signaling proteins mediating bortezomib induced apoptosis in myeloma cells, a systems
pharmacology approach was adopted (Chapter 3). A molecular interaction network, based on
descriptions of pathophysiological processes, is one of the aspects of systems pharmacology
modeling that enables the identification of novel targets, while providing an opportunity to gauge
complex dynamical mechanisms that are not evident when investigated in isolation from the
entire physiological system [19-23]. Boolean algebra based network models are extensively used
to study biological systems owing to the ease of assigning active (‘on’)/ inactive (‘off) states to
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state variables simulating behaviors under perturbation conditions [24]. A Boolean network
model exploring bortezomib signaling in U266 myeloma cells served as a base model for our
work, and the model was expanded to include additional signaling mechanisms (nodes and
connections between nodes) so as to generalize signaling across myeloma clones [25]. Network
simulations pointed to important bortezomib mechanisms and proteins: stimulation of pNFκB,
pAKT, pmTOR, DNA damage response pathway (Chk1/Chk2), and extrinsic apoptosis marker
caspase 8. Centrality analysis and rule-based network reduction identified nodes/proteins critical
to explaining the overall dynamics of bortezomib action while maintaining whole system
dynamics. The network approach allowed for an extensive analysis of bortezomib
pharmacodynamics and highlighted key proteins amenable to our heterogeneity investigation.
In Chapter 4, wide-ranging time-course measurements of ten central proteins were
obtained (pNFκB, pAKT, pmTOR, Bcl-2, pJNK, pp53, p21, pBAD, Cas 8, and Cas 9) using the
MAGPIX® protein assay based on the Luminex xMAP® Technology, a magnetic bead-based
assay platform similar to ELISA. The technique allows for small volumes and is more efficient
than western blotting or ELISAs. The selected proteins included diverse functions associated
with pro-survival pathways, the stress pathway, cell-cycle pathway, and extrinsic and intrinsic
apoptotic pathways, providing the opportunity to evaluate signaling heterogeneity over a wide
range of mechanisms. A relatively greater expression of the selected proteins normalized to
untreated-control cells was observed in the more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells in
comparison to U266 and RPMI8226 cells. Also, the onset of stimulation of these proteins was
faster in the more sensitive cell lines. The lower drug concentration (2 nM), measured only in
MM.1S and RPMI8226 cells, showed a slower onset and lower magnitude of expression in
sensitive MM.1S cells and did not induce a change in the expression of proteins in RPMI8226
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cells. Interestingly, pp53 expression in the cell lines showed an all-or-none type of response,
with more sensitive MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells exhibiting no change in pp53 expression from
untreated-control cells, whereas U266 and RPMI8226 cells showed similar stimulation of pp53.
Correlation analysis of protein expression with cell viability and inter-protein correlations also
revealed similarities between cell lines in each sensitivity group. Overall, the experimental
exercise suggested an association between signaling protein dynamics mediated by bortezomib
treatment and heterogeneous anti-proliferative response.
Characterization of the dynamics of key protein biomarkers across the four myeloma cell
lines offered the unique opportunity to quantitatively compare cell lines by developing
mechanism-based systems models and incorporating cell line specific protein interactions to link
drug-exposure and heterogeneous drug response. This exemplifies biomarker-based modeling,
which provides a platform for investigating the use of such markers in guiding individualization
of therapy via patient segregation into different categories on the basis of response-biomarker
criteria that are reflective of disease aggressiveness and drug sensitivity/resistance [26, 27]. This
methodology is currently in need due to the presence of intra-clonal heterogeneity in myeloma.
This necessitates biomarker-based molecular profiling of individual disease status, enabling
genotypic and phenotypic risk stratification of patients for recommending appropriate courses of
treatment [16].
The information obtained from cell proliferation dynamics (Chapter 2), key signaling
protein interactions (Chapter 3), and their temporal profiles (Chapter 4) provided the ground
work for the development of systems models for less sensitive (U266 and RPMI8226, Chapter 5)
and more sensitive (MM.1S and NCI-H929, Chapter 6) cell lines. The research presented in
Chapter 5 accomplished two main objectives. First, we developed a platform model that
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simultaneously described bortezomib mediated protein dynamics and cell proliferation in U266
cells. The effect of the drug was implemented on upstream proteins, which relayed the apoptosisinducing signal via an interconnected mechanistic network of downstream proteins to achieve
cellular death. Second, the U266 model framework was extended to describe RPMI8226
dynamics with mechanistically similar communication among proteins, emphasizing the
similarity between the two cell lines. The final models highlighted the importance of intracellular
protein dynamics and their potential role in regulating outcomes to drug exposure, while also
offering a modeling scaffold to implement and expand studies of several other aspects such as
resistance, toxicity, and combinatorial efficacy. Additionally, global sensitivity analysis of the
two models identified specific and similar proteins (in both cell lines) that play a role in
governing model outcomes.
The systems model framework developed in Chapter 5 also enabled the development of
models describing protein and cell dynamics in MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells upon inclusion of
cell line specific mechanisms (especially for pp53 and p21 proteins, Chapter 6). Model fitting
required the incorporation of minor differences between the MM.1S and NCI-H929 models.
Again, global sensitivity analysis of the two models suggested similar proteins significant to
describing cell proliferation. Across all the cell lines, pJNK, pNFκB, and pAKT, upstream
proteins directly stimulated by bortezomib, were found to be the most significant proteins.
Furthermore, a Spearman rank correlation analysis of drug sensitivity at 24 h and model-fitted
protein activation cumulative AUCs until 24 h across all four cell lines identified well correlated
proteins associated with sensitivity differences. The proteins included: pAKT, pNFκB, caspase 8,
Bcl-2, and pBAD. These proteins have the potential to serve as predictors of bortezomib
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pharmacodynamics, especially upon integration in clinical trial studies to eventually test their
ability to guide the individualization of pharmacotherapy.
Some of the protein biomarkers identified through this research have shown an
association with bortezomib efficacy in myeloma patients. Ailawadhi et al. investigated the
association of the gene expression of Bcl-2 family belonging anti-apoptotic proteins with
bortezomib response in relapsed/refractory myeloma patients. Three markers were investigated:
Bcl-2, Bcl-xl, and Mcl-1, and the analysis statistically showed that the growth advantage
conferred by Bcl-2 gene overexpression in patients with relapsed/refractory myeloma can be
overcome with bortezomib treatment. The analysis also suggested a similar effect with regards to
Mcl-1 and Bcl-xl genes (in that order), although a statistical significance could not be achieved
due to data limitations. Finally, the authors recommended the inclusion of Bcl-2 as a biomarker
in clinical trial designs and suggested proteasome inhibition as effective therapy even in patients
with Bcl-2 overexpression [28]. Punnoose et al. also highlight the usefulness of Bcl-2 family of
proteins as regulators of myeloma cell survival. The authors tested the heterogeneously
distributed expression of Bcl-2, Bcl-xl, and Mcl-1 in myeloma cell lines and patient samples,
along with the functional co-dependence among these proteins necessitating the determination of
their expression to administer appropriate therapy. Their results show that a favorable response
to single agent, venetoclax (a Bcl-2 selective antagonist), or its combination with bortezomib,
can be predicted based on the expression profiles of Bcl-2, Bcl-xl, and Mcl-1 in cell lines and
patient samples. The combination would be efficacious in cells that rely on Bcl-2 and Mcl-1
since bortezomib causes degradation of Mcl-1 through caspase-dependent mechanisms. Cell
lines/patients expressing higher Bcl-xl (e.g., MM.1S) exhibit greater cell death upon treatment
with navitoclax (dual Bcl-2/Bcl-xl inhibitor) plus bortezomib in combination, whereas
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venetoclax is not efficacious in this cell line [29]. These studies support our findings of useful
biomarkers and suggest their prospective utility of guiding treatment decisions.
This dissertation provides several opportunities for further extension. Heterogeneous
expression of proteins can be tested at the in silico Boolean network simulation stage with prior
knowledge of the mutation-type of genes in specific populations/cell lines. If a mutation leads to
inability of expression of a protein, the state of that node could be set to ‘inactive/off/0’
throughout the duration of the simulation. Similarly, abnormalities that result in overexpression
can be incorporated by setting the state of the node to always ‘active/on/1’ [30, 31]. Inclusion of
such information would predict a priori effects on downstream signaling from the
mutated/overexpressed protein(s). However, such an assessment is difficult to implement for
complex networks and could be considered for networks of smaller scale or reduced size. Also, it
is essential to take note of any inherent mechanisms that bypass the effect of any mutation,
considering feedback loops and parallel pathways that can ensure uninterrupted downstream
signaling processes.
Overall, we present a proof-of-concept study for using a network-based systems
pharmacology approach to studying molecular heterogeneity in cancer with four myeloma cell
lines of different molecular backgrounds. To obtain statistical significance with regards to
biomarker correlations, more cell lines are required, and this analysis could be extended to
include more cell lines. Additionally, a population-based co-modeling of systems models could
be used to model all cell line data simultaneously, with protein expression segregated based on
categorical covariates, which can be tested to achieve a more quantitative analysis of
heterogeneous protein expression patterns. Furthermore, an obvious and essential next step is the
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translation of the systems models to describe dynamics and heterogeneous responses in in vivo
murine xenografts with patient derived tumors and patients participating in clinical trials.
This dissertation presents a unique approach to evaluate heterogeneous cellular
pharmacodynamic responses via the integration of several methods including: traditional
pharmacodynamic modeling, network-based qualitative modeling, experimental measurements
of signaling protein expression and cell dynamics, extensive mechanistic cellular systems
models, and statistical methodologies. This research contributes toward the development of
enhanced pharmacodynamic (ePD) models; an integrated discipline that brings the value of
traditional pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic modeling and systems biology techniques, with
the added benefit of being data-driven, thereby providing the flexibility to incorporate individual
specific genomic, epigenomic, and physiology-based characteristics [20]. Such inter-connected
approaches hold promise in accomplishing the end goal of personalized precision medicine, the
solution to inter- and intra-individual heterogeneity.
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Appendix
The appendix section comprises of four sections. Appendix A includes a published research
article that describes a physiologically-based pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model for
1!,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 in mice. Appendix B includes the experimental data of bortezomib
concentration-effect and time-course cell proliferation dynamics in the four multiple myeloma
cell lines as described in Chapter 2. Appendix C includes the experimental data of the relative
expressions of key intracellular signaling proteins governing bortezomib pharmacodynamics in
the four multiple myeloma cell lines as described in Chapter 4. Appendix D includes the ADAPT
5 code file of the pharmacodynamic systems model for RPMI8226 cells.
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Abstract
1α,25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 [1,25(OH)2D3] concentrations are regulated by renal CYP27B1 for
synthesis and CYP24A1 for degradation. Published plasma and tissue 1,25(OH)2D3
concentrations and mRNA fold-change expression of Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 following repetitive
intraperitoneal (IP) injections to C57BL/6 mice (2.5 µg·kg-1 every 2 days for 4 doses) were fitted
with a minimal (m-) and full physiologically-based pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PBPKPD) models. The mPBPK-PD model related Cyp24a1 mRNA fold-changes to linear changes in
tissue/tissue baseline 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration ratios, whereas the full PBPK-PD model related
measured tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 fold-changes to tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations with
indirect response, sigmoidal Emax/Imax functions. Moreover, the intestinal segregated flow model
(SFM) that describes a low and partial intestinal (blood/plasma) flow to enterocytes was nested
within both models for comparison with the traditional model (TM) where the entire flow
perfuses the intestine. Both the mPBPK(SFM)-PD and full PBPK(SFM)-PD models described
the IP plasma and tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations and fold-changes in mRNA expression
significantly better than the TM-counterparts with F test comparisons. The full PBPK(SFM)-PD
fits showed estimates with good precision (lower % coefficient of variation), and the model was
more robust in predicting data from escalating intravenous doses (2, 60, and 120 pmol) and the
rebound in 1,25(OH)2D3 tissue concentrations after dosing termination. The full PBPK(SFM)-PD
model performed the best among the tested models for describing the complex PK-PD interplay
among Cyp27b1, Cyp24a1 and 1,25(OH)2D3.
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Abbreviations
A

amount

CT

1,25(OH)2D3 concentration in tissue

CT,baseline or CT(0)

baseline or initial 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration in tissue

CP,baseline or CP(0)

baseline or initial 1,25(OH)2D3 plasma concentration

CYP24A1/Cyp24a1 human or rodent 25-hydroxyvitamin D-24-hydroxylase (24-hydroxylase)
CYP27B1/Cyp27b1 human or rodent 1α-hydroxylase in kidney
Cyp27b1FC,K

fold-change of Cyp27b1 in kidney

Cyp24a1FC,T

fold-change of Cyp24a1 in tissue

CV%

coefficient of variation (% parameter estimate)

DBP

vitamin D binding protein

en

enterocyte compartment

Emax

maximal stimulatory effect

EC50

tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations at 50% Emax

FC

fold-change of mRNA expression

fd

fraction of cardiac output (blood or plasma) with Fick’s law of perfusion

fQ

fraction of intestinal blood (or plasma) flow through the enterocyte
compartment

g

Hill coefficient

Hct

hematocrit

HT

power coefficient in tissue

IP

intraperitoneal

Imax

maximal inhibitory effect
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IC50

tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration at 50% Imax

IV

intravenous

ka

absorption rate constant

kin,Cyp24a1,T

zero-order synthesis rate constant of Cyp24a1 in tissue (liver, kidney, ileum
or brain)

kout,Cyp24a1,T

first-order degradation rate constant of Cyp24a1 in tissue (liver, kidney,
ileum or brain)

kin,Cyp27b1,K

zero-order synthesis rate constant of Cyp27b1 in kidney

kout,Cyp27b1,K

first-order degradation rate constant of Cyp27b1 in kidney

kdeg

first-order degradation rate constant of 1,25(OH)2D3 in intestine lumen

kin,enzyme,T

zero-order production rate constant for VDR-enzyme in tissue

kout,enzyme,T

first-order degradation rate constant for VDR-enzyme in tissue

KT

tissue to plasma partitioning ratio

mPBPK

minimal physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model

peri

peripheral or other compartment

PBPK

physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model

PBPK-PD

physiologically-based pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model

PBPK(TM)-PD

physiologically-based pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model, with
nested traditional intestinal model

PBPK(SFM)-PD

physiologically-based pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic model, with
nested segregated flow intestinal model

PK/PD

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic

Q

plasma flow rate
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QCO

plasma cardiac output

Rsyn

effective, zero-order endogenous synthesis rate of 1,25(OH)2D3

ser

serosa compartment

mPBPK-PD

minimal physiological-based pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic linked
model

SFM

segregated flow model for intestine

SMT

tissue-specific power coefficient in tissue

TM

traditional model for intestine

VDR

vitamin D receptor

1,25(OH)2D3

1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3

25(OH)D3

25-hydroxyvitamin D3
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Introduction
Vitamin D is a collection of fat-soluble prohormone steroids with a diverse range of biological
effects that are primarily endocrine in nature (Norman et al., 1992). The two major lipophilic
forms are vitamin D3/cholecalciferol and vitamin D2/ergocalciferol, which are extracted from
food sources and produced upon sun exposure to the skin and activation of 7-dehydrocholesterol.
The two forms exist bound to the vitamin D binding protein (DBP) in plasma and are activated
sequentially via hydroxylation, first in liver to form the circulating metabolite 25hydroxyvitamin D3 [25(OH)D3] by CYP2R1 and CYP27A1, and then by 1α-hydroxylase or
CYP27B1, the rate-limiting enzyme in kidney to form the active ligand, 1α,25-dihydroxyvitamin
D3 [1,25(OH)2D3] (Jones et al., 1998). In circulation, 1,25(OH)2D3 is present at very low
concentrations that is not readily monitored by conventional means; 25(OH)D3 concentration
(30 ng·mL-1) is 1000-fold higher compared to 1,25(OH)2D3 and is used to determine the vitamin
D status (Holick, 2009). The active ligand, 1,25(OH)2D3, binds to the vitamin D receptor (VDR)
in multiple tissues throughout the body to regulate the expression of genes relating to various
biological processes (Jones et al., 1998) and plays a vital role in regulating the calciumphosphate mineral balance by enhancing calcium and phosphate absorption by the intestine.
Active 1,25(OH)2D3 is known to exhibit antiproliferative, immunosuppressive, and antiinflammatory effects (Clemens et al., 1983; Lemire, 2000; Topilski et al., 2004). New, potential
therapeutic targets of the VDR-bound 1,25(OH)2D3, relating to cholesterol (Chow et al., 2014)
and cerebral beta-amyloid (Durk et al., 2014) lowering properties, have also been reported.
Processes controlling the disposition of 1,25(OH)2D3 are complex. Endogenous
concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D3 in circulation and tissues are tightly regulated, especially its
synthesis by CYP27B1 and degradation by CYP24A1. CYP27B1, the rate-limiting synthetic
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enzyme that tightly regulates 1a-hydroxylation of 25(OH)D3 to form 1,25(OH)2D3, is inhibited
by the 1,25(OH)2D3-bound VDR via the calcium sensing receptor and parathyroid hormone
(PTH) (Shinki et al., 1992; Lemay et al., 1995). CYP24A1 or 25-hydroxyvitamin D-24hydroxylase (24-hydroxylase) is a mitochondrial P450 enzyme that catalyzes the hydroxylation
of both 25(OH)D3 and 1,25(OH)2D3 at carbon-24 to form 24,25(OH)2D3 and 1,24,25(OH)3D3
(Jones et al., 1998; Henry, 2001). This inactivation pathway eventually leads to the production of
the more polar metabolite, calcitroic acid, and induces elimination of 1,25(OH)2D3 (St-Arnaud,
1999). Up-regulation of CYP24A1 by 1,25(OH)2D3 exerts feedback control to reduce
1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations and is a hallmark of 1,25(OH)2D3 up-regulation.
Few mathematical models exist to relate these complex interactions on the absorption,
distribution, metabolism, and elimination of 1,25(OH)2D3. A recent compartmental model
showed that changes in the pharmacodynamics of Cyp27b1 and Cyp24a1, when incorporated
into the pharmacokinetic model, greatly improved description of the kinetic profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 in mice after increasing intravenous (IV) doses of 1,25(OH)2D3 (Quach et al.,
2015), suggesting the need to simultaneously incorporate pharmacodynamics into modeling. In
this study, we revisited rich data obtained from repeated intraperitoneal (IP) injections of
1,25(OH)2D3 to mice, which included 1,25(OH)2D3 tissue concentrations and fold-changes (FC,
ratio of changed/basal mRNA level) of renal Cyp27b1 and Cyp24a1 mRNA expressions in
kidney, ileum, liver, and brain (Chow et al., 2013). We examined the utility of a minimal
physiologically-based pharmacokinetic model (mPBPK-PD) to parsimoniously describe tissue
concentrations vs. time that was originally designed to use plasma concentrations and tissue to
plasma or blood partition coefficients (KT), flow terms expressed in terms of the fraction (fd) of
cardiac output with Fick’s law of perfusion, and intrinsic clearances (Cao and Jusko, 2012); the
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pharmacodynamic component was simplified by relating Cyp24a1 FCs to 1,25(OH)2D3
tissue/baseline tissue concentration ratios. We also employed a full PBPK-PD model, consisting
of the same number of “lumped” tissue compartments as the mPBPK-PD model, to fit to the full
set of plasma and tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration-time data, together with fold-change of
Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA expressions, using indirect response models consisting of Emax (or
Imax) and EC50 (or IC50) terms. Moreover, the subtleties of intestinal tissue perfusion patterns that
describe route-dependent intestinal metabolism and distribution were compared: the traditional
intestine model (TM) in which the entire blood flow perfuses the intestine tissue as a whole, and
the segregated flow model (SFM) that describes the intestine as the enterocyte region, perfused
by a low and partial intestinal blood flow (5-30%) and a serosal region, perfused by the
remaining flow (Cong et al., 2000). The SFM describes a greater extent of intestinal elimination
with oral compared to intravenous dosing and delimits access of drug after intravenous dosing to
enterocytes due to the low flow to that region (Cong et al., 2000).

Materials and Methods
Published 1,25(OH)2D3 data and fold changes (FC) in mRNA expressions
Data utilized for the modeling of plasma and tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 [or calcitriol, chemical
structure obtainable from DrugBank: http://www.drugbank.ca/drugs/DB00136] concentrations
and FC in mRNA expressions of Cyp24a1 in various tissues and for Cyp27b1 in kidney were
obtained from previously published in vivo pharmacokinetic studies. In these studies, 0 (control)
or 2.5 µg·kg-1 1,25(OH)2D3 (120 pmol or 0.05 µg·mouse-1), dissolved in sterile corn oil, was
administered IP to male C57BL/6 mice (8 weeks old) every other day over 8 days, or q2d x 4
(Chow et al., 2013).
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The PBPK-PD Models
The mPBPK-PD model. Cao and Jusko described a minimal PBPK model with a minimum
number of compartments with extensive lumping: the plasma, the liver, and two lumped
compartments, together with KT as the fitted constant (Cao and Jusko, 2012). The plasma flows
(QT) are expressed as fdQCO for the lumped tissue compartments, with fd as the fraction of plasma
cardiac output (QCO) to the lumped compartment. Our minimal PBPK-PD (mPBPK-PD) model
consists of 11 compartments, with 6 representing various tissues [plasma, brain, liver, kidney,
ileum, and peripheral (or other) compartments] that are inter-connected in a physiologically
relevant manner. Four subcompartments corresponding to Cyp24a1 enzyme in liver, kidney,
ileum, and brain were used to account for the synthesis and degradation of the enzyme. For
simplicity, Cyp27b1 as a subcompartment of the kidney was not considered, since the synthesis
rate was low (50 fmol·h-1) (Hsu et al., 1987) and Cyp27b1 synthesis was immediately and
completely inhibited upon administration of 1,25(OH)2D3 (Quach et al., 2015). The mPBPK-PD
model (Fig. 1) described baseline concentrations of 1,25(OH)2D3 in tissues (CT,baseline) as
functions of CP,baseline (baseline plasma concentration of 1,25(OH)2D3 or 217 pM) and KT values
(or CT/CP, the tissue to plasma partition coefficients) (see Eq. A4 in Appendix). These values
were found experimentally to be 0.14, 0.34, 0.40, and 0.05 for the liver, kidney, ileum, and brain,
respectively (Chow et al., 2013). The turnover of the Cyp24a1 enzyme was defined with a zeroorder synthesis rate (kin,Cyp24a1,T) and first-order degradation rate (kout,Cyp24a1,T). Numerical values
of kin and kout are identical inasmuch Cyp24a1baseline values are unity. The pharmacodynamic
changes [FC of Cyp24a1, or Cyp24a1FC,T (mRNA expression/control expression value)] were
assumed to change proportionally with the ratio of the relevant tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration
(CT) to its baseline value (CT/CT,baseline) (see Eq. A7 in Appendix).
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The full PBPK-PD model. The full PBPK-PD model incorporated FCs in mRNA expression of
both Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 (Fig. 2). The model is similar to the minimal model in most respects
except for the definition of the pharmacodynamics. Induction of Cyp24a1 and inhibition of
Cyp27b1 were described using indirect response equations (Dayneka et al., 1993; Sharma and
Jusko, 1996; Mager et al., 2003), comprising of the full sigmoidal Emax (Imax), EC50 (IC50), and
Hill coefficients.
Nested traditional model (TM) vs. segregated flow model (SFM) in PBPK-PD modeling. To
account for differences in intestinal blood/plasma flow to the enterocyte region of the intestine,
we highlighted the SFM intestinal model to contrast with the traditional intestinal model (TM)
for both mPBPK and full PBPK models (right panels of Figs. 1 and 2). Pang and colleagues have
viewed the intestine as two tissue subcompartments for the SFM, with an enterocyte
compartment consisting of absorptive/secretory transporters at the apical membrane facing the
lumen, metabolic enzymes within and a basolateral side facing the blood, and a serosal
compartment acting only as a storage or distribution compartment (Doherty and Pang, 2000;
Cong et al., 2000; Pang, 2003; Fan et al., 2010). For SFM, the fraction of intestinal blood flow
perfusing the enterocyte region (fQ) is 5-30% of the total intestinal blood flow (Cong et al., 2000;
Pang and Chow, 2012). The model suggests that drug in systemic circulation (e.g. from IV
dosing) would be partially shunted away from the enterocyte region, whereas for PO dosing, the
entire dose would first reach the enterocytes prior to entering the circulation. In contrast, the TM
suggests that the entire intestinal blood flow perfuses the enterocyte region that is
indistinguishable from the serosal region. Hence, the SFM suggests the occurrence of routedependent intestinal metabolism (see Eqs. A14 and A15 in Appendix), and that a greater extent
of intestinal metabolism occurs for PO or IP over IV dosing (Cong et al., 2000).
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Data Fitting and Simulations
ADAPT5 (version 5, Biomedical Simulations Resource, University of Southern California, Los
Angeles, CA) was used for model fitting and simulations. The mPBPK-PD (Fig. 1) and full
PBPK-PD (Fig. 2) were used, with the intestinal compartment being described the traditional
way (TM) or as SFM (for intestinal compartment), with two subcompartments representing the
enterocyte and serosal regions (Cong et al., 2000). The initial condition for the amount of
1,25(OH)2D3 in gut lumen was the IP dose administered (Eq. A11 in Appendix). On the other
hand, the IV dose was administered to plasma compartment directly (Eq. A6 in Appendix).
Fitting. Fitting with equations shown in the Appendix for the minimal and full PBPK-PD
models to repeated IP data (120 pmol x4) was performed. Rate equations for plasma flows (QT)
and tissue volumes (VT), common physiological parameters (Davies and Morris, 1993; Brown et
al., 1997) (Table 1) were assigned for fitting of the PBPK-PD models with nested SFM and TM
(see Appendix). The initial condition or the baseline plasma concentration of 1,25(OH)2D3
[CP(0) or CP,baseline] was assigned the measured value (217 pM) (Chow et al., 2013). The baseline
concentration of 1,25(OH)2D3 in tissue (CT,baseline) was expressed as a function of CP,baseline, as
described in Eq. A4 in the Appendix.
We assumed that 1,25(OH)2D3 is confined to the plasma space and inter-relate plasma
concentrations and plasma flows to relate to rate equations for blood concentrations and blood
flows; we further defined KT as the tissue to plasma concentration ratio (CT/CP). The assumption
that 1,25(OH)2D3 is confined to the plasma space is consistent with compartmental estimates of
61.5 mL·kg-1 or 1.23 mL for a 20 g mouse for V1, the central volume of distribution of
1,25(OH)2D3 for mice given the 120 pmol IV dose (Quach et al., 2015). By assuming a
hematocrit (Hct) of 0.45, then the estimated blood volume for the central compartment is
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1.23/(1-0.45) or 2.24 mL. The value is similar to the published value for blood volume for the
mouse (1.5 to 2.5 mL; web.jhu.edu/animalcare/procedures/mouse.html), suggesting that
1,25(OH)2D3 is indeed confined to the plasma.
For a drug that is confined to the plasma and does not distribute into red blood cells, the
measured plasma concentration may be converted to blood concentration, from the equality: VB
(1-Hct)CP = CBVB.

CP =

CB
1-Hct

(Eq. 1)

Plasma volume (VP) and plasma flow (QP) could be expressed in terms of blood volume (VB)
and blood flow (QB).
VP = (1-Hct)×VB
QP = (1-Hct)×QB

(Eq. 2)
(Eq. 3)

A Hct value of 0.45 was used for mice (average value obtained from Charles River Laboratories,
St. Constance, QC).
Equations in the Appendix were used for model fitting. The initial 1,25(OH)2D3 baseline
concentration (CT,baseline) in tissue was estimated from KT and CP,baseline for both models (Eq. A4,
Appendix). Since a rich data set existed, tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations were used for fitting,
not only for the full PBPK-PD models, but also for the mPBPK-PD models. For data fitting of
both models, a naïve-pooled data analysis approach was used, in which all data were modeled
simultaneously in ADAPT5 using the maximum likelihood estimator. The variance model was
defined as:

VAR i =(σ1 +σ 2 Y(θ,t i )) 2

(Eq. 4)

with σ1 and σ 2 as the variance model parameters, and Y(θ,t i ) as the ith predicted value from the
pharmacokinetic model. Different variance parameters were used for 1,25(OH)2D3
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concentrations in plasma/tissues and the mRNA expression of VDR genes (Cyp27b1 and
Cyp24a1). The final model was selected based on goodness-of-fit criteria, which included model
convergence, parameter precision, and visual inspection of predicted versus observed values and
residual plots. The F-test was used to compare goodness of fit of the nested TM and SFM models
(Boxenbaum et al., 1974).
The mPBPK-PD model. For fitting of the mPBPK-PD model, Cyp27b1FC,K was omitted in the
kidney compartment due to the low synthesis rate of the enzyme (see Eqs. A6 to A16,
Appendix). The fold change of mRNA expression of Cyp24a1 or Cyp24a1FC,T was expressed as
a linear function of CT/CT,baseline (see Eq. A7, Appendix).
The full PBPK-PD model. For full PBPK-PD model fitting, the indirect response models with
Emax (or Imax) and EC50 (or IC50) values were used for description of induction of Cyp24a1 and
inhibition of Cyp27b1, respectively (see Eqs. A18 and A19, Appendix). These constants were
estimated by regression of the FC of the enzymes against the relevant tissue 1,25(OH)2D3
concentration (Fig. 3).
The Cyp24a1FC,T in tissue was expressed as:

Cyp24a1FC,T = (1+

E max CTγ1
γ1
EC50
+ CTγ1

(Eq. 5)

)

with Emax as the maximum stimulatory effect, EC50 as the tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration
producing 50% of Emax, and γ1 as the Hill coefficient of Cyp24a1 in tissue (Mager 2003; Quach
et al., 2015).
The Cyp27b1FC,K in the kidney was expressed as:

Cyp27b1FC =(1-

Imax CKγ2
γ2
IC50
+CKγ2

(Eq. 6)

)
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with Imax as the maximum inhibitory effect, IC50 as the renal 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration
producing 50% of Imax, and γ2 as the Hill coefficient of Cyp27b1 in kidney (Mager 2003; Quach
et al., 2015). Regression of data from each dose and for the entire data set was performed
according to Eqs. 5 and 6. Since there were no trends among these estimates, final estimates
were obtained from the fit to all data. Values of Emax and Imax were assigned based on our final
estimates, whereas the EC50 and IC50 estimates were used as initial estimates, and final values
were obtained from model fitting.
Simulations
Simulations were performed to examine whether the mPBPK-PD and full PBPK-PD models,
with TM- or SFM-nested as the intestine compartment, were able to predict the rebound
phenomenon from previous repeated and single IP administration (120 pmol) (Chow et al., 2013)
as well as assayed data for repeated IV administration with different (2, 60, and 120 pmol)
1,25(OH)2D3 doses (Quach et al., 2015). Final parameter estimates and assigned constants were
used for simulations. The prediction errors (PE), defined as PEi = Cpred,i – Cobs,i (Sheiner and
Beal, 1981; Wu, 1995), were calculated to compare the precision of mPBPK-PD and full PBPKPD model when predicting single IP and repeated IV data. The median prediction error (MPE)
and median absolute prediction error (MAPE) were used to estimate accuracy and precision,
respectively:

MPE=Median {(Cpred,i -Cobs,i )0-8 days }

(Eq. 7)

where MPE is the median value of the prediction error from time 0 to 8 days.

{

MAPE=Median Cpred,i -Cobs,i

0-8 days

}

(Eq. 8)
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where MAPE is the median value of the absolute prediction error, Cpred,i -Cobs,i , from time 0 to 8
days. The Wilcoxon matched pair test was used to compare MPE and MAPE between different
models for the same set of data (Wu, 1995).
Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)
To evaluate the relative expressions of Cyp24a1 in tissue, total RNA, obtained from kidney,
ileum, liver, and brain samples from control mice, was extracted using the TRIzol extraction
method (Sigma-Aldrich, Mississauga, ON) according to manufacturer’s protocol with
modifications (Chow et al., 2011). cDNA (total of 1.5 µg) was synthesized from RNA using the
high capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit (Applied Biosystems® by Life Technologies,
Burlington, ON), followed by qPCR using the SYBR Green detection system. mRNA data were
normalized to cyclophilin for calculation of the relative change in gene expression in terms of FC
(Chow et al., 2011).

Results
Estimation of Imax, IC50, Emax, and EC50
Plots of FCs of Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA expression levels in kidney, liver, ileum, and
brain vs. tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration are shown in Fig. 3. The Imax (and IC50) and Emax
(and EC50) values were obtained after regression of Cyp27b1FC,K and Cyp24a1FC,T expression
against the corresponding tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations with Eqs. 5 and 6. Parameters for
inhibition of Cyp27b1 and induction of Cyp24a1 mRNA expression for each dose and for the
combined doses are summarized in Table 2. Similar values of EC50 and Emax for the induction
and IC50 and Imax for the inhibition were obtained among the first, second, third, and fourth
doses. Finally, the EC50 and IC50 values for the composite fit (combined doses) were used as
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initial estimates in model fitting, and the Emax and Imax values were assigned. The Emax values
estimated here are about 61 to 70% of those estimated by Quach et al. (2015). The estimated Imax
was slightly lower than that by Quach et al. (2015), but the IC50 estimate was similar. Overall,
there was good correspondence between the fits to both data sets. Fitted values for EC50 were
much lower than those obtained by Quach and coworkers (Quach et al., 2015), who used plasma
instead of tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations for fitting. Parameters estimated from fitting with
tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations are more appropriate.
Fitting to minimal and full PBPK-PD models
The observed and model-fitted concentration-time profiles using the minimal and full PBPK-PD
models with nested TM and SFM are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. All of the models
characterized the naïve-pooled 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations and Cyp24a1FC,T mRNA expression
for the multiple IP doses well. These models predicted similar trends for the plasma and tissue
1,25(OH)2D3 profiles and showed that the peak concentration (Cmax) was reached within 30 min
after dosing, and adequately described that the concentration dipped below the baseline around
24 h post-dose. Furthermore, both mPBPK-PD and full PBPK-PD models were able to describe
the induction pattern of Cyp24a1. The final parameters were estimated with good precision (low
% coefficient of variation, or CV%) and are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. Both models
estimated a similar, quick absorption phase, with k ± values of around 1.2-1.6 h-1, and a slow
luminal degradation (kdeg) phase. Values estimated for the net synthesis rate, Rsyn, for
1,25(OH)2D3 were 21-51 fmol·h-1, and were in agreement with those (50 and 81.6 fmol·h-1)
previously observed by Hsu et al. (1987) and Quach et al. (2015).
Other fitted parameters that relate to 1,25(OH)2D3 metabolism and enzyme turnover (e.g.,
fTCLint,met,T, kin and kout for Cyp27b1 and Cyp24a1) were, however, different between the
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minimal and full PBPK-PD models. Upon checking the relative mRNA expressions of Cyp24a1
among these tissues, a rank order may be established: kidney > intestine > liver > brain, varying
from 1.85 for kidney to 1.0 for brain (Fig. 6). The rank order was similar to the pattern for fitted
fTCLint,met,T values for Cyp24a1-mediated metabolism (kidney>ileum>liver>>brain) for the full
PBPK(SFM)-PD. The rank order for other models, however, did not follow the same trend.
Relative protein levels, though assayed, were not comparable among tissues since the housekeeping gene also differed (data not shown). Therefore, these values were not used for
comparison. Kperi values varied between 0.1 to 0.3 and were in line with tissue to plasma
partition coefficients of 1,25(OH)2D3 in other tissues (Table 1). It was noted, however, that there
were differences in the model-specific scaling factors or coefficients: for SMT (0.8 to 1.4) that
scales the PD equations for the mPBPK-PD model; for HT (0.05-1.9) that scales the power of FC
of Cyp24a1; and for the Hill coefficients g1 and g2 (0.6 to 3) that relate the FC in the Hill
equation. Other fitted parameters, such as fTCLint,met,T for metabolism and kin,enzyme,T (or
kout,enzyme,T) for enzyme turnover rates, varied between models, probably due to differences in the
way of defining the scaling factor and FC of enzyme.
Comparison of TM and SFM. Pictorially, both the TM- and SFM-nested in the mPBPK-PD
and full PBPK-PD models were able to predict the data equally well (Figs. 4 and 5). However,
the F critical values distinguished the subtle improvement afforded by the models. The results
showed that the fit with the SFM was superior compared to the TM in both the minimal and full
PBPK-PD models. The fitted value of fQ was ~11% for the SFM and the presence of segregated
flow in the intestine significantly improved the goodness-of-fit (Table 3). The fitted fQ value of
about 11% is consistent with published values of morphine, digoxin, and benzoic acid (Pang and
Chow, 2012), and deviates from the value of 1 projected by the TM. Predictions from the full
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PBPK(SFM)-PD model, especially for lower plasma and tissue concentrations, better matched
the observed 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration-time profiles compared to those from the full
PBPK(TM)-PD model (Fig. 5). Values from the F-test attests that the full PBPK(SFM)-PD is
the better model (Table 3).
Validation of the models. To validate the robustness of the models, simulations were performed
for the repetitive IP dosing of 120 pmol and escalating IV doses (2, 60, and 120 pmol) (Chow et
al., 2013; Quach et al., 2015). Simulations described well the plasma and tissue concentrations
rising then falling below baseline after 24-48 h and gradually returning back to basal level
following repetitive (Figs. 7 and 8) or single (Figs. 9 and 10) IP administration (120 pmol). Both
PBPK-PD models also predicted the Cyp24a1FC,T and Cyp27b1FC,K mRNA levels in tissue
returning to basal level (=1), suggesting that the up- and down-regulation of VDR target genes
disappeared within 10 to 14 days after discontinuation of treatment (Figs. 7-10).
The robustness of the model for prediction of escalating IV doses (2, 60, and 120 pmol every
other day for 6 days; Figs. 11 and 12) was also examined. All models were able to predict the
pharmacokinetics of 1,25(OH)2D3 following repeated IV administration, although data for the
low doses were not as well predicted by the mPBPK-PD models. After comparison of prediction
errors (P < .05, Table 4), the full PBPK-PD model was found to be more consistent with data and
more robust than the mPBPK-PD model, as defined by the MPE and MAPE values in Table 4.
Moreover, both observed and predicted Cmaxs in ileum following IV administration were
unexpectedly lower than the Cmaxs after IP administration (Fig. 12 vs. Fig. 5) despite the
bioavailability of 0.84±0.16 [from (AUCIP/DoseIP)/(AUCIV/DoseIV) for all 4 models], suggesting
a lesser distribution of 1,25(OH)2D3 into the enterocyte after IV dosing, a flow pattern lending
support to the SFM model. The full PBPK(SFM)-PD model was better for describing the route-
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dependent kinetics of 1,25(OH)2D3 for IP dosing than other types of PBPK-PD models as it
captured the lower Cmax in ileum following IV administration (Fig. 11 vs. Fig. 12).

Discussion
Vitamin D synthesis and disposition is a complex multi-stage process occurring in different
tissues and is tightly regulated. Hence, we revisited the rich IP and IV data of 1,25(OH)2D3 in
mice to gain a more physiologically-relevant perspective. The modeling design was based on
measurements of 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations and regulatory enzymes that are under feedback
control by 1,25(OH)2D3 bound VDR over a sufficiently long duration following multiple IP and
IV doses (Chow et al., 2013; Quach et al., 2015). Moreover, a dense sampling frequency had
been adopted previously in order to provide rich temporal profiles that best capture the
disposition of 1,25(OH)2D3 in plasma and tissues. In addition, the dynamics of critical enzymes
involved in the metabolism of 1,25(OH)2D3 were measured in parallel.
Quach and coworkers employed compartmental PK-PD modeling for IV 1,25(OH)2D3
data obtained from escalating doses to relate 1,25(OH)2D3 kinetics and the feedback inhibition of
Cyp27b1 and induction of Cyp24a1 (Quach et al., 2015). Finer mechanistic details can be
obtained by applying PBPK models that are parameterized based on physiological system
components, functions, and tissue compartments that are connected by plasma or blood flow
rates. The mPBPK approach is proven to be superior over compartmental models and provides a
greater mechanistic insight and more interpretable and physiologically meaningful PK
parameters, especially when only plasma or blood data are available (Cao and Jusko, 2012). It
adopts Fick’s law of perfusion by incorporating fractional distribution (fd) to account for
organ/tissue ‘lumping’ and variability in cardiac output (QCO), and has been successfully applied
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to describe the kinetics of small molecules as well as disposition pathways and sites of
elimination of monoclonal antibodies (Cao et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014), although additional
parameters including vascular reflection coefficients may be needed. The dimensionality and
complexity of these types of developed PBPK models are conveniently reduced using ‘lumping’
approaches, in which tissues with similar kinetics are grouped together to provide a simpler
approach with fewer compartments than a whole-body PBPK model incorporating all tissues and
organs (Nestorov et al., 1998; Pilari and Huisinga, 2010).
We first adopted a minimal PBPK-PD model to describe the pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics. The mPBPK-PD models provide a more simplistic framework and relate
Cyp24a1 relative expression with tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations (Eq. A7, Appendix). The
FC of enzymes are related to CT/CT,baseline linearly without any knowledge of Emax/EC50 and
Imax/IC50 values. The model was further simplified by assuming the Cyp27b1 effects on Rsyn as
minimal or negligible. The mPBPK-PD model adequately described the 1,25(OH)2D3 and
Cyp24a1FC,T (Figs. 4, 7 and 9). The final PK/PD parameters were estimated with good precision
(low CV%) (Table 3). This simplified approach is particularly useful when pharmacodynamic
data are scarce and Emax/Imax or EC50/IC50 values are unavailable. However, the mPBPK-PD
model that correlated enzyme expressions with baseline 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations via
simplified, linear relationships is less able to adequately describe the concentration-dependent
pharmacodynamic behavior of 1,25(OH)2D3 (Figs. 11 and 12, Table 4).
We also employed the full PBPK-PD models that utilize indirect response equations
(Eqs. A18-19, Appendix) for describing the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of
1,25(OH)2D3. The full PBPK-PD model, requires dense sampling in multiple tissues and a
diverse array of assigned parameters, including Cyp27b1 for the synthesis of 1,25(OH)2D3 and
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Cyp24a1 for catabolism, thereby providing a more complete description of the complex kinetics
of 1,25(OH)2D3. Expectedly, inclusion of the inhibitory effect of 1,25(OH)2D3 on Cyp27b1mediated endogenous synthesis (Rsyn) of 1,25(OH)2D3 in kidney, which normally accounts for
the bulk of circulating 1,25(OH)2D3 (Bell, 1998), aptly described the 1,25(OH)2D3 profiles, the
Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 expression, as well as the rebound phenomenon well (Figs. 5, 8, and 10).
The full PBPK-PD model was found to be superior compared to the mPBPK-PD model in terms
of precision according to prediction errors and prediction accuracy (Table 4), especially when
characterizing repeated IV dose data ranging from lower to higher doses (2 vs. 60 and 120 pmol).
This is expected since Cyp24a1FC,T and Cyp27b1FC,K are related nonlinearly by saturable
sigmoidal Emax/Imax equations, providing a more accurate account of concentration-dependent
pharmacodynamics (shown in Eqs. A18 and A19 in the Appendix).
The SFM (vs. the TM) of the intestinal compartment defines the nonvascular (oral or IP)
route of administration in more physiologically meaningful terms and distinguishes the
differences in plasma/blood flow, transporter, channel, and metabolic enzyme density in the
enterocyte and serosal regions of the intestine (Cong et al., 2000). With the peritoneal cavity
serving as a reservoir for IP dosing, passive, nonsaturable, and continuous absorption of
1,25(OH)2D3 into the enterocyte compartment ensues (Hollander et al., 1978). The SFM was
shown to be superior over the TM when these intestinal models are nested in the mPBPK-PD and
full PBPK-PD models. With 1,25(OH)2D3 given IP, part of the dose must traverse the enterocyte
layer before reaching systemic circulation, whereas with IV administration, the entire dose
directly enters the circulation. Consequently, more 1,25(OH)2D3 is available for intestinal
metabolism following IP or PO than IV administration (Cong et al., 2000), allowing a greater
extent of intestinal metabolism (see Figs. 1 and 2). For 1,25(OH)2D3, however, the extent of first-
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pass intestinal removal is small since the total clearance is low (Quach et al., 2015). The distinct
presence of a serosal storage compartment better defines the distribution space in the intestine
(Cong et al., 2000). The data support the SFM as the preferred model over the TM, inferring that
there is intestinal route-dependent metabolism, namely, a drug given systemically will be less
extracted by the intestine due to the low blood flow rate perfusing the enterocyte region (Cong et
al., 2000; Pang, 2003; Pang and Chow, 2012).
In conclusion, a biologically plausible model has been developed for the quantitative
characterization of the roles of Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 in regulating the complex
pharmacokinetics of 1,25(OH)2D3 in mice. Based on the study design of the present study,
PBPK-PD modeling provides a mechanism-based framework for discerning the tissue-specific
disposition characteristics of 1,25(OH)2D3. The pharmacodynamic effects of 1,25(OH)2D3 are
tightly regulated by the endogenous tissue concentrations, and the current models provide
various platforms to integrate the absorption, distribution, and metabolism/excretion of
1,25(OH)2D3 to biological effects observed in preclinical studies. We demonstrated good utility
of the mPBPK-PD as a rational and simplistic approach for describing PK/PD interplay when
limited pharmacodynamics data is available. The full PBPK-PD model, however, is superior to
mPBPK-PD for describing dose-dependent kinetics and utilizes dynamic constants such as Emax,
EC50, Imax and IC50, and lastly, the nested SFM better characterizes the route-dependent intestinal
removal/distribution as compared to the TM. The pharmacokinetic models developed here could
be extended to understand the pharmacodynamic regulation of 1,25(OH)2D3 as well as other
endogenous compounds in a quantitative manner. The models may also find utility in predicting
1,25(OH)2D3 disposition for inter-species scaling and for exploration of alternative dosing
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schemes and routes of administration to describe the dynamics of 1,25(OH)2D3 in its new
therapeutic roles.
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Appendix
Definition of Q, V, KT, and CT,baseline
For a non-eliminating tissue, the rate of change in the tissue under basal conditions is given by:

VT

dCT,baseline
C
= QT (CP,baseline - T,baseline )
dt
KT

(A1)

where CP,basline, CT,baseline, VT, and QT are the baseline plasma and tissue concentrations, tissue
volume, and plasma flow rate through the tissue compartment, respectively. At steady-state, KT,
the tissue to plasma partition coefficient, is given by the ratio of the tissue to plasma
concentration:

CT,baseline
= KT
CP,baseline

(A2)

For an eliminating tissue, the rate of change in the tissue at the basal level, in absence of
induction of the degrading enzyme, Cyp24a1, is given by:

VT

dCT,baseline
dt

= QT (CP,baseline -

CT,baseline
KT

) - fT CT,baselineCLint,met,T

(A3)

where fT is the unbound fraction and CLint,met,T is the intrinsic metabolic clearance in the tissue
compartment. At steady state,

CT,baseline =

QT C P,baseline

(A4)

QT
+ f T CLint,met,T
KT

and
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K T,app =

CT,baseline
CP,baseline

=

QT
QT
+f T CLint,met,T
KT

As shown in Eq. A5,

=

KT
1
=
1 f T CLint,met,T 1+ K T f T CLint,met,T
+
QT
KT
QT

(A5)

CT,baseline
for eliminating organs yields only the apparent KT (KT,app) and
CP,baseline

underestimates the true KT (Chen and Gross, 1979), in view of the fact that there is elimination
within tissues with Cyp24a1. These KT values, however, will not deviate much from the true
values since the clearance of 1,25(OH)2D3 is low (Quach et al., 2015), and the error in
underestimation of KT, based on CT,baseline/CP,baseline, will be small. We further assumed that the
KT would stay constant under conditions when Cyp27b1 and Cyp24a1 are altered, and equal KT
under basal conditions.
In the equations to follow, Qperi, QBr, QK, QI, and QL are the plasma flow rates to the
peripheral, brain, kidney, intestine, and liver compartments, respectively; Vperi, VBr, VK, VI, and
VL are the corresponding tissue volumes, respectively. QHA and VP are the plasma arterial flow
rate and plasma volume respectively.
The mPBPK(TM)-PD model (Figure 1)
For the rate of change of 1,25(OH)2D3 in plasma

VP

C
dCP
C
C
C
= - (Q L +Q K +Q Br +Q peri )C P +Q L L +Q K K +Q Br Br +Q peri peri ; C P (0) = C P,baseline = 217 pM
dt
KL
KK
K Br
K peri

(A6)
Qperi is the plasma flow rate for the peripheral compartment (where Qperi = fd QCO) and is
expressed as a fraction (fd) the of plasma cardiac output (QCO), and QL = (QI+QHA) is the total
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hepatic plasma flow rate, where QHA and QI are the plasma flow of the hepatic artery and portal
vein, respectively.
Changes in 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations in tissues must first consider the rate of change
of the degradation enzyme, Cyp24a1. In absence of enzyme induction,

dCyp24a1T,baseline
dt

=k in,Cyp24a1,T -k out,Cyp24a1,T Cyp24a1T,baseline , where (kin,Cyp24a1,T) is the zero-order

production rate constant and (kout,Cyp24a1,T) is the first-order degradation rate constant of the
enzyme. Values of kin,Cyp24a1,T and kout,Cyp24a1,T are identical when Cyp24a1T,baseline =1 .
For mPBPK-PD model, Cyp24a1FC,T was assumed to change directly with the relevant tissue
1,25(OH)2D3 concentration (CT), which in turn is expressed relative to the corresponding
baseline concentrations (

factor, (

CT
CT,baseline

CT
CT,baseline

). With induction of Cyp24a1, kin,Cyp24a1,T is increased by the

)SMT where SMT is the tissue-specific power coefficient.

dCyp24a1T
CT
=k in,Cyp24a1,T (
)SMT -k out,Cyp24a1,T Cyp24a1T . Upon normalization to Cyp24a1T,baseline, we
dt
CT,baseline

obtain fold-changes (FC) of mRNA expression of Cyp24a1.
æ Cyp24a1T
d çç
è Cyp24a1T,baseline
dt

ö
÷÷
ø =k

(
in,Cyp24a1,T

CT
)SMT
CT,baselin e

Cyp24a1T,baseline

-k out,Cyp24a1,T

Cyp24a1T
Cyp24a1T,baseline

or

dCyp24a1FC,T
CT
=k in,Cyp24a1,T (
)SMT -k out,Cyp24a1,T Cyp24a1FC,T , since Cyp24a1T,baseline = 1 (A7)
dt
CT,baseline
For the mPBPK-PD model, the FC of Cyp24a1 (Cyp24a1FC,T) was described with the use of
(kin,Cyp24a1,T) and (kout,Cyp24a1,T).
For the rate of change in brain
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VBr

dCBr
C
= QBr (CP - Br ) - f Br CBr CLint,met,Br (Cyp24a1FC,Br ) HBr ; where HBr is the power coefficient
dt
K Br

for the brain.
After the discontinuation of 1,25(OH)2D3, levels of 1,25(OH)2D3 will rebound to basal
conditions. After return to steady-state, VBr

C Br (0) = C Br,baseline =

Q Br C P,baseline
Q Br
+f Br CLint,met,Br
K Br

dCBr
= 0 and CP (0) = CP,baseline ;
dt

since Cyp24a1FC,Br = 1

(A8)

For the rate of change in kidney

VK

dCK
C
= R syn + QK (CP - K ) - f K CK CLint,met,K (Cyp24a1FC,K ) HK ; where HK is the power
dt
KK

coefficient for the kidney and Rsyn is the zero-order, net synthesis rate of endogenous
1,25(OH)2D3 in the kidney.

CK (0) = CK,baseline =

Q K CP,baseline +R syn
QK
KK

+f K CLint,met,K

since Cyp24a1FC,K = 1

(A9)

For the rate of change in intestine

VI

dCI
C
= k a A lumen + Q I (C I - I ) - f IC ICLint,met,I (Cyp24a1FC,I ) HI ; where HI is the power coefficient
dt
KI

for the intestine.

CI (0) = CI,baseline =

Q I C P,baseline
QI
+f I CLint,met,I
KI

since Cyp24a1FC,I = 1

For the rate of change in gut lumen
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(A10)

dAlumen
= - (k a +k deg )Alumen ; Alumen (0)=DoseIP
dt
(A11)
Here, absorption of the IP dose is assumed to occur solely from the gut lumen, and is
parameterized by the first-order absorption (ka) and degradation (kdeg) rate constants in the gut
lumen; Alumen is the amount of 1,25(OH)2D3 in the gut lumen.
For the rate of change in liver

VL

dCL
C
C
= QHA CP + Q I I - Q L L - f L CL CLint,met,L (Cyp24a1FC,L ) HL ; where HL is the power
dt
KI
KL

coefficient for the liver.
ì
ü
ï
ï
QI
ï
ï
+ QHA ý CP,baseline
í f CL
ï1+ I int,met,I
ï
Q I CP,baseline
ïî
ïþ
QI
since Cyp24a1FC,L = 1 and CI (0) = CI,baseline = Q
;
CL (0) = CL,baseline =
QL
I
+f I CLint,met,I
+f L CLint,met,L
KI
KL

When fICLint,sec,I ≤ QI (assumption is justified since the clearance of 1,25(OH)2D3 is low),

C L,baseline simplifies to CL (0) = C L,baseline =

Q L CP,baseline
QL
+f L CLint,met,L
KL

(A12)

For the rate of change in the peripheral tissues

dA peri
dt

= Q peri (CP -

Cperi
K peri

); C peri (0) = C peri,baseline = K peri C P

where Aperi is the amount of 1,25(OH)2D3 in the peripheral compartment.
The mPBPK(SFM) model
Additional equations are defined for the enterocyte and serosa regions for the SFM:
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(A13)

dCen
C
=k a A lumen + Qen (CP - en ) - f I Cen CLint,met,I (Cyp24a1FC,I ) HI ;
dt
KI

Ven

Cen (0) = Cen,baseline =

Vser

Qen CP,baseline
Qen
+f I CLint,met,I
KI

; when Cyp24a1FC,I = 1 and Qen = f Q Q I ; Ven = f Q VI

dCser
C
= Qser (C P - ser ) ; Cser (0) = Cser,baseline = K I CP and Qser = (1-f Q )Q I ; Vser = (1-f Q )VI
dt
KI

(A14)

(A15)

Here, fQ denotes the fraction of intestinal plasma flow perfusing the enterocyte compartment, and
is identical to the fraction of intestinal blood flow perfusing the enterocyte region.
The liver compartment receives plasma returns from the enterocyte and serosa regions. Eq. A12
(liver compartment) is modified:

VL

C
C
dCL
C
=QHA CP +Qen en +Qser ser -QL L -f L CL CLint,met,L (Cyp24a1FC,L ) HL ;
dt
KI
KI
KL

C L (0)=CL,baseline =

Q L C P,baseline

(A16)

QL
+f L CLint,met,L
KL

The initial condition or the baseline plasma concentration of 1,25(OH)2D3 [CP(0) or CP,baseline]
was assigned the measured value (217 pM). The baseline concentration of 1,25(OH)2D3 in
tissues was defined with respect to CP,baseline, as described in Eqs. (A8-A16).
The initial condition for the amount of 1,25(OH)2D3 in gut lumen was the IP dose
administered (Eq. A11). On the other hand, the IV dose was administered to plasma
compartment directly (Eq. A6).
The full PBPK-PD model (Figure 2)
The mass balance equations of the full PBPK-PD model for describing plasma and tissue
1,25(OH)2D3 disposition are similar to those for the mPBPK-PD model. However, inhibition of
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Cyp27b1FC,K was fully accounted for in the full PBPK-PD model for inhibition of the
endogenous synthesis rate (Rsyn) in kidney. The mass balance equation for kidney compartment
(Eq. A9) was modified as:
For the rate of change in kidney

VK

dCK
C
= R syn Cyp27b1FC,K + QK (CP - K ) - f K CK CLint,met,K Cyp24a1FC,K ;
dt
KK

CK (0) = CK,baseline =

QK CP,baseline +R syn
since Cyp27b1FC,K and Cyp24a1FC,K =1
QK
+f K CLint,met,K
KK

(A17)

where Rsyn is the zero-order, net synthesis rate of endogenous 1,25(OH)2D3 mediated by
Cyp27b1.
Instead of correlating Cyp27b1FC,K and Cyp24a1FC,T to the corresponding tissue concentration of
1,25(OH)2D3, the relative expressions of Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 were expressed using indirect
equations with sigmoidal Emax/Imax curve models as shown below:

dCyp24a1FC,T
E max CTγ1
=k in,Cyp24a1,T (1+
) - k out,Cyp24a1,TCyp24a1FC,T ;Cyp24a1FC,T,baseline = 1 (A18)
dt
EC50 γ1 + CTγ1
dCyp27b1FC,K
I C γ2
=k in,Cyp27b1,K (1- maxγ2 K γ2 )-k out,Cyp27b1,K Cyp27b1FC,K ;Cyp27b1FC,K,baseline =1
dt
IC50 +CK

(A19)

where CT is the 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration in tissue (kidney, liver, ileum, or brain), and g1 and g2
are the corresponding Hill coefficient for Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1, respectively. Emax and Imax are
the maximum inductive and inhibitory fold-change, respectively. EC50 and IC50, the tissue
concentration that results in 50% of Emax and Imax, respectively, were fitted with the initial
estimates obtained from plotting FC against tissue concentrations (Table 2).
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Additional equations for full PBPK(SFM) model are shown previously (see equations A14-A16).
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Tables
Table 1 Assigned physiological parameters values for PBPK-PD models. Volume (V) and
plasma flow (Q) were obtained from Davies and Morris, 1993, and Brown et al., 1997; KT and
plasma baseline concentrations, CP,baseline, were obtained experimentally (Chow et al., 2013)

Parameter (Unit)

Definition

Value

V≥ (mL)

Plasma volume

0.962

V¥ (mL)

Kidney volume

0.417

Liver volume

1.37

Intestine volume

0.632

Vµ (mL)
V∂ (mL)

a

V∑∏ = fQVI (mL)

Enterocyte volume

---

Vπ∑∫ = (1-fQ )VI (mL)

Serosal volume

---

Vª∫ (mL)

Brain volume

0.412

Vº∑∫Ω or Vothers (mL)

Peripheral compartment volume

18.5

-1 b

Plasma flow to kidney

0.733

-1 b

Plasma flow to liver

1.3

QHA (mL·min )

hepatic arterial plasma flow rate

0.26

Q ∂ (mL·min-1) a,b

Plasma flow to intestine

1.04

Q ¥ (mL·min )
Q µ (mL·min )

-1 b

-1

Plasma flow to enterocyte

---

Qser=(1-fQ )QI (mL·min )

Plasma flow to serosa

---

Q ª∫ (mL·min-1) b

Plasma flow to brain

0.266

Q ø¿ (mL·min )

Cardiac output

8.04

Kµ

Partition coefficient of liver (liver to plasma concentration ratio)

0.15

K¥

Partition coefficient of kidney (kidney to plasma concentration ratio)

0.34

K ª∫

Partition coefficient of brain (brain to plasma concentration ratio)

0.05

K ∂ = K π∑∫ = K ∑∏

Partition coefficient of intestine, serosa, or enterocyte (intestine to plasma

0.4

Qen = fQQI (mL·min )
-1

-1 c

concentration ratio)
Baseline plasma 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration

217

-1

C¥,¡±π∑¬Ω∏∑ (pmol·kg )

Baseline renal tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration

73.5

Cµ,¡±π∑¬Ω∏∑ d (pmol·kg-1)

Baseline liver tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration

30.3

d

Cª∫,¡±π∑¬Ω∏∑ (pmol·kg )

Baseline brain tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration

10.8

C∂,¡±π∑¬Ω∏∑ d (pmol·kg-1)

Baseline intestinal tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentration

86.6

C≥,¡±π∑¬Ω∏∑ (pM)
d

-1
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a

For TM, fQ = 1; for SFM, fQ was estimated from fitting; fQ VI = Ven and (1-fQ) VI = Vser ; fQQI =
Qen and (1-fQ) QI = Qser

b

Values of tissue plasma flow were calculated as % cardiac output (QCO) (Brown et al., 1997)

c

Plasma cardiac output (QCO) for mice was calculated using an allometric relationship: QCO,mice

(mL·min-1) = 275*(Body Weight of mice in kg)0.75 (Brown et al., 1997)
d

CT,baseline was calculated according to CP,baseline and the apparent KT value (CT,baseline/CP,baseline) for

kidney, liver, brain and intestine 0.34, 0.14, 0.05 and 0.4 (Chow et al., 2013); see Appendix
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Table 2 Emax /Imax and EC50 /IC50 for concentrations vs. response (FC) curves following repeated IP administration

1st dose a
Cyp27b1FC,K
Cyp24a1FC,K
Cyp24a1FC,I
Cyp24a1FC,L
Cyp24a1FC,Br

2nd dose a

Imax IC50 Imax
1
184
0.8
Emax EC50 Emax
72
170
72
500 727 650
34 2250 47.7
49
250
49

IC50
230
EC50
200
1700
3040
235

3rd dose a
Imax
0.16
Emax
68
680
--36

IC50
350
EC50
250
2600
--119

4th dose a
Imax
0.75
Emax
66
630
450
43

IC50
260
EC50
130
2850
2530
74

Combined
doses a
Imax
IC50
1
160
Emax
EC50
65
260
675
2300
170
2270
49
106

Fitted values b

Fitted values b

PBPK(TM)-PD

PBPK(SFM)-PD

IC50
77.3 (7.03)
EC50
113 (1.75)
2640 (0.703)
2600 (0.319)
235 (1.15)

IC50
66.8 (10.5)
EC50
248 (1.87)
2270 (2.89)
2900 (0.146)
125 (8.35)

a

The optimized parameters used to simulate correlation between tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 and FC of Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1

b

Fitted values [parameter estimate (CV%)] were obtained after fitting the data with the full PBPK-PD models (see other fitted parameters

in Table 3)
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Table 3 Fitted parameters [estimate and (CV%)] obtained from mPBPK-PD and full PBPK-PD models with TM and SFM nested
within the models
Fitted Parameters

Definition

mPBPK(TM)-PD

mPBPK(SFM)-PD

0.114 (2.26)
0.0032 (0.025)

Full
PBPK(TM)-PD
1
0.0035 (0.002)

Full
PBPK(SFM)-PD
0.105 (0.533)
0.0048 (0.001)

fQ
fd

Fraction of intestinal flow to enterocyte region
Fraction of cardiac output to peripheral compartment

1
0.0021 (0.021)

ka (h-1)
kdeg (h-1)
Kperi or Kothers

Absorption rate constant of 1,25(OH)2D3
Degradation rate constant of 1,25(OH)2D3 in lumen
Partition coefficient of peripheral/other compartment

1.43 (0.011)
0.0042 (6.06)
0.117 (0.025)

1.26 (0.013)
0.0013 (11.6)
0.161 (0.032)

1.50 (0.004)
0.0017 (2.34)
0.272 (0.003)

1.61 (0.0021)
0.0012 (6.65)
0.335 (0.003)

Rsyn (fmol·h-1)

Endogenous synthesis rate of 1,25(OH)2D3

50.9 (0.26)

23.0 (0.238)

31.0 (0.247)

21.5 (0.116)

! "#,%&'()*+,, ./
! .01,%&'()*+,, (h-1)
2(

Turnover rate constants of renal Cyp27b1

---

---

0.220 (11.5)

0.245 (9.72)

---

---

3.57 (14.0)

2.71 (12.1)

34 %4"#1,561,4
(mL·h-1) a

Hill coefficient for indirect response of renal Cyp27b1
function
Hepatic metabolic intrinsic clearance of 1,25(OH)2D3
via hepatic Cyp24a1

0.031 (0.841)

0.0782(2.82)

0.0043 (1.78)

0.0010 (3.03)

37 %4"#1,561,7
(mL·h-1) a

Intestinal metabolic intrinsic clearance of 1,25(OH)2D3
via intestinal Cyp24a1

0.229 (0.348)

0.220 (0.196)

0.0011 (0.038)

0.0014 (0.412)

3, %4"#1,561,,
(mL·h-1) a

Renal metabolic intrinsic clearance of 1,25(OH)2D3 via
renal Cyp24a1

0.053 (0.435)

0.0641 (0.782)

0.0242 (0.008)

0.0280 (0.0066)

38/ %4"#1,561,8/
(mL·h-1) a
24+

Brain metabolic intrinsic clearance of 1,25(OH)2D3 via
brain Cyp24a1
Hill coefficient for indirect response function of
hepatic Cyp24a1
Hill coefficient for indirect response function of renal
Cyp24a1
Hill coefficient for indirect response function of
intestinal Cyp24a1
Hill coefficient for indirect response function of brain
Cyp24a1
Turnover rate constant of hepatic Cyp24a1

0.030 (15.0)

0.0345 (3.37)

0.0006 (8.30)

0.0003 (0.412)

---

---

1.24 (2.45)

1.75 (0.020)

---

---

2.64 (0.665)

3.59 (0.081)

---

---

0.985 (1.22)

2.09 (0.002)

---

---

0.878 (0.148)

0.576 (0.076)

0.0413 (0.052)

0.044 (0.708)

0.045(0.006)

0.047 (0.008)

2,+
277
28/
+
! "#,%&'(9:+,4 or
-1
! .01,%&'(9:+,4 (h )
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! "#,%&'(9:+,7 or
-1
! .01,%&'(9:+,7 (h )

Turnover rate constant of intestinal Cyp24a1

0.218 (0.278)

0.174 (0.485)

0.489 (0.005)

0.287 (0.067)

! "#,%&'(9:+,, or
-1
! .01,%&'(9:+,, (h )

Turnover rate constant of renal Cyp24a1

0.0256 (0.038)

0.0238 (0.026)

0.012 (0.065)

0.047 (0.008)

! "#,%&'(9:+,8/ or
-1
! .01,%&'(9:+,8/ (h )

Turnover rate constant of brain Cyp24a1

1.20 (2.73)

2.10 (4.52)

1.28 (0.051)

1.87 (5.10)

;<+

%&'(9:+,4

Power coefficient on renal Cyp24a1 enzyme turnover

0.931 (0.112)

0.766 (0.933)

---

---

%&'(9:+,,

Power coefficient on hepatic Cyp24a1 enzyme
turnover
Power coefficient on brain Cyp24a1 enzyme turnover

1.27 (0.120)

1.33 (0.056)

---

---

0.804 (0.389)

0.800 (0.498)

---

---

1.40 (0.116)

1.42 (0.160)

---

---

HK

Power coefficient on intestinal Cyp24a1 enzyme
turnover
Power coefficient on renal intrinsic clearance

0.828 (0.0622)

0.784 (0.0372)

---

---

HL

Power coefficient on hepatic intrinsic clearance

1.86 (0.0769)

0.470 (2.234)

---

---

HBr

Power coefficient on brain intrinsic clearance

0.142 (17.8)

0.374 (5.68)

---

---

HI

Power coefficient on intestinal intrinsic clearance

0.230 (0.246)

0.054 (7.82)

---

---

AIC

Akaike information criteria

9367

9270

10006

9993

WSSR
b
df
c
F value

Weighted sum of squared residuals
Degrees of freedom
(critical F = 3.84)

1684
989
Calculated F
score

1644
988
24.0d vs.

1664
986
5.93 d vs.

1478
985
55.3 d vs.

mPBPK(TM)-PD

mPBPK(TM)-PD

mPBPK(SFM)-PD
124 d vs.
PBPK(TM)-PD

;<(

%&'(9:+,8/

;<=

%&'(9:+,7

;<9

a

Fitted CLint,met,T values were adjusted by corresponding unbound fraction of 1,25(OH)2D3 in tissue (fT)

b

Degrees of freedom is the number of data points (n = 1010) used in the model minus the number of parameters being fitted
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c

d

F score was calculated using

>??@ A>??B
>??B

×

DEB
DE@ ADEB

, where dfj > dfi

F score suggest a significant improvement in goodness-of-fit (critical F = 3.84), (Boxenbaum et al., 1974); the rank order of

goodness-of-fit (from poorest to best for optimal fit): mPBPK(TM)-PD < mPBPK(SFM)-PD < full PBPK(TM)-PD < full
PBPK(SFM)-PD model
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Table 4. Median prediction error (MPE) and median absolute prediction error (MAPE) calculated using mPBPK-PD and full PBPKPD models with nested TM and SFM following repeated IV administration (q2d x3)

Model Types
TM
mPBPK(TM)-PD
Tissue
and IV
Doses

MPE

MAPE

SFM

Full PBPK(TM)-PD

MPE

MAPE

P values a

MPE

mPBPK(SFM)-PD

MAPE

P values a

Full PBPK(SFM)-PD

MPE

MAPE

MPE

MAPE

MPE

MAPE

.001 b

273

323

103

187

< .001 b

.007 b

.008 b

.008 b

(pmol)
Plasma

.
b

2

365

365

359

359

< .001

60

6314

6314

5659

5659

.062

.062

4512

4512

2946

2946

120

1398

3991

339

4712

.100

.808

589

5763

57

4233

.010 b

.040 b

20

113

17.5

17.5

.314

.028 b

-3.52

66.5

4.60

13

.753

.028 b

114

114

-43.4

43.4

.075

.046 b

66.4

66.4

2.70

48.1

.028 b

.028 b

667

667

365

365

.028 b

.028 b

374

374

7.70

132

.028 b

.046 b

Kidney
120
Liver
120
Ileum
120
a

The Wilcoxon matched pair test was performed to compare MPE and MAPE between mPBPK-PD and full PBPK-PD models

b

Differences between mPBPK-PD and full PBPK-PD model (P < .05)
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Figure Legends
Figure 1 Schematic presentation of the minimal physiologically-based pharmacokineticpharmacodynamic (mPBPK-PD) models for 1,25(OH)2D3 kinetics in mice. QT, and VT denote
the plasma flow rates, and tissue volume, respectively, representing the plasma and tissue [brain
(Br), kidney (K), liver (L), ileum (I), and peripheral (peri) or other tissue] compartments. fQ is the
fractional intestinal (blood or plasma) flow perfusing the enterocyte region. CLint,met,T is the
metabolic intrinsic clearance in tissue; ka and kdeg are the first-order absorption and degradation
rate constants in the intestinal lumen, respectively. kin,Cyp24a1,T and kout,Cyp24a1,T denote the turnover
rate constants for Cyp24a1 in subcompartments in various tissues. An assumption made was that
the IP dose was absorbed solely by the intestine. See Table 1 and 2 for detailed description of
assigned and fixed parameters used in the models. For the segregated intestinal model (SFM),
the intestine was viewed as two tissue subcompartments (serosa and enterocytes) perfused by the
serosal (70-95% total intestinal flow) and enterocyte (5-30% total intestinal flow) flow (right
panel). This intestinal unit may be substituted into the mPBPK(TM)-PD model to obtain the
mPBPK(SFM)-PD model.

Figure 2 Schematic presentation of the full physiologically-based pharmacokineticpharmacodynamic (full PBPK-PD) models for 1,25(OH)2D3 kinetics in mice. QT, and VT denote
the plasma flow rates, and tissue volume, respectively, representing the plasma and tissue [brain
(Br), kidney (K), liver (L), ileum (I), and peripheral (peri) or other tissue] compartments. fQ is the
fractional intestinal (blood or plasma) flow perfusing the enterocyte region. CLint,met,T is the
metabolic intrinsic clearance in tissue; ka and kdeg are the first-order absorption and degradation
rate constants in the intestinal lumen, respectively. kin,Cyp24a1,T, kout,Cyp24a1,T, kin,Cyp27a1,K and
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kout,Cyp27b1,K denote the turnover rate constants for Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1, respectively, in
subcompartments in various tissues and kidney. An assumption made was that the IP dose was
absorbed solely by the intestine. See Table 1 and 2 for detailed description of assigned and fixed
parameters used in the models. For the segregated intestinal model (SFM), the intestine was
viewed as two tissue subcompartments (serosa and enterocytes) perfused by the serosal (70-95%
total intestinal flow) and enterocyte (5-30% total intestinal flow) flow (right panel). This
intestinal unit may be substituted into the full PBPK(TM)-PD model to obtain the full
PBPK(SFM)-PD model.

Figure 3 FC in renal Cyp27b1 as well as renal, intestinal, hepatic, and brain Cyp24a1 mRNA
expression versus the corresponding tissue 1,25(OH)2D3 concentrations following the first,
second, third, fourth and all four doses of 120 pmol [data of (Chow et al., 2013)]. Eq. 5 for
induction Cyp24a1FC,T = (1+

E max CTγ1
γ1
EC50
+ CTγ1

) and Eq. 6 for inhibition Cyp27b1FC,K = (1-

Imax CKγ2
γ2
IC50
+CKγ2

)

were used here, where g1 and g2 denotes the Hill coefficient (g = 1) of Cyp27b1 and Cyp24a1,
respectively, and baseline values of Cyp24a1FC,T and Cyp27b1FC,K = 1.

Figure 4 Observed (closed circles) and fitted (spline lines) concentration-time profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 and time-course of FC of tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA after multiple IP
doses [data of (Chow et al., 2013)] using mPBPK-PD model with nested TM (dashed lines) and
SFM (solid lines).
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Figure 5 Observed (closed circles) and fitted (spline lines) concentration-time profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 and time-course of FC of tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA after multiple IP
doses [data of (Chow et al., 2013)] using full PBPK-PD model with nested TM (dashed lines)
and SFM (solid lines).

Figure 6 Baseline levels of relative mRNA expression for Cyp24a1 in kidney, ileum, liver and
brain in control mice.

Figure 7 Simulated (lines) concentration-time profiles of 1,25(OH)2D3 and time-course of FC of
tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA expression following repeated IP doses [data of (Chow et
al., 2013)] over 30 days to show the rebound phenomenon. Data was simulated using the
mPBPK-PD models with nested TM (dashed lines) and SFM (solid lines) described in the
appendix and parameters from Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 8 Simulated (lines) concentration-time profiles of 1,25(OH)2D3 and time-course of FC of
tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA expression following repeated IP doses [data of (Chow et
al., 2013)] over 30 days to show the rebound phenomenon. Data was simulated using the full
PBPK-PD models with nested TM (dashed lines) and SFM (solid lines) described in the
appendix and parameters from Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 9 Observed (closed circles) vs. simulated (lines) concentration-time profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 and the rebound to baseline levels after a single IP dose for the TM (dashed lines)
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and SFM (solid lines) nested within the mPBPK-PD models [data of (Chow et al., 2013)] to
show the rebound phenomenon.

Figure 10 Observed (closed circles) vs. simulated (lines) concentration-time profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 and the rebound to baseline levels after a single IP dose for the TM (dashed lines)
and SFM (solid lines) nested within the full PBPK-PD models [data of (Chow et al., 2013)] to
show the rebound phenomenon.

Figure 11 Observed (closed circles) vs. simulated (spline lines) concentration-time profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 and time-course of FC of tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA after multiple IV
doses (given every two day for 6 days) in plasma, kidney, liver, ileum, and brain using the
mPBPK-PD models with nested TM (dashed lines) and SFM (solid lines) for describing the
intestine compartment [data of (Quach et al., 2015)]. Data was simulated with PBPK-PD models
using inhibition and induction functions described in the Appendix, and parameters in Tables 2
and 3.

Figure 12 Observed (closed circles) vs. simulated (spline lines) concentration-time profiles of
1,25(OH)2D3 and time-course of FC of tissue Cyp24a1 and Cyp27b1 mRNA after multiple IV
doses (given every two day for 6 days) in plasma, kidney, liver, ileum, and brain using the full
PBPK-PD models with nested TM (dashed lines) and SFM (solid lines) for describing the
intestine compartment [data of (Quach et al., 2015)]. Data was simulated with PBPK-PD models
using inhibition and induction functions described in the Appendix, and parameters in Tables 2
and 3. In particular, Cmax 1,25(OH)2D3 values in ileum was much overestimated for the TM. The
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extents of overestimation were less for the full PBPK(SFM)-PD and mPBPK(SFM)-PD models
(Fig. 11), with the full PBPK(SFM)-PD model being the best.
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Table 1 Concentration-Effect Data of Bortezomib Treatment in Multiple Myeloma Cell Lines at
24 h, 48 h, and 72 h.

Time
(h)

24

48

Bortezomib
Concentration
(nM)

% Cell Viability
U266

RPMI8226

MM.1S

NCI-H929

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

0.01

97.1

4.57

113

17.2

92.0

3.13

105

6.82

0.1

106

10.5

106

22.5

90.0

5.71

104

6.18

1

96.2

6.54

102

18.0

87.8

4.74

102

4.45

2

97.0

11.7

–

–

67.9

3.72

101

5.99

3

–

–

98.7

16.5

–

–

–

–

4

–

–

73.6

14.7

2.91

1.51

46.6

3.52

5

51.3

6.83

–

–

–

–

–

–

6

–

–

28.2

7.86

0.00

0.00

–

–

7

–

–

–

–

–

–

5.72

0.68

8

17.8

3.26

–

–

–

–

–

–

10

15.0

6.93

7.49

6.05

0.00

0.00

3.04

0.58

100

12.0

7.97

0.50

4.57

0.00

0.00

1.19

0.79

0.01

108

13.4

100

7.21

94.0

5.88

98.9

5.11

0.1

115

10.0

107

7.31

98.6

5.83

101

7.78

1

107

18.5

97.1

6.23

90.8

8.64

102

8.86

2

108

8.52

–

–

36.0

4.43

95.5

8.65

3

–

–

60.0

6.11

–

–

–

–

4

–

–

11.5

6.06

0.00

0.00

20.8

2.66

5

21.9

8.00

–

–

–

–

–

–

6

–

–

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

–

–

7

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.34

0.68

8

0.00

0.00

–

–

–

–

–

–

10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.10

0.59

100

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.31

1.16

304

72

0.01

100

6.44

101

15.5

103

14.6

75.2

2.90

0.1

89.8

20.2

104

7.27

109

12.4

76.6

6.37

1

92.9

7.50

95.9

5.07

95.4

6.41

76.5

7.52

2

90.2

19.3

–

–

5.42

0.78

65.0

6.85

3

–

–

40.5

4.62

–

–

–

–

4

–

–

0.40

2.67

0.00

0.00

6.71

1.80

5

13.3

3.09

–

–

–

–

–

–

6

–

–

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

–

–

7

–

–

–

–

–

–

0.00

0.00

8

0.00

0.00

–

–

–

–

–

–

10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

100

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

SD: Standard Deviation (n = 6)
All data are normalized to untreated (control) cell viability.
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Table 2 Cell Proliferation Dynamics of Multiple Myeloma Cell Lines in Untreated (Control)
Cells and Treated with Bortezomib at 2 nM, 4 nM, 10 nM, and 20 nM Concentrations
Bortezomib
Time
Concentration
(h)
(nM)

0

2

4

% Cell Viability
U266
Mean

RPMI8226
SD

Mean

SD

MM.1S
Mean

SD

NCI-H929
Mean

SD

0

1.0000 0.0528 1.0000 0.1359 1.0000 0.0530 1.0000 0.0781

2

1.1486 0.0448 1.1086 0.1200 0.9148 0.0649 1.1921 0.0720

4

1.2870 0.0464 1.1907 0.0765 1.2988 0.0947 1.3250 0.0412

8

1.1621 0.0926 1.2452 0.0884 1.1291 0.0592 1.3071 0.0571

12

1.2233 0.0740 1.2322 0.1845 1.2216 0.1744 1.2835 0.0856

24

1.6555 0.2389 1.9019 0.1143 1.4952 0.2042 1.6377 0.1472

30

2.0474 0.1152 2.2459 0.1217 1.7966 0.1483 1.6750 0.1706

48

2.6342 0.1797 3.0179 0.1308 2.8657 0.1385 3.0546 0.4944

72

4.1511 0.4837 3.6682 0.2629 4.2926 0.1787 6.6367 0.4714

96

6.8276 0.3141 4.8230 0.1412 8.1325 0.4963 9.6786 0.5275

0

1.0000 0.0599 1.0000 0.0608 1.0000 0.0583 1.0000 0.0373

2

0.9892 0.0864 0.8274 0.0849 1.0453 0.0728 0.9069 0.0351

4

1.0132 0.0418 0.8344 0.0715 1.0849 0.0673 0.8715 0.0375

8

1.0455 0.1344 0.8047 0.0702 1.0858 0.0219 0.8830 0.0556

12

1.0441 0.1234 0.7831 0.2134 1.0753 0.1438 0.8932 0.0813

24

1.0146 0.1162 0.9118 0.0862 1.0249 0.0753 0.9177 0.0936

30

0.9299 0.0885 0.8908 0.0796 1.0200 0.0801 0.9098 0.0806

48

1.1639 0.1221 0.7812 0.0268 0.8371 0.0722 0.6941 0.0452

72

0.9757 0.0997 0.7765 0.0683 0.5954 0.1127 0.8755 0.0520

96

0.9533 0.0683 0.6863 0.0503 0.4965 0.0268 0.8402 0.0942

0

1.0000 0.0825 1.0000 0.1625 1.0000 0.1290 1.0000 0.0213

2

0.9937 0.0840 0.6490 0.0735 0.8924 0.0730 0.9055 0.0437

4

0.9512 0.0561 0.8377 0.1255 0.8548 0.0732 0.8683 0.0699

8

1.0582 0.1107 0.8166 0.1471 0.8799 0.0618 0.8639 0.0530
306

10

20

12

1.0960 0.1389 0.8476 0.1191 0.7917 0.0655 0.7396 0.0265

24

0.9893 0.0429 0.7504 0.1155 0.3128 0.0401 0.5425 0.0681

30

0.5791 0.1314 0.6782 0.0838 0.2244 0.0186 0.4406 0.0356

48

0.5759 0.1046 0.4097 0.0361 0.0580 0.0307 0.1919 0.0304

72

0.4468 0.0389 0.2359 0.0194 0.0012 0.0030 0.1700 0.0289

96

0.2929 0.0173 0.1409 0.0196 0.0000 0.0000 0.1793 0.0256

0

1.0000 0.0491 1.0000 0.0599 1.0000 0.0639 1.0000 0.0521

2

0.9624 0.0753 0.6316 0.0682 1.0263 0.1190 0.8027 0.0539

4

1.0255 0.1166 0.8006 0.0731 0.9493 0.0573 0.8010 0.0798

8

1.1523 0.0757 0.7374 0.1464 0.7480 0.0397 0.4410 0.0310

12

0.9641 0.2203 0.5631 0.0586 0.0364 0.0365 0.1537 0.0201

24

0.2127 0.0347 0.2344 0.0208 0.0000 0.0000 0.0360 0.0054

30

0.0000 0.0000 0.0826 0.0137 0.0000 0.0000 0.0136 0.0065

48

0.0566 0.0253 0.0094 0.0099 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

72

0.0117 0.0153 0.0006 0.0014 0.0000 0.0000 0.0004 0.0006

96

0.0050 0.0087 0.0013 0.0031 0.0038 0.0060 0.0000 0.0000

0

1.0000 0.0656 1.0000 0.0892 1.0000 0.0342 1.0000 0.0659

2

0.9524 0.1080 0.6902 0.0740 1.0209 0.0464 0.9005 0.0633

4

0.9660 0.0689 0.8746 0.0851 0.9614 0.0385 0.7700 0.0369

8

1.2600 0.3144 0.6289 0.0977 0.2829 0.0263 0.2714 0.0158

12

0.7197 0.0590 0.4521 0.1520 0.0086 0.0136 0.0977 0.0262

24

0.2197 0.0405 0.1088 0.0137 0.0039 0.0063 0.0228 0.0108

30

0.0000 0.0000 0.0100 0.0129 0.0000 0.0000 0.0062 0.0069

48

0.0710 0.0236 0.0086 0.0112 0.0143 0.0224 0.0089 0.0065

72

0.0434 0.0316 0.0164 0.0203 0.0163 0.0248 0.0004 0.0006

96

0.0238 0.0329 0.0210 0.0299 0.0170 0.0202 0.0000 0.0000

SD: Standard Deviation (n = 6)
All data are normalized to untreated (control) cell viability.
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Appendix C

Experimental Data (Chapter 4)
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Table 1 Relative Expressions of Intracellular Signaling Proteins Measured by MAGPIX®
System-based Protein Assay in Untreated-Control (A), Bortezomib 2 nM (B), and Bortezomib 20
nM (C) Treated Multiple Myeloma Cell Lines.

(A) Untreated Cells (Control)

Relative Expression
Protein

pNFκB

pAKT

pmTOR

Time
(h)

U266

RPMI8226

MM.1S

NCI-H929

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

0

1.141

0.842

0.998

0.183

0.982

0.146

1.030

0.292

2

1.133

0.559

0.950

0.241

0.999

0.264

0.527

0.057

6

1.490

0.570

0.875

0.066

0.884

0.109

0.759

0.439

12

1.248

0.344

1.023

0.088

1.208

0.410

0.717

0.211

24

1.174

0.198

1.057

0.040

0.965

0.132

0.591

0.038

32

1.011

0.214

1.028

0.074

0.893

0.043

–

–

48

1.023

0.178

1.046

0.106

1.056

0.217

0.862

0.333

72

0.721

0.284

0.805

0.023

0.759

0.183

–

–

0

1.081

0.311

1.121

0.400

0.998

0.069

1.021

0.191

2

1.580

0.214

0.985

0.218

1.684

0.466

1.068

0.342

6

1.854

0.554

0.998

0.222

1.391

0.199

1.255

0.364

12

1.757

0.091

1.213

0.352

1.398

0.138

0.875

0.305

24

1.845

0.559

1.150

0.498

1.560

0.207

0.482

0.472

32

1.581

0.501

1.014

0.108

1.300

0.332

–

–

48

2.058

0.529

0.911

0.155

1.384

0.084

0.846

0.144

72

1.919

0.054

1.092

0.140

1.601

0.409

–

–

0

1.137

0.507

1.048

0.197

1.127

0.488

1.092

0.377

2

1.073

0.127

1.081

0.215

0.916

0.117

0.614

0.272

6

1.211

0.361

0.972

0.094

0.807

0.021

0.883

0.589
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Bcl-2

pJNK

pp53

12

1.334

0.454

1.086

0.013

0.857

0.046

0.910

0.218

24

1.358

0.383

0.902

0.197

0.982

0.313

0.652

0.460

32

0.920

0.084

0.937

0.068

0.781

0.036

–

–

48

0.850

0.159

0.824

0.064

0.706

0.190

0.789

0.220

72

0.817

0.092

0.977

0.100

0.768

0.118

–

–

0

1.000

0.429

1.000

0.237

1.000

0.548

1.000

0.544

2

0.959

0.517

0.891

0.257

0.913

0.298

0.641

0.379

6

0.699

0.089

1.188

0.436

1.035

0.149

0.630

0.227

12

0.772

0.248

1.432

0.787

1.083

0.173

0.926

0.469

24

1.176

0.456

1.881

0.772

1.332

0.359

0.673

0.506

32

1.123

0.476

2.071

1.010

1.455

0.320

–

–

48

1.536

0.382

1.861

0.562

2.151

0.009

0.879

0.307

72

1.712

0.502

1.350

0.467

1.869

0.366

–

–

0

1.215

0.546

1.003

0.164

0.974

0.186

1.327

0.945

2

1.312

0.279

1.009

0.249

1.190

0.177

0.874

0.814

6

1.496

0.260

0.814

0.137

0.969

0.062

0.917

1.050

12

1.479

0.166

0.873

0.127

1.107

0.124

0.892

0.570

24

1.484

0.060

0.526

0.037

1.089

0.178

1.076

1.128

32

1.221

0.123

0.465

0.031

0.915

0.019

–

–

48

1.024

0.176

0.326

0.020

0.819

0.151

0.843

0.368

72

0.813

0.132

0.376

0.012

0.767

0.081

–

–

0

1.315

0.785

1.013

0.091

1.609

1.247

1.136

0.481

2

1.063

0.040

1.001

0.079

2.018

0.767

1.043

0.003

6

1.086

0.252

0.904

0.070

1.561

0.314

1.097

0.526

12

1.218

0.464

0.968

0.019

1.788

0.577

1.406

0.422

24

1.377

0.374

0.877

0.014

2.606

1.557

1.295

0.508

32

0.870

0.040

0.925

0.048

1.900

0.639

–

–

48

0.812

0.262

0.841

0.079

2.387

0.943

2.223

0.891

72

0.854

0.064

1.012

0.158

1.994

0.634

–

–
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p21

pBAD

Cas 8

Cas 9

0

1.000

0.816

1.000

0.212

–#

–

1.000

0.738

2

1.091

0.255

1.394

0.222

0.487

0.844

2.132

2.151

6

0.501

0.114

1.018

0.463

0.451

0.516

0.895

0.435

12

0.283

0.134

0.484

0.152

1.204

1.113

1.393

1.745

24

0.176

0.112

0.329

0.158

0.513

0.888

0.913

0.528

32

0.196

0.129

0.331

0.091

0.654

0.616

1.028

0.516

48

0.424

0.358

0.343

0.067

0.363

0.200

4.660

4.189

72

1.381

0.729

0.315

0.190

1.349

1.252

3.467

1.445

0

1.000

0.147

1.000

0.105

1.000

0.122

1.000

0.245

2

0.949

0.103

0.974

0.064

1.266

0.147

1.188

0.172

6

0.921

0.079

0.972

0.078

1.479

0.110

1.395

0.142

12

0.873

0.107

0.948

0.097

1.460

0.012

1.176

0.315

24

0.915

0.015

1.128

0.111

1.390

0.045

0.897

0.156

32

0.942

0.077

1.168

0.115

1.403

0.223

–

–

48

1.038

0.047

1.530

0.134

1.858

0.030

1.284

0.365

72

1.055

0.050

1.947

0.171

1.586

0.301

–

–

0

1.000

0.298

1.000

0.306

1.000

0.143

1.000

0.209

2

0.931

0.074

0.898

0.292

0.625

0.833

0.899

0.162

6

0.969

0.101

0.912

0.219

0.744

0.736

0.934

0.366

12

0.900

0.278

0.950

0.168

1.998

1.276

0.695

0.364

24

0.947

0.588

1.181

0.110

0.950

0.182

0.375

0.649

32

0.675

0.416

1.006

0.089

0.245

0.322

–

–

48

1.269

0.588

0.897

0.156

2.449

0.533

0.539

0.481

72

1.537

0.343

0.600

0.090

2.405

2.090

–

–

0

1.000

0.297

1.000

0.233

1.000

0.330

1.000

0.531

2

0.999

0.394

1.048

0.155

1.086

0.215

1.341

0.246

6

0.859

0.126

0.883

0.124

1.293

0.205

1.246

0.032

12

0.943

0.202

0.898

0.102

1.303

0.115

1.071

0.656

24

1.000

0.323

1.127

0.066

1.420

0.274

0.444

0.627
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32

0.861

0.017

0.986

0.042

1.227

0.284

–

–

48

1.139

0.017

1.112

0.104

1.839

0.186

0.514

0.499

72

1.736

0.319

1.004

0.124

1.517

0.349

–

–

SD: Standard Deviation (n = 3)
All protein expression data are normalized to GAPDH (housekeeping protein) and protein
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells. Additionally, phosphorylated proteins are normalized
by their equivalent total protein expressions.
#

Expression in 0 h untreated-control was lower than assay buffer (blank). Hence, average of 0 h

bortezomib (2 nM and 20 nM) treatment expression was used for normalizing the rest of the data
under the assumption that at 0 h treatment does not initiate signaling in cells.
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(B) Bortezomib 2 nM

Relative Expression
Protein

pNFκB

pAKT

pmTOR

Time
(h)

RPMI8226

MM.1S

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

0

0.806

0.073

0.969

0.261

2

0.891

0.117

1.019

0.209

6

0.744

0.179

0.920

0.341

12

0.940

0.052

1.395

0.304

24

1.089

0.206

1.822

0.758

32

0.991

0.102

1.843

0.254

48

1.066

0.188

2.390

0.151

72

0.822

0.059

2.625

0.443

0

0.826

0.180

0.943

0.177

2

0.859

0.167

1.462

0.214

6

0.721

0.192

1.427

0.068

12

0.884

0.137

1.628

0.081

24

1.008

0.299

1.606

0.339

32

1.080

0.295

1.956

0.435

48

0.873

0.088

1.933

0.210

72

0.803

0.423

3.886

0.642

0

1.091

0.164

0.777

0.033

2

1.047

0.141

0.866

0.037

6

0.999

0.083

0.836

0.060

12

1.155

0.137

0.957

0.242

24

0.908

0.098

0.844

0.084

32

0.957

0.057

0.671

0.070

48

0.785

0.186

0.664

0.117

72

0.745

0.213

0.798

0.043
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Bcl-2

pJNK

pp53

p21

0

0.912

0.225

1.132

0.157

2

0.865

0.298

0.945

0.205

6

0.887

0.598

1.018

0.150

12

1.572

0.880

1.122

0.225

24

1.567

0.805

1.058

0.643

32

1.813

1.026

0.932

0.292

48

1.634

0.760

2.333

0.761

72

1.099

0.341

0.709

0.133

0

0.963

0.166

1.045

0.120

2

0.974

0.297

1.037

0.181

6

0.834

0.186

1.117

0.240

12

0.760

0.131

1.792

0.220

24

0.603

0.111

2.145

0.474

32

0.519

0.120

1.923

0.106

48

0.372

0.069

2.400

0.261

72

0.376

0.092

3.459

0.549

0

0.999

0.034

2.301

0.452

2

0.981

0.059

1.896

0.627

6

0.905

0.075

1.785

0.934

12

0.893

0.058

2.211

0.563

24

0.920

0.034

1.486

0.595

32

0.975

0.068

1.262

0.256

48

0.916

0.099

2.443

0.395

72

1.105

0.313

2.473

0.338

0

1.020

0.729

0.716

0.407

2

1.543

0.044

0.391

0.677

6

1.148

0.317

1.075

0.284

12

1.201

0.541

1.042

0.730

24

0.393

0.206

13.01

7.521
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pBAD

Cas 8

Cas 9

32

0.431

0.191

24.79

10.68

48

0.182

0.159

29.48

0.448

72

0.229

0.162

8.466

3.677

0

0.987

0.113

1.091

0.087

2

0.970

0.051

1.361

0.199

6

0.949

0.131

1.544

0.114

12

0.992

0.086

1.846

0.222

24

1.003

0.103

1.913

0.467

32

1.160

0.083

1.748

0.264

48

1.480

0.058

1.527

0.084

72

1.762

0.211

0.799

0.039

0

0.748

0.229

0.605

0.627

2

0.849

0.256

0.616

0.455

6

0.730

0.065

0.448

0.524

12

0.912

0.129

7.063

3.220

24

1.087

0.056

25.77

5.128

32

0.979

0.144

28.99

1.832

48

0.819

0.152

45.80

9.073

72

0.498

0.146

91.55

4.610

0

0.882

0.089

1.033

0.172

2

1.080

0.159

1.153

0.329

6

0.854

0.226

1.324

0.215

12

1.078

0.094

3.703

1.229

24

1.049

0.096

7.323

5.159

32

0.993

0.059

4.414

1.122

48

1.082

0.180

2.956

0.563

72

0.851

0.174

1.665

0.143

SD: Standard Deviation (n = 3)
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All protein expression data are normalized to GAPDH (housekeeping protein) and protein
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells. Additionally, phosphorylated proteins are normalized
by their equivalent total protein expressions.
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(C) Bortezomib 20 nM

Relative Expression
Protein

pNFκB

pAKT

pmTOR

Time
(h)

U266

RPMI8226

MM.1S

NCI-H929

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

0

0.910

0.444

0.763

0.158

0.936

0.341

0.970

0.329

2

1.350

0.826

0.877

0.144

1.380

0.337

0.670

0.144

6

1.786

1.325

0.876

0.231

1.279

0.377

1.203

0.687

12

1.722

0.709

0.924

0.150

4.273

1.896

6.535

5.897

24

4.037

4.093

1.446

0.507

45.91

49.59

21.61

14.92

32

7.922

4.164

1.724

0.557

81.69

35.54

–

–

48

22.42

9.773

1.924

1.675

73.03

49.06

4.184

3.687

72

39.06

17.53

0.000

0.000

169.9

47.54

–

–

0

1.002

0.039

0.719

0.164

0.851

0.171

0.884

0.183

2

1.708

0.726

0.833

0.186

1.580

0.710

1.094

0.092

6

2.237

0.773

1.343

0.122

2.068

0.718

4.400

1.448

12

4.556

2.180

3.544

1.855

11.88

3.464

11.81

10.74

24

9.034

1.741

3.366

0.430

10.15

1.383

4.877

3.559

32

8.289

1.703

15.63

14.31

14.02

3.207

–

–

48

7.307

3.915

12.275

7.017

7.700

5.409

5.630

7.850

72

6.645

1.180

8.758

2.334

13.25

1.640

–

–

0

1.102

0.039

1.147

0.221

0.780

0.062

1.240

0.782

2

1.645

0.926

1.061

0.136

0.764

0.133

0.701

0.212

6

1.058

0.034

0.836

0.025

0.706

0.128

0.426

0.196

12

1.301

0.679

0.897

0.328

0.969

0.432

1.403

1.205

24

1.624

0.972

0.776

0.111

3.672

1.885

0.960

–

32

2.274

1.739

0.823

0.264

7.350

–

–

–

48

6.600

2.535

0.794

–

0.164

–

0.999

1.117

72

7.932

0.225

–

–

4.439

–

–

–
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Bcl-2

pJNK

pp53

p21

0

0.904

0.201

0.803

0.173

0.997

0.060

1.055

0.580

2

0.891

0.391

0.792

0.215

1.078

0.133

0.799

0.513

6

0.990

0.541

0.918

0.302

1.309

0.117

0.475

0.235

12

0.992

0.359

0.882

0.529

0.235

0.048

0.114

0.055

24

0.884

0.237

0.779

0.577

0.122

0.034

0.078

0.067

32

0.803

0.114

0.833

0.701

0.164

0.035

–

–

48

0.698

0.095

0.684

0.357

0.133

0.030

0.040

0.069

72

0.514

0.071

0.296

0.142

0.200

0.051

–

–

0

1.202

0.255

0.980

0.112

0.863

0.064

1.141

0.602

2

1.600

0.846

1.390

0.624

1.057

0.200

0.952

0.659

6

2.106

0.451

2.788

0.827

9.213

2.468

6.411

3.971

12

15.74

6.000

5.315

1.529

5.617

0.362

2.399

1.107

24

31.69

7.670

7.340

1.813

5.092

0.882

1.822

0.901

32

31.19

3.651

7.902

2.378

4.094

1.732

–

–

48

36.66

8.512

6.674

3.095

2.633

1.385

0.492

0.535

72

34.49

8.082

0.589

0.415

4.152

0.886

–

–

0

0.991

0.038

1.040

0.034

2.117

0.160

1.002

0.402

2

1.511

0.959

1.046

0.120

1.475

0.361

1.053

0.069

6

1.198

0.037

1.457

0.361

1.585

0.410

0.585

0.188

12

2.811

1.797

2.870

1.103

2.625

0.147

3.158

4.043

24

3.806

0.526

3.192

0.390

1.314

0.244

0.027

–

32

2.371

0.764

3.295

0.579

1.507

0.510

–

–

48

1.765

0.849

3.813

0.044

0.907

0.832

0.003

0.006

72

1.123

0.326

3.947

0.469

2.651

1.826

–

–

0

0.901

0.314

1.014

1.148

1.284

0.861

1.975

2.421

2

1.131

0.515

1.612

0.328

1.171

1.118

2.619

3.025

6

2.945

0.677

1.513

0.800

2.608

1.664

21.48

27.80

12

6.017

3.805

1.872

2.049

0.000

0.000

0.027

0.047

24

0.115

0.126

2.140

3.322

0.000

0.000

0.019

0.032
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pBAD

Cas 8

Cas 9

32

0.010

0.010

1.827

2.966

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

48

0.001

0.003

0.155

0.269

3.365

5.829

0.044

0.075

72

0.011

0.019

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0

0.971

0.114

0.957

0.092

1.186

0.089

1.016

0.364

2

1.067

0.120

1.266

0.126

1.895

0.118

1.477

0.113

6

1.203

0.134

1.145

0.126

1.880

0.164

1.244

0.428

12

1.175

0.197

1.139

0.202

0.486

0.012

0.249

0.124

24

0.671

0.119

0.733

0.165

0.176

0.022

0.062

0.007

32

0.386

0.054

0.493

0.130

0.168

0.030

–

–

48

0.175

0.048

0.275

0.015

0.192

0.004

0.028

0.049

72

0.117

0.030

0.187

0.030

0.260

0.009

–

–

0

0.971

0.151

0.689

0.254

0.182

0.314

1.092

0.358

2

0.878

0.036

0.783

0.240

0.662

0.870

1.110

0.218

6

1.490

0.192

1.453

0.152

46.79

25.21

10.80

5.223

12

9.142

2.839

2.368

0.348

159.7

4.829

22.30

6.028

24

8.047

2.530

1.375

0.266

61.87

17.83

5.549

1.514

32

4.041

0.532

0.988

0.166

48.79

3.825

–

–

48

1.636

0.659

0.390

0.023

39.82

0.230

6.991

3.281

72

0.873

0.287

0.112

0.097

40.91

1.093

–

–

0

0.922

0.070

0.870

0.047

0.977

0.161

0.957

0.747

2

1.176

0.380

1.144

0.175

1.545

0.195

1.839

0.383

6

2.791

0.879

2.655

0.351

13.29

6.227

12.96

4.035

12

8.731

3.521

2.445

0.557

2.338

0.327

1.102

0.493

24

1.091

0.663

0.821

0.320

0.196

0.050

0.087

0.079

32

0.252

0.046

0.393

0.157

0.241

0.067

–

–

48

0.087

0.015

0.078

0.034

0.181

0.071

0.049

0.085

72

0.058

0.004

0.011

0.010

0.316

0.043

–

–

SD: Standard Deviation (n = 3)
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All protein expression data are normalized to GAPDH (housekeeping protein) and protein
expression in 0 h untreated-control cells. Additionally, phosphorylated proteins are normalized
by their equivalent total protein expressions.
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Appendix D

ADAPT 5 Code File of the Pharmacodynamic Systems
Model (Chapter 5)
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The ADAPT 5 code file of the pharmacodynamic systems model for RPMI8226 cells (the code
files of the pharmacodynamic systems models for U266, MM.1S and NCI-H929 cells were
implemented similarly).
**********************************************************************
C
ADAPT
*
C
Version 5
*
C**********************************************************************
C
*
C
MODEL
*
C
*
C
This file contains Fortran subroutines into which the user
*
C
must enter the relevant model equations and constants.
*
C
Consult the User's Guide for details concerning the format for
*
C
entered equations and definition of symbols.
*
C
*
C
1. Symbol- Parameter symbols and model constants
*
C
2. DiffEq- System differential equations
*
C
3. Output- System output equations
*
C
4. Varmod- Error variance model equations
*
C
5. Covmod- Covariate model equations (ITS,MLEM)
*
C
6. Popinit- Population parameter initial values (ITS,MLEM)
*
C
7. Prior - Parameter mean and covariance values (ID,NPD,STS) *
C
8. Sparam- Secondary parameters
*
C
9. Amat - System state matrix
*
C
*
C**********************************************************************
C######################################################################C
Subroutine SYMBOL
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter as Indicated
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
NDEqs
NSParam
NVparam
NSecPar
NSecOut
Ieqsol
Descr

= 18
! Enter # of Diff. Eqs.
= 22
! Enter # of System Parameters.
= 4
! Enter # of Variance Parameters.
= 10
! Enter # of Secondary Parameters.
= 0 ! Enter # of Secondary Outputs (not used).
= 1 ! Model type: 1 - DIFFEQ, 2 - AMAT, 3 - OUTPUT only.
= ' Insert Model File Description '

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Symbol for Each System Parameter (eg. Psym(1)='Kel')
C
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C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
Psym(1)='kdpjnk'
Psym(2)='smpjnk'
Psym(3)='G'
Psym(4)='kdcas8'
Psym(5)='kdpnfkb'
Psym(6)='smpnfkb'
Psym(7)='GC8'
Psym(8)='kdpakt'
Psym(9)='smpakt'
Psym(10)='kdpmtor'
Psym(11)='kdpp53'
Psym(12)='G53'
Psym(13)='kdpbad'
Psym(14)='kdbcl2'
Psym(15)='GB2'
Psym(16)='kdcas9'
Psym(17)='GC9'
Psym(18)='kdp21'
Psym(19)='G21'
Psym(20)='kg'
Psym(21)='kd'
Psym(22)='GG'
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Symbol for Each Variance Parameter {eg: PVsym(1)='Sigma'}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
PVsym(1)='Intercept'
PVsym(2)='Slope'
PVsym(3)='InterceptP'
PVsym(4)='SlopeP'
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Symbol for Each Secondary Parameter {eg: PSsym(1)='CLt'}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
PSsym(1)='kspjnk'
PSsym(2)='kscas8'
PSsym(3)='kspnfkb'
PSsym(4)='kspakt'
PSsym(5)='kspmtor'
PSsym(6)='kspp53'
PSsym(7)='kspbad'
PSsym(8)='ksbcl2'
PSsym(9)='kscas9'
PSsym(10)='ksp21'
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
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Subroutine DIFFEQ(T,X,XP)
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8

T,X(MaxNDE),XP(MaxNDE)
kdpjnk, kdpnfkb, kdpakt, kdpmtor, kdpp53, kdpbad, kdbcl2
kdcas8, kdcas9, kdp21, GN9, GG, G53, GB2
kspjnk, kspnfkb, kspakt, kspmtor, kspp53, kspbad, ksbcl2
kscas8, kscas9, ksp21, GC9, GPA, smpakt, GPB, G21
kg, kd, smpjnk, smpnfkb, KDEG, G, kspcas8, GC8, kpcas8

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Differential Equations Below {e.g. XP(1) = -P(1)*X(1) }
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
kdpjnk=P(1)
smpjnk=P(2)
G=P(3)
kdcas8=P(4)
kdpnfkb=P(5)
smpnfkb=P(6)
GC8=P(7)
kdpakt=P(8)
smpakt=P(9)
kdpmtor=P(10)
kdpp53=P(11)
G53=P(12)
kdpbad=P(13)
kdbcl2=P(14)
GB2=P(15)
kdcas9=P(16)
GC9=P(17)
kdp21=P(18)
G21=P(19)
kg=P(20)
kd=P(21)
GG=P(22)
kspjnk=kdpjnk*1
kspnfkb=kdpnfkb*1
kscas8=kdcas8*1
kspakt=kdpakt*1
kspmtor=kdpmtor*1
kspp53=kdpp53*1
kspbad=kdpbad*1
ksbcl2=kdbcl2*1
kscas9=kdcas9*1
ksp21=kdp21*1
!Bort.
KDEG=0.0048135208
XP(1)=-KDEG*X(1)
!pJNK
XP(2)=kspjnk*(1+((smpjnk*X(1))))-kdpjnk*X(2)
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!Cas8
XP(3)=(kscas8/(X(5)**GC8))*(X(2))-kdcas8*X(3)
!pNFkB lag
XP(4)=kspnfkb*(1+(smpnfkb*X(1)**G))-kdpnfkb*X(4)
!pNFkB
XP(5)=kdpnfkb*(X(4)-X(5))
!pAKT
XP(6)=kspakt*(1+smpakt*X(1))-kdpakt*X(6)
XP(7)=kdpakt*(X(6)-X(7))
!pmTOR
XP(8)=kspmtor*(X(7))-kdpmtor*X(8)
!pp53
XP(9)=(kspp53/(X(7)))*(X(2)**G53)-kdpp53*X(9)
!pBAD
XP(10)=kspbad-kdpbad*(X(2)**GB2)*X(10)
XP(11)=kdpbad*(X(10)-X(11))
XP(12)=kdpbad*(X(11)-X(12))
XP(13)=kdpbad*(X(12)-X(13))
!Bcl-2
XP(14)=(ksbcl2/X(9))*(X(13))*(X(5))-kdbcl2*X(14)

1

!Cas9
XP(15)=kscas9*(1/X(14))*(1/X(5))*(X(3)**GC9)
-kdcas9*X(15)
!p21
XP(16)=(ksp21/(X(7)))*(X(9)**G21)-kdp21*X(16)
!myeloma cell population
XP(17)=kg*X(17)

1

XP(18)=(kg/(X(16)))*(X(8))*X(7)*X(18)
-kd*X(3)*(X(15))*X(18)

C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
Subroutine OUTPUT(Y,T,X)
Implicit None
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Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8

Y(MaxNOE),T,X(MaxNDE)
kdpjnk, kdpnfkb, kdpakt, kdpmtor, kdpp53, kdpbad, kdbcl2
kdcas8, kdcas9, kdp21
kspjnk, kspnfkb, kspakt, kspmtor, kspp53, kspbad, ksbcl2
kscas8, kscas9, ksp21
kg, kd, smpjnk, smpnfkb, G

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Output Equations Below
{e.g. Y(1) = X(1)/P(2) }
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
Y(1)=X(2)
Y(2)=X(3)
Y(3)=X(5)
Y(4)=X(7)
Y(5)=X(8)
Y(6)=X(9)
Y(7)=X(13)
Y(8)=X(14)
Y(9)=X(15)
Y(10)=X(16)
Y(11)=X(17)
Y(12)=X(18)
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
Subroutine VARMOD(V,T,X,Y)
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Real*8 V(MaxNOE),T,X(MaxNDE),Y(MaxNOE), Slope, Intercept
real*8 SlopeP, InterceptP
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Variance Model Equations Below
C
C
{e.g. V(1) = (PV(1) + PV(2)*Y(1))**2 }
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
Intercept=PV(1) !0.05 assay error
Slope=PV(2) !0.001 variance
InterceptP=PV(3) !0.05 assay error
SlopeP=PV(4) !0.001 variance
V(1)=(PV(1)+
V(2)=(PV(1)+
V(3)=(PV(1)+
V(4)=(PV(1)+

PV(2)*Y(1))**2
PV(2)*Y(2))**2
PV(2)*Y(3))**2
PV(2)*Y(4))**2
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V(5)=(PV(1)+ PV(2)*Y(5))**2
V(6)=(PV(1)+ PV(2)*Y(6))**2
V(7)=(PV(1)+ PV(2)*Y(7))**2
V(8)=(PV(1)+ PV(2)*Y(8))**2
V(9)=(PV(1)+ PV(2)*Y(9))**2
V(10)=(PV(1)+ PV(2)*Y(10))**2
V(11)=(PV(3)+ PV(4)*Y(11))**2
V(12)=(PV(3)+ PV(4)*Y(12))**2
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
C

Subroutine COVMOD(Pmean, ICmean, PC)
Defines any covariate model equations (MLEM, ITS)
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Real*8 PC(MaxNCP)
Real*8 Pmean(MaxNSP+MaxNDE), ICmean(MaxNDE)

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter # of Covariate Parameters
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
NCparam = 0

! Enter # of Covariate Parameters.

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Symbol for Covariate Params {eg: PCsym(1)='CLRenal'}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
For the Model Params. that Depend on Covariates Enter the Equation C
C
{e.g. Pmean(1) = PC(1)*R(2) }
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
C

Subroutine POPINIT(PmeanI,ICmeanI,PcovI,ICcovI, PCI)
Initial parameter values for population program parameters (ITS, MLEM)
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Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Integer I,J
Real*8 PmeanI(MaxNSP+MaxNDE), ICmeanI(MaxNDE)
Real*8 PcovI(MaxNSP+MaxNDE,MaxNSP+MaxNDE), ICcovI(MaxNDE,MaxNDE)
Real*8 PCI(MaxNCP)
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C Enter Initial Values for Population Means
C
C
{ e.g. PmeanI(1) = 10.0
}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Initial Values for Pop. Covariance Matrix (Lower Triang.)
C
C
{ e.g. PcovI(2,1) = 0.25
}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Values for Covariate Model Parameters
C
C
{ e.g. PCI(1) = 2.0
}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
C

Subroutine PRIOR(Pmean,Pcov,ICmean,ICcov)
Parameter mean and covariance values for MAP estimation (ID,NPD,STS)
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Integer I,J
Real*8 Pmean(MaxNSP+MaxNDE), ICmean(MaxNDE)
Real*8 Pcov(MaxNSP+MaxNDE,MaxNSP+MaxNDE), ICcov(MaxNDE,MaxNDE)

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C Enter Nonzero Elements of Prior Mean Vector
C
C
{ e.g. Pmean(1) = 10.0
}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
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CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Nonzero Elements of Covariance Matrix (Lower Triang.)
C
C
{ e.g. Pcov(2,1) = 0.25
}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
Subroutine SPARAM(PS,P,IC)
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8
real*8

PS(MaxNSECP), P(MaxNSP+MaxNDE), IC(MaxNDE)
kdpjnk, kdpnfkb, kdpakt, kdpmtor, kdpp53, kdpbad, kdbcl2
kdcas8, kdcas9, kdp21, GB2, GG
kspjnk, kspnfkb, kspakt, kspmtor, kspp53, kspbad, ksbcl2
kscas8, kscas9, ksp21, GPA, smpakt, GPB, G21
kg, kd, smpjnk, smpnfkb, G, kspcas8, GC8, GC9, G53

CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter Equations Defining Secondary Paramters
C
C
{ e.g. PS(1) = P(1)*P(2)
}
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
kspjnk=PS(1)
kscas8=PS(2)
kspnfkb=PS(3)
kspakt=PS(4)
kspmtor=PS(5)
kspp53=PS(6)
kspbad=PS(7)
ksbcl2=PS(8)
kscas9=PS(9)
ksp21=PS(10)
kdpjnk=P(1)
smpjnk=P(2)
G=P(3)
kdcas8=P(4)
kdpnfkb=P(5)
smpnfkb=P(6)
GC8=P(7)
kdpakt=P(8)
smpakt=P(9)
kdpmtor=P(10)
kdpp53=P(11)
G53=P(12)
kdpbad=P(13)
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kdbcl2=P(14)
GB2=P(15)
kdcas9=P(16)
GC9=P(17)
kdp21=P(18)
G21=P(19)
kg=P(20)
kd=P(21)
GG=P(22)
PS(1)=kdpjnk*1
PS(2)=kdcas8*1
PS(3)=kdpnfkb*1
PS(4)=kdpakt*1
PS(5)=kdpmtor*1
PS(6)=kdpp53*1
PS(7)=kdpbad*1
PS(8)=kdbcl2*1
PS(9)=kdcas9*1
PS(10)=kdp21*1
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
Subroutine AMAT(A)
Implicit None
Include 'globals.inc'
Include 'model.inc'
Integer I,J
Real*8 A(MaxNDE,MaxNDE)
DO I=1,Ndeqs
Do J=1,Ndeqs
A(I,J)=0.0D0
End Do
End Do
CC
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Enter non zero elements of state matrix {e.g. A(1,1) = -P(1) }
C
C----c-----------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C----------------------------------------------------------------------C
C
Return
End
C######################################################################C
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